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Abstract

Despite the fact that germanium played a significant role in the advent of modern electronics,

silicon-germanium alloys have not been used or studied nearly as extensively as silicon. How-

ever, a recent resurgence in industrial and research interest in silicon-germanium ensures that

it will have an increasingly important role in nano- and opto-electronics. It is unavoidable that

a sound understanding of the oxidation of silicon-germanium will be required as processes are

developed for using the material in electronic applications. In fact, a profound appreciation for

the oxidation kinetics of silicon-germanium could itself create new applications for the material.

The present work investigates the use of thermal oxidation in nanostructuring of epitaxi-

ally grown silicon-germanium by examining the kinetics of oxidation and the redistribution of

germanium at the oxidation interface. This is done for oxidations in dry O2 ambients with a

particular focus on the influence of temperature and crystalline orientation on the post-oxidation

germanium distribution. Physical characterization by x-ray diffraction and variable angle spec-

troscopic ellipsometry is used along with diffusion and oxidation modeling to derive a series of

relations to describe the germanium content and layer thicknesses for the multiple layers cre-

ated by oxidation. Both modeling and experimental results reveal that the germanium content at

the oxidation front is strongly dependent on the oxidation temperature and only weakly depen-

dent on the germanium content in the as-grown silicon-germanium layer. Evidence is presented

showing that a decrease, rather than an increase, in the germanium content at the oxidation front

may be achieved under certain conditions. The germanium content at the oxidation interface

is used to discuss the potential for germanium to act as a catalyst or inhibitor for oxidation of

silicon-germanium alloys. Taken together, germanium redistribution by thermal oxidation and

the empiric relations presented here may be used to design process recipes for fabrication of

nanostructures for nano- and opto-electronic applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Among the great scientific and technological revolutions of the twentieth century were advances

in semiconductor physics and the inventions of the transistor and the integrated circuit. Although

compounds of sulphur and copper were cited by the earliest patents on field effect transistors

by Lilienfeld, substantial uncertainty exists regarding whether these compounds were actually

used to produced working transistors [1]. The research into semiconductor devices during and in

the years following the second world war that led to transistors, integrated circuits, and modern

solid state electronics focused on silicon and germanium [1–4]. In fact, both the first functioning

transistor and integrated circuit were built with germanium [1, 2, 4, 5]. These were homojunction

devices, but the earliest proposals for heterojunction devices were based on abrupt junction and

alloyed silicon and germanium [6, 7]. Furthermore, even though solar cells and the photovoltaic

effect were discovered using selenium crystals in the latter half of the nineteenth century, it

wasn’t until 1953 that research into silicon based electronics at Bell labs lead to the discovery of

the utility of silicon in producing solar cells [8].

The semiconductor industry quickly came to be dominated by silicon; this was despite the

fact that research into silicon and germanium was conducted concurrently, and both the first

functioning transistor and integrated circuit were made of germanium. Among the reasons why

silicon eclipsed germanium in the electronics industry is the use of oxide layers in diffusion

masking and the reduction of surface states at the silicon to oxide interface [4, 9]. Oxidation

processes in silicon-germanium alloys are also distinguished from those in silicon by two com-

plicating phenomena; firstly, the potential for germanium to act as a catalyst or inhibitor for

oxidation, and secondly, the formation of a germanium rich layer between the oxide and the un-

derlying silicon-germanium, commonly referred to as germanium condensation, a pile-up layer,

or snow plowing [10–13]. As a result, the oxidation of silicon-germanium has not received the

same attention as the oxidation of silicon. It is perhaps something of a self fulfilling prophecy

that the superiority of the oxide on silicon and the subsequent industrial dominance of silicon

has led to oxidation of silicon being substantially more profoundly understood than oxidation of

silicon-germanium.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Still, Kroemer and Shockley’s descriptions of silicon-germanium heterostructure devices

[6, 7] were prescient, and the use of germanium in standard digital and analog processes is

becoming common. Silicon-germanium has enormous potential for applications in the fields of

nano-electronics and opto-electronics, including applications in RF, BiCMOS, CMOS, waveg-

uides, photodetectors, and lasers [6, 9, 14–18]. Among the numerous examples of how silicon-

germanium in general, and germanium condensation by oxidation of silicon-germanium in par-

ticular, shows promise for construction of nanoscale devices are: monolithically integrated opti-

cal interconnects and waveguides [19, 20], nano-antennas [21], bolometers for uncooled infrared

photodetectors [22–25], nanocrystals for use in high density non-volatile memories [26–30],

multiple gate field effect transistors (including FinFETs) [31–35], and nanowires [36–46].

Direct bandgaps in silicon-germanium super-lattices and core-shell nanowires [47–50] might

allow creation of novel opto-electronic devices or find use in optical interconnects. The possi-

bility to create direct bandgaps in core-shell nanowires could also have profound implications

for solar cell or energy harvesting applications. The obvious utility of a direct bandgap is in

addition to the geometric advantages of core-shell nanowires; such a construction allows for a

long absorption path for incident photons along the length of the wire, while taking advantage of

the small radius of the wire to minimize the collection distance of the carriers. So, combination

of the geometric advantages of core-shell nanowires with the physical and electronic properties

of SiGe could lead to substantial improvements in solar-cell efficiencies [51–55].

Germanium has been incorporated into the source, drain, and channel of CMOS transistors

as a method of reducing parasitic effects like drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) and sub-

threshold leakage, and of enhancing beneficial transistor characteristics by strain manipulation

[56–58]. Localized oxidation of silicon-germanium has been proposed as a method to manipulate

the germanium content in the channel or source and drain regions of transistors [59–62], which,

in addition to the performance benefits, may help reduce manufacturing costs and cycle times by

removing steps from silicon-germanium CMOS process flows [61, 62].

Silicon-germanium-on-insulator (SGOI) has been suggested as a replacement for bulk silicon

in deep sub-micron CMOS applications [57], and the fabrication of SGOI wafers using germa-

nium condensation by thermal oxidation [63–66] as well as by thermally induced germanium

dilution [67] has been suggested. Use of thermal oxidation for SGOI fabrication may also allow

for endotaxial growth of high germanium content layers and germanium nanocrystals at the in-

terface between a buried silicon dioxide and a silicon-germanium layer [68, 69]. Silicon dioxide

is a common insulator for SGOI applications, but silicon-germanium-on-sapphire [70–73] is a

variant of SGOI that has potential for uniquely high performance RF, analog, image sensor, or

photovoltaic based energy harvesting applications.

Despite the fact that germanium played a significant role in the advent of modern electronics,

silicon-germanium alloys have not been used or studied nearly as extensively as silicon. There

has been a recent resurgence in industrial and academic interest in silicon-germanium and other

group IV alloys due to their potential for direct and tunable bandgaps and their compatibility
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with the existing silicon based infrastructure and research. As processes are developed for using

silicon-germanium in new electronic applications, it is unavoidable that a sound understanding

of the oxidation of silicon-germanium will be required. Indeed, a profound appreciation for

the oxidation kinetics of silicon-germanium could itself create new applications for the use of

silicon-germanium in nano-electronics and opto-electronics.

The present work uses physical characterization along with diffusion and oxidation mod-

eling to examine the kinetics of oxidation of epitaxially grown silicon-germanium and the re-

distribution of germanium at the oxidation interface. This is done with a particular focus on

oxidations in dry O2 ambients and the influence of oxidation temperature and crystalline orienta-

tion on the post-oxidation germanium distribution. Physical characterization relies on measure-

ments made by x-ray diffraction (XRD), variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE), x-ray

photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS), and Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). The ex-

perimental work was conducted with layers of silicon-germanium grown epitaxially on silicon

substrates to a thickness of ∼80 nm and germanium contents of 15 to 20%. The oxidations were

conducted at temperatures between 750 and 1150 ◦C in a dry O2 ambient to grow oxides up to

100 nm thick.

The present work systematically characterizes and models the formation of the region of

high germanium content adjacent to the oxidation front (i.e. the pile-up layer.) Both modeling

and experimental results reveal that the germanium content at the oxidation front is strongly

dependent on the oxidation temperature and only weakly dependent on the germanium content

in the as-grown silicon-germanium layer. Evidence is presented showing that a decrease, rather

than an increase, in the germanium content at the oxidation front may be achieved under certain

conditions. The germanium content at the oxidation interface is used to discuss the potential

for germanium to act as a catalyst or inhibitor for oxidation of silicon-germanium alloys. An

empiric relation for the germanium content at the oxidation interface is derived and supported by

experimental data. The relation for the germanium content at the oxidation interface may also

be used to determine the diffusivity of silicon in silicon-germanium under oxidation, which is

done here for the (100), (110), (111) orientations. Additional relations are presented describing

the thicknesses of the silicon-germanium layers that result from oxidation induced germanium

condensation. Taken together, germanium redistribution by thermal oxidation and the empiric

relations presented here may be used to design process recipes for fabrication of nanostructures

for nano- and opto-electronic applications.
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Chapter 2

Materials properties

This chapter presents the electronic and optical characteristics of silicon-germanium alloys that

are most pertinent to the research presented herein. An emphasis is placed on the way in which

various properties change as a function of the germanium content in the alloy.

2.1 Silicon-Germanium (SiGe)

2.1.1 Lattice constant

Silicon-germanium (SiGe) is a miscible binary alloy that takes a diamond crystal structure [1].

The random placement of silicon and germanium atoms in the alloy result in a lattice constant

that varies continuously between those of silicon and germanium [1, 2]. Figure 2.1 shows how

the lattice constant of Si1−XGeX varies as a function of the Ge content, X , and reveals a slight

deviation from what is predicted by Vegard’s law.

Figure 2.1: Lattice constant for Si1−XGeX as a function of X [2].
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2.1.2 Phase diagram

The melting point of Si1−XGeX is also a continuous function of X and varies continuously

between ∼940 ◦C for Ge to ∼1412 ◦C for Si. The phase diagram for Si1−XGeX is shown in

figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Phase diagram for Si1−XGeX [1].

2.1.3 Complex index of refraction

As shown in figure 2.3, the complex index of refraction, n∗ = n + ik, for Si1−XGeX is also a

function of X . The real part of the index of refraction, n, varies between ∼3.9 for Si and ∼5.5

for Ge for an incident beam with λ = 632.8 nm. The complex index of refraction is a function

of both the morphology and the band structure of the material.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Real, n, and imaginary, k, parts of the complex index of refraction for Si1−XGeX . (a)

n and k versus Ge content, X , for 632.8 nm (1.96 eV) light. (b) n and k versus wavelength for Si

(X = 0) and Ge (X = 1). [3]
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Figure 2.4: Minimum energy band gap for Si1−XGeX as a function of X [7, 8]. Curves are shown

for both relaxed Si1−XGeX and strained layers of Si1−XGeX on a Si(100) substrate.

2.1.4 Bandgap

As seen in figure 2.4, the bandgap of bulk (i.e. relaxed) Si1−XGeX is indirect and shows a kink

at ∼80% Ge content. This kink indicates where the conduction band minima that define the

minimum energy gap shift from the δ valleys (that are characteristic of Si) to the L valleys (that

are characteristic of Ge) [4, 5]. The possibility to use strain and Ge content to manipulate the

bandgap of SiGe (i.e. bandgap engineering) is at the heart of the alloy’s utility in modern elec-

tronics. This sort of bandgap engineering can also be extended to binary, ternary, and quaternary

alloys of various group IV elements, allowing manipulation of the bandgap between ∼5.5 eV for

diamond and 0 eV for tin. The broad range of bandgaps, as well as the possibility of direct gaps,

make group IV alloys suitable for a large number of applications within opto-electronics [6].

Modern SiGe based applications are based on epitaxially grown layers, rather than bulk ma-

terial, and the two most common methods for SiGe epitaxy are molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [9]. Epitaxial growth of SiGe is particularly apt for an

industry dominated by Si based processes and gives the additional benefit of allowing use of

strain effects in device design. The strain in heteroepitaxial thin films of SiGe arises as a direct

consequence of the 4% difference in the lattice constants of Si and Ge. Noting the close cor-

relation between the lattice constant and Ge content shown in figure 2.1, whether the strain is

compressive or tensile depends on whether the lattice constant in the film is greater than or less

than the lattice constant in the substrate, respectively. It follows that the valence and conduction

band offsets, and thus the bandgap, of strained layers of SiGe will depend on the Ge content
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of both the substrate and the epitaxial layer [4, 5, 8, 10–12]. Though, the compressive strain

in pseudomorphically strained Si1−XGeX on Si will tend to reduce the bandgap from the value

for relaxed Si1−XGeX . Figure 2.4 shows a clear tendency for higher degrees of strain, that are

associated with higher Ge contents, to exaggerate the reduction in the bandgap.

2.1.5 Critical thickness

A fundamental limitation associated with using strain to alter the bandgap is the tendency for

strain energy to be relieved by formation of threading defects and misfit dislocations. Epitax-

ial growth methods have been shown to be capable of producing thin films of Si1−XGeX with

low defect densities up to a critical thickness that is a function of X [4, 9, 13–15]. As the

growth process proceeds the increase in strain energy due to the misfit between the heteroepitax-

ial layers will induce defects as well as an increase in surface roughness (also called islanding

or 3D growth) [4, 13, 14]. Figure 2.5 shows the critical thickness as predicted by Matthews and

Blakeslee [13] as well as that predicted by People and Bean [14]. Defect free films grown to

thicknesses greater than the critical thickness may exist in a metastable region wherein defects

will develop over time. Although People and Bean [14] relied on data from studies of SiGe

epilayers on Si substrates, it has been suggested that their predictions may sit in a region of

metastability [4]. The development of defects over time would make such layers unsuitable for

applications in electronics due to compromised reliability.

Figure 2.5: Critical layer thickness for epitaxial Si1−XGeX on a Si substrate as a function of X .

Curves shown follow predictions by Matthews and Blakeslee [13] and People and Bean [14]. The

predictions by People and Bean may fall within a region of metastability such that defects and relax-

ation will develop over time [4].
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2.1.6 Diffusion of Si and Ge

Kube et al [16] used time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) to measure the

diffusivity of Si and Ge in Si1−XGeX for a range of X and reviewed data published elsewhere in

the literature. The diffusivity of Si and Ge in Si1−XGeX follows a standard Arrhenius relation,

D = D0exp [−Ea/(kT )], where D is the diffusivity in cm2/s, D0 is a pre-exponential constant

in cm2/s, Ea is the activation energy for diffusion in eV, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is

the temperature in K. Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) show the activation energies and pre-exponential

constants for diffusion of Si and Ge in Si1−XGeX . Figure 2.6(c) plots the diffusivity of Si in

Si1−XGeX for several temperatures typical of thermal oxidation. The diffusivities in figure 2.6(c)

indicate that Si diffuses between four and six orders of magnitude faster in Si than in Ge.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.6: Diffusivity of Si and Ge in Si1−XGeX as a function of X and modeled following an

Arrhenius relation, D = D0exp [−Ea/(kT )]. (a) Activation energies, Ea, for Si and Ge measured

in eV. (b) Pre-exponential constant, D0, for Si and Ge measured in cm2/s. (c) Diffusivity of Si in

Si1−XGeX for temperatures between 700 and 1100 ◦C. The data is as tabulated by Kube et al [16].
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Figure 2.7: Gibbs energies for oxidation of Si and Ge [20].

2.1.7 Gibbs free energies

In studies of the oxidation of SiGe, the preferential oxidation of Si is commonly explained by

citing the Gibbs free energies for silicon, germanium, oxygen, and oxidized silicon and germa-

nium [17, 18]. The change in Gibbs free energies for the formation of Si and Ge dioxides from

their constituent components are shown in figure 2.7. It has been reported that, in contrast to

amorphous SiO2, thermal oxidation of Ge produces a polycrystalline oxide, and that SiO2 is

differentiated from GeO2 by higher electronic and lower ionic conduction [19].

2.1.8 Long range order and alternative morphologies

As stated above, SiGe forms in the diamond structure wherein the Ge and Si atoms are randomly

placed in the crystal lattice. However, it has been demonstrated that long range order of the Ge

and Si atoms may occur under certain conditions. This is significant because, although SiGe

is typically described as having an indirect bandgap, strain and long range ordering may allow

creation of SiGe based structures that exhibit a direct bandgap [21]. Additionally, alternative

crystalline structures could prove useful in producing devices with SiGe-on-sapphire technolo-

gies [22]. Ordering has been shown in strained super-lattice structures [23], and although it is

presumed that strain plays a critical role in establishing or stabilizing long range order, ordering

has also been observed in relaxed or bulk like films [24]. LeGoues et al [24] postulate that the

presence of long range order in bulk like Si0.5Ge0.5 films may be associated with a peculiarity

of the deposition method creating super-latices or residual strain in the thick films. Long range

ordering represents a phase change from the diamond structure to either a zinc-blende or a rhom-

bohedral structure and depends on both chemical and mechanical energies [25, 26]. It is argued

that the relative weakness of Si-Ge bonds, as compared to the average of the Si-Si and Ge-Ge
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bonds, will influence the ratio of the number of Si-Ge to Si-Si and Ge-Ge bonds in a SiGe crystal,

which would in turn result in the rhombohedral structure being more stable than the zinc-blende

structure [24, 25]. The Ge-Ge and Si-Si binding energies are occasionally reported as being be-

tween about 1.6 and 2 eV [27–31], though, more recent studies report the dissociation energies

for Ge-Ge, Si-Ge, and Si-Si bonds as approximately 2.7, 3.0, and 3.2 eV, respectively [32–35].

These more recent values are consistent with Pauling’s [27] estimation for the relationship be-

tween bond energies of diatomic molecules and the electronegativities of the constituent atoms

(reported as 1.9 and 2.0 for Si and Ge, respectively [36].) The wide variations in reported values

for diatomic bonds and the strong dependence of electronegativities on bonds with tertiary ele-

ments make it difficult to form definitive conclusions about the validity of arguments based on

bond energies.
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Chapter 3

Physical analysis methods

The physical characterization methods employed in the current study are variable angle spectro-

scopic ellipsometry (VASE), x-ray diffraction (XRD), x-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS),

and Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). This chapter presents a brief introduction to

these techniques as they were used to characterize the silicon-germanium and oxide thin films in

the present work.

3.1 Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE)

Ellipsometry is a non-destructive optical method for characterizing both thin and thick layers of

either amorphous or crystalline material. It is well suited for measuring films with thicknesses of

a few angstroms up to several microns, particularly for those materials that have well established

values for the indices of refraction. Although the method may use wavelengths from the extreme

ultra-violet to the far infrared, the wavelengths of light used in this study are between 380 and

900 nm.

Ellipsometry relies on measuring the polarization of light which has been reflected and re-

fracted by one or more layers in a sample. The polarization of light may be described by two

time variant vector components of the electric field which are perpendicular to the direction of

propagation of the light, call them the X and Y vectors. The oscillation of the electric field will

form an elliptical shape in the XY plane (hence the name ellipsometry) and the polarization can

be described by the two angles, Δ and Ψ. The ratio of the maximum magnitudes of the X and

Y vectors is the relative amplitude, X/Y = tan Ψ, while the angle between the directions of the

electric field vector when the X and Y components are at their maximums is the relative phase,

Δ [1, 2].

Both of the ellipsometers used in the present study, the AutoEL-II by Rudolph Research and

the alpha-SE by J.A. Woollam Co., operate by measuring the values of Δ and Ψ for one or

more wavelengths of incident light, λ, and one or more angles of incidence, θ. The essential

21
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of the AutoEL-II ellipsometer by Rudolph Research showing basic func-

tional components. After drawing number D7905-8 of [3].

components of the AutoEL-II are shown in figure 3.1. The laser is used as a light source that

produces a monochromatic beam of light that is directed at an angle, 90◦ − θ, to the plain of the

surface of the sample. The value of θ is manually set to one of three discreet values (65◦, 70◦,
or 75◦) by rotating the primary and secondary side components and fixing their position using a

pin. The polarizers on the primary and secondary sides are labeled “Polarizer” and “Analyzer”,

respectively, and are used to condition the light prior to measurement by the photodetector.

The so called null ellipsometry method used by the AutoEL-II is succinctly described by the

instrument’s manual,

“The AutoEL is a microprocessor-controlled automatic-nulling ellipsometer which

measures changes in the state of polarization of a laser beam reflected from sample

surfaces, by determining the azimuth P of a rotatable polarizer prism in the incident

beam and the azimuth A of a rotatable analyzer prism in the reflected beam for which

the intensity of the reflected beam (after passage through the analyzer) is a minimum.

From the measured azimuths P and A at ’extinction’, the instrument computes two

intermediate parameters Δ (DELTA) and Ψ (PSI) which can be used to calculate the

optical constants of bare surfaces, and the thickness and refractive index of thin films

on those surfaces.” [3]

The alpha-SE has a similar principle of operation, but instead of relying on rotation of the

polarizer and analyzer, it uses rotation of an additional component on the primary side, called

a compensator, to manipulate the phase of the polarized light and to change the incident beam

from linear to elliptical polarization. There are advantages and disadvantages to both methods

but these are not critical to the present application [2, 4].
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(a) single layer model (b) double layer model

Figure 3.2: Ellipsometry models using (a) a single layer and (b) two layers. After figure 5-24 of [3].

The way in which light is refracted by various materials is determined by the permitivity, ε,

of the material which is closely related to the electron density of the material. In the context of

ellipsometry, the permitivity is commonly described in terms of the complex index of refraction,

N , where N = n + ik =
√

ε. The extinction coefficient, k, is indicative of the absorptivity

of the material, and is close to zero for those wavelengths where the material is transparent.

Figure 3.2(a) shows the basic geometry for the reflection and refraction of a beam of light with

wavelength λ that is incident upon a sample with a single film at an angle θ0. The way in which

the light beam is refracted and reflected when passing between the ambient and the top layer

of the sample is described by Snell’s law, N0 sin θ0 = N1 sin θ1. Furthermore, if the plane that

contains both the incident and reflected beam is the plane of incidence, the polarization may be

separated into the component that is parallel to the plane of incidence (p-polarization) and that

which is perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s-polarization.) The parallel and perpendicular

Fresnel coefficients may be written as,

rp =
N0 cos θ1 − N1 cos θ0

N0 cos θ1 + N1 cos θ0

and rs =
N0 cos θ0 − N1 cos θ1

N0 cos θ0 + N1 cos θ1

. (3.1)

The ratio of the Fresnel coefficients is related to the values of Δ and Ψ as rp/rs = tan Ψ exp iΔ

[1, 2].

In the event that the sample is composed of more than one layer of different materials, each

with its own N , these equations may be extended to models with multiple layers. This is demon-

strated in figure 3.2(b), where the relationship between layers 1 and 2 is synonymous to that

between layers 0 and 1. By considering the relationships between Δ, Ψ, N , and θ, a known

value for θ0, and using basic trigonometry, the thickness and complex index of refraction of the
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various layers may be determined using the method of least squares. This involves calculating

Δ and Ψ using a variety of values of N for a number of samples. The difference between the

measured and calculated values is expressed by the mean squared error, χ2, and is written as,

χ2 =

j∑
i=1

[(
Δm

i − Δc
i

σΔ

)2

+

(
Ψm

i − Ψc
i

σΨ

)2
]

, (3.2)

where j is the total number of measurements and the superscripts m and c indicate measured

and calculated values, respectively, for Δ and Ψ. The values of σΔ and σΨ may be neglected

if they are determined to be equal to one another and constant for all samples measured on the

same instrument. This is a standard form for calculating χ2 [5], but there is some variation in the

details of the way in which χ2 is calculated. The CompleteEASE software that is associated with

the alpha-SE ellipsometer defines χ2 as [4],

χ2 =
1

3j − l

j∑
i=1

[
(Am

i − Ac
i)

2 + (Bm
i − Bc

i )
2 + (Cm

i − Cc
i )

2] , (3.3)

where l is the number of unknowns being solved for, A = cos 2Ψ, B = sin 2Ψ cos Δ, and

C = sin 2Ψ sin Δ. This definition assumes that the standard deviations for A, B, and C are the

same. The combination of values of n, k, and layer thicknesses that produce the minimum value

of χ2 represent the most probable true values of these variables.

The computational complexity of determining the minimum value of χ2 will depend strongly

on the number of unknowns in the system and the range and precision with which these unknowns

are being determined. For example, for a sample with three layers wherein the thicknesses and

values of n and k for the layers and substrate are unknown, there will be 12 unknowns. If each

unknown is considered to have 1000 possible values, the number of possible combinations of

variables that must be considered will be 100012. Using a 2.5 petaflop computer, this would

take longer than the age of the universe to complete the calculations, and would require about

7 × 1024 TB of storage; this is clearly not a practical approach. If the number of unknown

variables is reduced to three with each variable being limited to 100 possible values, the storage

space required could be reduced to less than 2 MB, and the computation time would be on the

order of seconds using the 1980’s technology that was used to build the AutoEL-II. There are a

variety of ways in which the problem may be simplified, including: using the simplest model

that is appropriate for the samples being measured, minimizing the number of unknowns and

the ranges of possible values for those unknowns, measuring multiple similar samples, using

multiple values of λ and θ for measurements, using algorithmic searches for the minimum χ2

rather than a brute force method, and using an understanding of the physics associated with N to

limit the possible values for that variable.

In fact, using a brute force method to find χ2 for all possible combinations of all of the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: Color maps for χ2 values calculated with a two layer model and a range of values for

two unknowns. Red areas represent combinations of the two unknowns with large χ2 values, while

blue areas represent lower χ2 values. The color maps demonstrate that a large number of minima can

be generated for various combinations of values for the two unknowns without producing a unique

minimum χ2 value during analysis of ellipsometry data.

unknowns is not a common or efficient method for analyzing ellipsometry data. Levenberg-

Marquardt, Monte Carlo, and Genetic algorithms are examples of more sophisticated search

routines for finding the minimum value of χ2. The Levenberg-Marquardt method is common in

ellipsometry analyses, but suffers from the tendency to produce results for χ2 from local minima,

rather than the global minimum for the range of unknowns being considered [1, 4]. Figure 3.3

shows color maps of the χ2 values calculated with a two layer model and a range of values for two

unknowns. The color maps demonstrate that a large number of local minima can be generated

for various combinations of values for the two unknowns, without producing a unique minimum

χ2 value. The problem of multiple local minima is aggravated with larger numbers of unknowns.

Rather than varying independently of one another, the values of n and k should be related

by a Kramer-Kronig relation, and should be physically realistic [1]. Linking n and k by such a

physical relation allows them to be considered as a single variable. Furthermore, some materials

have been well characterized in the literature, and SiO2, for example, is recognized as having

k = 0 in the range of wavelengths considered here. For the present work, measurements were

made of thermal SiO2 grown from SiGe films on Si substrates and from bare Si substrates.

Published values of the optical constants of Si, SiO2 [6], and SiGe [7] have either been used

outright or used to minimize the range in which to search for n and k. In the case of SiGe,

where the value of N is a function of the Ge content (seen in figure 3.4), N may either be fixed

for a known Ge content, or the Ge content may be measured by determining N . Furthermore,

as seen in figure 3.4(a), the values of n for SiGe and Si begin to approach one another at a λ

of about 600 nm and become increasingly similar as the wavelength is increased. Figure 3.4(b)

shows that the value of k for Si and SiGe quickly approaches zero as λ increases towards 600 nm

and beyond. The similarity of the optical constants between Si and SiGe at longer wavelengths
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(a) index of refraction (b) extinction coefficient

Figure 3.4: The (a) real and (b) imaginary components of the indices of refraction for Si, Si0.70Ge0.30,

and Si0.35Ge0.65. The data is extracted from the CompleteEASE software by J.A. Woollam Co. [4]

following data presented in [6] and [7].

makes it possible to simplify the model used for data analysis by considering the SiGe as a

part of the Si substrate. An alternative view is that, when measuring the thickness of SiO2 on

top of SiGe and Si, any error introduced by uncertainty in the Ge content of the SiGe layers is

minimized at longer wavelengths. On the other hand, due to the difficulty distinguishing SiGe

from Si at longer wavelengths, there will be a higher degree of uncertainty when measuring the

SiGe layer thicknesses. This is contrasted to shorter wavelengths, where the values of n and k

differ substantially between Si and SiGe, which facilitates characterization of SiGe layers but

adds to the complexity of the analysis.

It should be clear that measuring each sample with a series of wavelengths (referred to as

spectroscopic ellipsometry) can add substantially to the certainty with which various sample

characteristics are determined. This approach has the obvious disadvantage of increasing the

number of unknowns that must be determined due to the dependence of N on λ. However, aside

from the option of using published data for given materials, N can be parameterized as a function

of λ using an appropriate relation, e.g. a Cauchy or B-Spline function [1, 4]. The method

referred to as variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) takes this one step further by

making spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements at a variety of angles of incidence. This has

the advantage of increasing the number of measurements for each sample, and measuring various

path lengths within the sample without altering λ or N . VASE will act to minimize both random

and systematic measurement error and to maximize the contrast in χ2 for the range of unknowns

being considered.

As some of the characteristics of the materials and layers for the different samples in an
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experiment are bound to be similar or the same, a number of samples may be analyzed simul-

taneously to minimize the uncertainty in the solutions. For example, a number of samples of

Si and SiGe that have been oxidized for various times and temperatures will have a range of

oxide and SiGe film thicknesses, but, the values of N for the SiO2 and Si will be the same for all

of the samples. Analyzing all of the samples simultaneously and using a common value for N

will produce a substantial improvement in the certainty of the solutions. The analyses done for

the present work made use such simultaneous analyses of groups of samples in combination with

data produced by both spectroscopic ellipsometry and VASE. Data measured using the AutoEL-II
used wavelengths of 632.8 and 830.0 nm and an angle of incidence of 70◦. VASE measurements

were done with the alpha-SE ellipsometer by stepping λ in intervals of 0.01 eV between 1.39

and 3.25 eV (between 382 and 900 nm) and with angles of incidence of 65◦, 70◦, and 75◦. Use

of the measured data to determine N for SiO2 and Si produced results that were essentially the

same as published values [6, 7] as implemented by the CompleteEASE software [4].

3.2 X-ray diffraction (XRD)

X-ray Diffraction (XRD) is an analysis method that relies on diffraction of monochromatic x-rays

to characterize the structure of the crystalline material being analyzed. Although XRD may be

applied to powders, large single crystals, or polycrystalline samples, this work uses the method

exclusively for analysis of thin films.

The present work used a Bruker AXS Discover diffractometer. Figure 3.5 shows the basic

components of such an instrument. A copper based x-ray tube is used to generate Cu-Kα1

(0.154057 nm), Cu-Kα2 (0.154440 nm), and Cu-Kβ (0.139223 nm) radiation [8–10]. The Göbel

mirror removes the Cu-Kβ radiation and reflects the Cu-Kα x-rays as a parallel beam. The

beam then passes through an asymmetric (220) Ge two bounce monochromator which filters

out the Cu-Kα2 radiation and only passes the Cu-Kα1 radiation. The slit on the primary side

defines the beam width, while the slit on the secondary side helps to confine the detected signal

Figure 3.5: A schematic of an x-ray diffraction (XRD) instrument.
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Figure 3.6: Angular rotations of a sample in an Eulerian cradle.

to diffracted radiation by removing scattered radiation. The detector is a one dimensional point

source detector. It is also possible to use a Ge analyzer crystal on the secondary side with a

scintillation detector to increase the angular resolution, however, the cost of the higher resolution

is a substantially reduced detected beam intensity. The reduction in the detected beam intensity

with the analyzer crystal and scintillation detector precludes use of such a high resolution setup

for detecting weak peaks or Kiessig fringes, or for generating reciprocal space maps.

The sample is placed on a vacuum chuck at the center of an Eulerian cradle which allows the

sample to be rotated to any position. If, as shown in figure 3.6, the Cartesian coordinate system,

(x,y,z), is used to define the reference axes, the angles of rotation for the sample are χ, φ, and ω.

The sample surface sits in the xy plane and χ is the rotation about the x axis. Rotation in χ is used

primarily to align the sample such that the preferred crystallographic plane (i.e. (100), (110), or

(111)) is perpendicular to the plane containing the x-ray beam. This alignment is only done prior

to measurement and will adjust for deviations between the (100), (110), or (111) planes from the

sample surface (often referred to as sample offcut) or for samples that are, for some reason, tilted

with respect to the chuck surface. Rotation in φ is about the z axis and is used to align the sample

prior to measurement of asymmetric peaks. Rotation in ω is about the y axis and is used to align

the sample for measurement of both symmetric and asymmetric Bragg peaks. Both 2θ-ω scans

and reciprocal space mapping rely on manipulation of ω to tilt the sample relative to the incident

beam path and detector during data collection. The beam path and the detector sit in the xz plane

with the detector and Eulerian cradle held by a goniometer. The detector may be moved in an

arc about the y axis; this is the same direction as ω but instrument is built to allow movement of

the detector, independent of rotation of the sample.

The defining equation for XRD is Bragg’s law, nλ = 2d sin θ, which describes the relation-

ship between the wavelength of incident x-rays, λ, the spacing between planes of atoms in a
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Figure 3.7: A schematic describing the diffraction of x-rays by a crystal lattice.

crystal lattice, d, and the angle of incidence and diffraction, θ [10]. Figure 3.7 presents a graphi-

cal representation of XRD as described by Bragg’s law. Considering the wave nature of x-rays, if

an incident beam of x-rays strikes a crystal structure at an angle, ω, the x-rays that are diffracted

by multiple planes of the crystal will undergo constructive or destructive interference. Construc-

tive interference will only occur in the event that d is related to an integer multiple, n, of λ such

that Bragg’s law is satisfied. A 2θ-ω XRD scan measures d for a crystalline structure by simul-

taneously sweeping the detector and the sample through a range of angles while maintaining

ω = θ. The peaks in intensity of the diffracted x-rays that are caused by constructive interference

will be detected at values of 2θ where Bragg’s law is satisfied.

It is evident from Bragg’s law that, for a given λ and d, there will be multiple values of

θ for which intensity peaks occur. For a simple cubic structure with a (001) oriented surface,

peaks will occur for integer values of n and will be referred to by the miller indices of the planes

of reflection, (001), (002), (003), (004), and so forth. Although silicon, germanium, and their

alloys are cubic in nature, they form crystals that have a diamond structure. The diamond lattice

structure may be described as being composed of two interlaced face centered cubic (fcc) cells,

and is critically different from the simple cubic and fcc structures, in that it will lead to destructive

interference for a number of reflections, sometimes referred to as forbidden reflections [10]. In

addition to those reflections that are forbidden by the nature of the lattice structure, there are a

number of reflections that can not be measured due to the geometry of the instrument and the

sample. This is best illustrated by considering the space drawn by the scattering vector, Q, which

is also referred to as the reciprocal space. The x and z components of the vector Q are defined
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Figure 3.8: Bragg diffraction peaks for a crystal with a diamond structure that has a (100) oriented

surface plotted in Q space. The peaks that are forbidden due to instrument or sample geometry and

due to the sample’s crystal structure are excluded. After figure 7.16 in [10].

as

Qx = K [cos (θ − ω) − cos (θ + ω)] (3.4a)

and

Qz = K [sin (θ − ω) − sin (θ + ω)] , (3.4b)

where K = 2π/λ [10]. As shown in figure 3.8, the diffraction peaks that are permitted and that

can be measured are confined within an arc in the QxQz plane. However, there are two symmetric

hemispheres within this arc that represent the space in which the incident or diffracted beams are

below the surface of the sample, thus preventing measurement of the peaks that fall within these

two smaller hemispheres.

Figure 3.8 is drawn for a sample with a (100) oriented surface, for which the (004) peak is

the most commonly measured symmetric peak. For a sample with any given surface orientation,

the peaks that occur along the Qz axis are referred to as symmetric and can be measured with a

2θ-ω scan where ω = θ. Those peaks that occur to the left or right of the Qz axis are asymmetric

peaks and can be measured with a 2θ-ω scan wherein an offset is added to ω. The map of the

reciprocal space and the symmetry of the Bragg peaks depend on the surface orientation of the

sample being measured.

For a single crystalline Si wafer with a (100) surface orientation, the primary symmetric

Bragg peak is the (004) peak. Using a 2θ-ω scan and Cu-Kα1 radiation, the (004) peak from

a (100) oriented single crystalline Si wafer will occur at 69.128◦. Similarly, the (333) peak for

(111) oriented Si will occur at about 94.949◦. Whereas Si has a lattice constant of 0.54310 nm,

Ge has a lattice constant of 0.56575 nm and the lattice constant of relaxed Si1−XGeX varies

according to X in a way that is similar to Vegard’s law [11]. This difference in lattice constant
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(a) (004) peak on (100) oriented sample (b) (333) peak on (111) oriented sample

(c) (022) peak on (110) oriented sample (d) (044) peak on (110) oriented sample

Figure 3.9: XRD 2θ-ω scans of samples with 80 nm epitaxial layers of Si1−XGeX on a Si substrate.

The (004) peak is measured for (100) oriented material, the (333) peak for (111) material, and the

(022) and (044) peaks for (110) material.

for Si1−XGeX will shift the (004) peak on (100) material towards 65.996◦ (the 2θ value for

Ge.) The samples in the present work are composed of an 80 nm epitaxial layer of Si1−XGeX

on a Si substrate. Figure 3.9 shows the results of 2θ-ω scans of the symmetric (004), (333),

(022), and (044) peaks for Si0.8Ge0.2 on variously oriented Si substrates. It is clear that the

substrates produce the strongest peaks, while the thinner SiGe layers produce less intense peaks

that are shifted according the Ge content in the layer. Both the intensity of the thin film peak

and the periodicity of the Kiessig fringes are indications of the layers’ thickness. The tendency

of an increase in Ge content in the epitaxial layer to shift a peak to lower 2θ values is clear in

figure 3.9(a), which shows a samples with Si0.85Ge0.15 contrasted with a sample with Si0.80Ge0.20.

It is frequently difficult to fully evaluate an epitaxially grown thin film using a single 2θ-ω

scan. A reciprocal space map is a scan of an area of the QxQz space that is typically focused

around one or more peaks and can be used to evaluate epitaxial layer characteristics, like layer tilt,
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Figure 3.10: XRD reciprocal space maps of the (-1-13), (004), and (113) peaks of a (100) oriented

sample with an 80 nm epitaxial layer of Si0.8Ge0.2 on a Si substrate. The epitaxial layer of SiGe has

a slight tilt with respect to the substrate.

strain and relaxation, lattice mismatch, and defectivity. Any measurements of asymmetric peaks

will require alignment of the sample in φ. Figure 3.10 shows an example of the reciprocal space

mapping of the negative and positive asymmetric (113) peaks and the symmetric (004) peak of a

(100) oriented sample with an 80 nm epitaxial layer of Si0.8Ge0.2 on a Si substrate. The slight tilt

in the lines linking the substrate and epitaxial layer peaks is an indication that the epitaxial layer

is physically tilted with respect to the substrate. A fully relaxed epitaxial layer would be indicated

by the lines linking the substrate and epitaxial layer peaks being directed towards the origin in

QxQz space. Fully pseudomorphically strained epitaxial layers would show the epitaxial layer

and substrate peaks aligned vertically along Qz as a consequence of pseudomorphically strained

material having a face centered tetragonal crystal structure, rather than the face centered cubic

structure of relaxed material.

In the present work, reciprocal space maps were measured on a limited number of samples

to evaluate the strain in the thin films of SiGe before and after oxidation. All samples were fully

pseudomorphically strained prior to oxidation. After oxidation, the reciprocal space maps of

both symmetric and asymmetric reflections showed that the substrate and SiGe layer peaks were

aligned vertically along Qz. This vertical alignment along Qz indicates that the peak position

in a symmetric 2θ-ω scan is a reflection of the lattice constant (i.e. the Ge content) of the layer.

Relaxation due to an increase in the lattice mismatch in the plane of the layer would cause the

relaxed SiGe layer peak to shift towards the line connecting the QxQz origin to the substrate

peak, this was not observed in the RSM measurements done in the present work. The oxidation

process may also cause relaxation by formation of dislocations and other defects (such as those

shown in figure 3.11), but defectivity will contribute to broadening of the XRD peak for the

layer, rather than shifting of the peak in the reciprocal space. Although both peak broadening and
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Figure 3.11: Transmition Electron Microscopy (TEM) image showing extended defects in the crys-

talline lattice of a thin film of SiGe on Si which has been subjected to oxidation at 1000 ◦C.

intensity reductions may occur due to both thinning of layers and relaxation, layer thickness can

also be estimated based on the spacing of the fringes around the main layer peak. Assumption

of the SiGe layers as having the same lattice constant as the substrate allows measurement of

the Ge content in the SiGe layers using only 2θ-ω scans of symmetric peaks, but without the

confounding influence of strain or relaxation induced variations in the lattice constant.

All samples in the present work were measured using 2θ-ω scans of one or more symmetric

peaks. The results of these scans were analyzed using the Leptos software in order to determine

the Ge content and layer thicknesses of the SiGe layers. The software allows construction of

multilayered models for which specific model characteristics (i.e. Ge content and layer thickness)

may be set as variables. The 2θ-ω scan is simulated for the model and matched to the measured

scan using a genetic algorithm and the MSE method.

3.3 X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) is a non-destructive method for both chemical and

elemental surface analysis. The method depends on analysis of the kinetic energy and flux of

photo-electrons that are ejected from the core energy levels of chemically bound atoms in a

sample that is illuminated by x-ray radiation [2]. The instrument used in the present study was a

Kratos Axis Ultra DLD, and figure 3.12 shows a schematic of the essential components of such a
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system. A monochromatic x-ray source illuminates a sample within a high vacuum environment.

The electrons emitted from the sample surface are propelled through an electrostatic lens and an

electron analyzer towards a detector. The electron current and kinetic energy are measured by

the detector, and form the basis for the analysis.

Although photo-electrons can be generated from various materials with a wide range of pho-

ton energies, XPS uses an x-ray source because x-rays are high enough in energy to excite core

level electrons to the vacuum level. It is this excitation of core level electrons that makes XPS

unique among analysis techniques and allows for the identification of chemical states as well

as elements. Figure 3.13 shows a schematic of the vacuum, conduction, valence, and core en-

ergy levels in an atom, and illustrates how the energy from an incident x-ray can excite a core

level electron to the vacuum level. The energy of the ejected electron as measured by the XPS

instrument, EXPS, is related to the binding energy of the electron, Eb, as

EXPS = hν − Eb − qφXPS, (3.5)

where φXPS is the work function of the XPS instrument and hν is the energy of the incident x-ray.

Although Auger emissions may also occur during XPS measurements, XPS is distinct from

Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). Auger analysis relies on excitation of core level electrons

by an incident electron beam, rather than an x-ray source. Excitation of Auger electrons is

illustrated in figure 3.13. An incident electron ejects a K level core electron, allowing an L1 level

core electron to fall into the K level. The energy from the electron transition from L1 to K is

transferred to another core level electron which is ejected and becomes an Auger electron. The

Auger electron in figure 3.13 would be referred to as a KLL emission to highlight the multiple

energy level transitions that distinguish it as an Auger electron. The core level transitions in

Auger will produce both emitted electrons and x-rays, with the electron emissions dominating

for elements with low atomic numbers (�30) and x-ray emissions dominating for elements with

Figure 3.12: A schematic of an x-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) instrument.
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Figure 3.13: XPS and Auger transitions between energy levels. After figures 10.8 and 10.33 of [2].

high atomic numbers (�30.) Though, as a practical matter, neither hydrogen nor helium is

measurable by either AES or XPS [2].

The end result is the same in both Auger and XPS, that is, electrons are emitted and subse-

quently collected to measure their kinetic energy and current at the detector. Figure 3.14 shows

an example of the results of an XPS measurement of a sample of oxidized SiGe with Ge incor-

porated into the oxide. Both XPS and Auger emissions from oxygen, germanium, and silicon are

visible and plotted as a function of their binding energies. Changes in the binding energies for

the various elements are indicative of the chemical states of the atoms in the sample. The transla-

tion of the binding energy to a chemical or elemental identification is done through tabulated or

collected references that are published in both books and XPS system software. There are vary-

ing degrees of complexity to the analysis of the binding energies, including, but not limited to,

atomic models, chemical shifts, Koopman’s theorem, spin orbit coupling, and sample charging

induced shifts.

The x-ray source in an XPS system is typically made of Al or Mg in order to take advantage

of their Kα x-ray emissions [2]. The Al Kα radiation (hν = 1486.6eV) used in the present work

offers a relatively small bandwidth of x-rays leading to reduced full-width-half-max (FWHM)

values for the measured peaks and thus clearer discrimination between peaks during analysis.

The detection depth for an XPS measurement is related to the penetration depth of the in-

cident x-rays and the inelastic mean free path of the photo-electrons, as described by the Beer-

Lambert law. For the oxidized SiGe sample in figure 3.14, if the detection depth is written as

d = 3Λ cos θ, where Λ is the inelastic mean free path of photo-electrons and θ = 0◦ is the angle

at which photo-electrons are emitted, Ge2p and Ge3d photo-electrons will give detection depths

of 3.5 and 11.7 nm, respectively. These detection depth values were derived assuming that the
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Figure 3.14: XPS spectrum of oxidized SiGe with Ge incorporated into the oxide. The spectrum

shows the binding energies of emitted electrons for silicon (Si), germanium (Ge), and oxygen (O.)

The peaks due to photo-electrons are marked by the core energy levels from which the electrons are

emitted, while the Auger emission peaks are labeled according to the levels involved in the Auger

transitions.

photo-electrons are traveling through an SiO2 layer, and by using data from the Tanuma, Powell,

and Penn algorithm [12, 13]. Although XPS is fundamentally a surface analysis method, sample

tilting or ion milling can be used in conjunction with XPS to create depth profiles for arbitrarily

deep analyses [2].

3.4 Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS)

Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) is based on measuring the intensity and energy of

ions with small masses that have been scattered from the larger atoms in a sample. The instrument

used for an RBS measurement may be described as a modification of an ion implantation system,

and figure 3.15 shows a schematic such an instrument. The ion source produces 4He+ cations

(also commonly referred to as alpha particles) which are subsequently propelled towards a large

magnet that acts as a beam path selector and mass separator. The beam path selector directs the

ion beam towards the sample, where the 4He+ cations will be elastically scattered by the more

massive atoms in the sample. The detector is positioned to measure the backscattered He ions.

The 100◦ angle between the incident ion beam path and the detector (in figure 3.15) is referred

to as a glancing-angle detector geometry, and is used to provide enhanced depth resolution for

accurate analysis of films near the sample surface; a typical detector geometry would use an

angle closer to 170◦. The 2 MeV energy of the incident ion beam should result in detection depth
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on the order of 1×104 nm and a depth resolution of around 15 nm for a Si sample [2]. Given that

the thicknesses of the SiGe and oxide films on the samples in the present study are frequently

smaller than 20 nm, it is critical to use the instrument configuration that will give the highest

possible resolution.

Even though RBS is not restricted to use of helium for the ion beam, since the method relies

on the incident ions being significantly smaller in mass than the atoms that are to be detected, use

of a more massive element, like carbon, is precluded by the need to measure the composition of

the oxide layers on the samples in the present study. The measured spectrum will show a count

rate or yield versus backscattering energy; the backscattering energy may be binned into discrete

channels. Two examples of RBS spectra for samples with SiGe films on a silicon substrate are

shown in figure 3.16; one of the two samples has been oxidized. The spectrum features for each

of the elements in the sample will be shifted in energy according to the mass of the detected

element. There will also be a width to the feature for each element that is characteristic of the

distribution of the element in the sample; the broader the distribution of an element, the wider

the feature will be. In figure 3.16, the silicon substrate has a signal that extends from beyond the

lowest graphed channel to the surface position where the count rate drops precipitously (between

channels 300 and 350.) There is a shelf at the surface of the silicon that represents the silicon in

the oxide or the silicon in the SiGe. The germanium signal starts wide and becomes much thinner

after oxidation, which is consistent with the increased concentration of germanium in the SiGe

layer after oxidation of the sample. Similar to what is done to analyze XRD and Ellipsometry

data, RBS relies on software to generate simulated curves for a user defined sample model and to

match the simulated and measured spectra to find the most likely values for the given unknowns.

Figure 3.15: A schematic of an ion beam implanter modified for Rutherford backscattering spec-

troscopy (RBS) measurements with a glancing-angle detector geometry.
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Figure 3.16: Two example spectra measured by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). The

samples were thin films of SiGe on a Si substrate, one of the samples was oxidized to enhance the Ge

content of the SiGe layer.
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Chapter 4

Results and discussion

This chapter reviews the modeling and experimental results that are detailed in the attached

articles. Additionally, supporting data is presented and discussed with an emphasis on the phys-

ical mechanisms and materials characteristics that are important for designing and constructing

nanostructures by thermal oxidation of silicon-germanium.

4.1 Oxidation rate modeling

Early literature on the oxidation of metals was reviewed and explained by diffusion of ions and

electrons in a space charge induced field in an oft-cited work by Cabrera and Mott [1]. In their

analysis, they made a critical distinction between very thin oxides with high growth rates and

thicker films characterized by slower growth rates. They describe the thickness of thin films

with a logarithmic model, 1/zox = A − B ln(t), while thicker films are described by a parabolic

model, z2
ox = 2At. Here, zox is the oxide thickness and t is the oxidation time, while A and B

are rate constants that show Arrhenius like behaviour and that are determined by the materials

and oxidation conditions. They also briefly mention that growth of thick oxides can be described

by linear, zox = At, or cubic, z3
ox = 3At, models and that A may take on various definitions.

Oxidation of silicon has been explained by both linear [2, 3] and parabolic [4] models. Deal [5]

suggested that oxidation of silicon can be modeled by the combination of linear and parabolic

regions, and along with Grove [6], established the frequently cited model z2
ox + Azox = B(t +

τ), where B is the parabolic rate constant, B/A is the linear rate constant, and τ is a factor

which adjusts the oxidation time to account for any pre-existing oxide. For thick oxides or long

oxidation times, the Deal and Grove model reduces to the previously mentioned parabolic form,

z2
ox

∼= Bt, and for very short oxidation times it reduces to a linear form, zox
∼= (B/A)(t+ τ). An

alternative model, presented by Massoud et al [7, 8], does a better job of modeling the earliest

stages of oxidation as well as oxidations in the linear and parabolic regions. The Massoud model

defines the oxidation rate as dzox/dt = B/(2zox + A) + C1 exp(−zox/L1) + C2 exp(−zox/L2),

41
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where C1, L1, C2, and L2 are additional oxidation constants. The values used for any given

model’s coefficients depend critically on such variables as the oxidant partial pressure [3, 6, 9],

crystalline orientation [2, 7, 9–12], water content in the ambient [4–6, 9, 11], and impurities in

both the ambient and the material being oxidized [9].

Despite the wide variety of models for oxidation of silicon, a simple Arrhenius model is

adequate for describing the growth of oxides with thicknesses between a few tens of angstroms

and about a hundred nanometers. So, in the context of the present study, it is a reasonable

approximation to describe the oxidation rate as dzox/dt = A0 exp[−Eox/(kT )], where Eox is

the activation energy for the oxidation process and A0 is a pre-exponential constant, T is the

oxidation temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant.

4.2 Diffusion modeling

The concentration of a diffusing substance at any given place within a system, at any given

time is characterized by the diffusivity of the substance and the dimensions of the system in

which the substance is diffusing. The fundamental relation describing diffusion is Fick’s law,

J = −D∂N/∂x, where J is the flux of diffusing substance in the direction x, N(x, t) is the

concentration of the diffusing substance, and D is the diffusivity of the diffusing substance in the

medium. The dose, Q, is defined as the amount of diffusing substance to pass x = 0 over a given

period of time and may be found by solving Fick’s law for N and integrating this over time, t.

While Crank [13] discusses solutions to Fick’s law for a wide variety of boundary conditions

and system geometries, there is one solution that is of particular import to the present work. This

solution is referred to as a semi-infinite medium by Crank [13] and as pre-deposition diffusion

by Campbell [14] and involves diffusion in a planar structure with an infinite diffusion source.

The boundary conditions for this solution are N(0, t) = N0, N(x, 0) = 0, and N(∞, t) = 0,

while the concentration and dose are written as

N(x, t) = N0erfc

(
x

2
√

Dt

)
for t > 0, (4.1a)

and

Q = 2N0

√
Dt

π
. (4.1b)

4.3 Modeling of the pile-up region

The pre-deposition model may be used to analyze the formation of the pile-up region in oxidizing

silicon-germanium by considering the initial silicon-germanium layer to be an infinite source of

silicon and the pile-up region to be an arbitrary medium in which the silicon is diffusing. This
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Figure 4.1: diffusion model

structure is sketched in figure 4.1. The width of the pile-up region may be considered to be

very small such that the flux of silicon exiting the initial silicon-germanium layer, Jpu, is exactly

equal to the flux of Si entering the oxide, Jox, i.e. Jpu = Jox. The flux of silicon atoms into

the oxide, Jox, is defined by the rate at which silicon atoms are removed from the surface of the

crystalline silicon-germanium and bonded to oxygen atoms to form the growing oxide, i.e. the

oxidation rate. The requirement that Jpu = Jox is then equivalent to requiring that the dose from

silicon diffusion through the pile-up is equal to the dose of silicon incorporated into the oxide,

Qpu = Qox. The dose of silicon incorporated into the oxide, Qox, can be determined directly

from the oxidation rate and the atomic density of silicon in silicon dioxide.

Considering the pile-up region to be an arbitrary medium is a means of accommodating for

the fact that the Ge content in the pile-up region is unknown. It has been established that the

diffusivity of Si in Si1−XGeX is a function of X and can be modeled by an Arrhenius relation,

D = D0exp [−Ea/(kT )] [15]. Furthermore, if the Ge content in the pile-up region is written

as Xpu, then D(Xpu) can be reasonably approximated by considering D0 to be constant and

Ea = EmXpu+ESi, where ESi is the activation energy for Si self-diffusion and Em is a coefficient

to account for the Ge content.

By adopting an Arrhenius relation to describe both the oxidation rate and the diffusivity of

Si, and by assuming a linear function for Ea(Xpu), while keeping D0 independent of Xpu, the

relation between the doses of silicon due to the diffusion and oxidation fluxes, Qpu = Qox, may

be solved for Xpu:

Xpu =
kT ln

(
4N2

0 D0

πtN2
oxA2

0

)
− ESi + 2Eox

Em

, (4.2)
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where Nox is the atomic density of Si in SiO2 and N0 is the atomic density of Si in the initial or

as-grown layer of SiGe.

In the event that Eox and A0 are not well characterized (e.g. due to complications from

germanium’s tendency to induce oxidation rate enhancement in some ambients), considering

that Qox = Noxzox allows the relationship between doses to be written as

Qpu = 2N0

√
Dt

π
= Qox = Noxzox, (4.3)

which, if the oxide thickness is directly measured, allows Xpu to be determined following

Xpu =
kT ln

(
4tN2

0 D0

πN2
oxz2

ox

)
− ESi

Em

. (4.4)

Once Xpu has been determined by either measurement or calculation, the thickness of the

pile-up region may be determined following the empirical relation,

zpu =
XzoxNox

(1 − X)XpuNpu

, (4.5)

where X is the Ge content in the initial or as-grown SiGe layer and Npu is the atomic density of

the pile-up layer. The density of the pile-up layer, Npu, is a function of the Ge content and may

be determined either by Vegard’s law or following the data presented by Dismukes et al [16].

4.4 Layer thicknesses: measurement and calculation

The measurement methods used in the present work each rely on different physical phenomena

but are capable of measuring some of the same sample characteristics. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

is adept at measuring layer thicknesses, e.g. zpu, and Ge content, Xpu and X , in crystalline mate-

rial. However, XRD is not suited to making direct measurements of the thickness of amorphous

oxides, i.e. zox. Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) is best suited to measuring

zox, but can also measure zpu, Xpu, and X . Although the VASE measurement scheme used herein

provides robust values for zox, its estimation of zpu is less robust due to uncertainty in the values

for Xpu and X , as well as, the high degree of sensitivity of the complex index of refraction to Ge

content at short wavelengths (as shown in figure 3.4). Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy

(RBS) can also be used to measure these values and is convenient as a means of confirming zox,

but its utility in estimating zpu and Xpu is limited.

Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 compare different measurement methods by plotting results for

(100) oriented, MBE grown Si0.8Ge0.2 and Si0.85Ge0.15 samples that have been oxidized for var-

ious times at temperatures between 775 and 1000 ◦C. These figures also show several statistics
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: The pile-up layer thickness, zpu, as measured by XRD compared to the values measured

by VASE. (a) The solid diagonal line is drawn as a visual guide to indicate where x = y. The dashed

lines represent ±σ = 37 Å. (b) The solid line is the linear regression to the data (bR = −6 Å,

mR = 0.93, rR = 0.92) and the dashed lines represent ±σSE = 34 Å

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: The pile-up layer thickness, zpu, as measured by XRD compared to the values measured

by RBS. (a) The solid diagonal line is drawn as a visual guide to indicate where x = y. The dashed

lines represent ±σ = 48 Å. (b) The solid line is the linear regression to the data (bR = 57 Å,

mR = 0.72, rR = 0.70) and the dashed lines represent ±σSE = 33 Å
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: The oxide layer thickness, zox, as measured by RBS compared to the values measured

by VASE. (a) The solid diagonal line is drawn as a visual guide to indicate where x = y. The

dashed lines represent ±σ = 71 Å. (b) The solid line is the linear regression to the data (bR = 25 Å,

mR = 0.82, rR = 0.91) and the dashed lines represent ±σSE = 46 Å

to demonstrate the uncertainty in the plotted values; these statistics include: 1) the sample stan-

dard deviation, σ, comparing results from the two measurement methods, 2) linear least squares

regression, where bR is the intercept and mR is the slope, 3) the standard error of the linear re-

gression, σSE, and 4) the linear correlation coefficient, rR. While one method might be more or

less accurate than the others for measuring a particular sample aspect, the methods are compli-

mentary and give results that are in reasonable agreement with one another.

The difficulty in using RBS to measure zpu and Xpu for very thin pile-up layers (0 to 20 nm)

arises from the fact that RBS is adept at measuring the quantity of atoms within the depth reso-

lution of the measurement, but does not explicitly measure how the atoms are distributed within

that depth. During simulation, as long as the dose of Ge in the pile-up layer remains constant,

the operator has some freedom to make compensating changes to zpu and Xpu without altering

the quality of the match between the simulated and measured spectra. This is a particular prob-

lem when the depth resolution is large compared to the thickness of the layer being measured.

This difficulty in using RBS to differentiate between zpu and Xpu is evident in the conclusion of

Article II [17] wherein it is written, “For a given oxide thickness, the redistribution of Ge and the

formation of a pile-up region was shown by RBS data to be independent of temperature in the

range between 800 ◦C and 1000 ◦C. Simulations using common models for the oxidation of Si

and diffusion of Si in SiGe indicate that temperature does have an influence on the composition

of the pile-up layer . . . ” This conclusion is based on the similarity of the RBS profiles presented

in figure 7 of Article II and was made without the benefit of XRD results. Subsequent studies

using XRD data confirm the validity of the simulation results and show that the pile-up layers
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: The standard error (as reported by the Leptos software) for XRD measurements of (a)

Xpu and (b) zpu.

for the samples presented in figure 7 of Article II are between 5 and 11 nm thick. Considering

that the channel data for the RBS measurements in figure 7 of Article II was converted to a depth

scale by assuming 2.4 nm/channel, the depth resolution of the RBS measurement may be con-

sidered to be large with respect to the thickness of the pile-up layers that were being measured.

The uncertainty in the RBS measurements that is introduced by the large depth resolution (with

respect to the thin pile-up layers) and the difficulty in differentiating between zpu and Xpu dur-

ing simulation is evident in figure 4.3(b); the non-zero intercept and the non-unity slope of the

linear regression comparing RBS and XRD measurements of zpu indicate a systematic error in

the measurements which is aggravated as zpu approaches zero. However, given that the samples

presented in figure 7 of Article II have similar oxide thicknesses as well as pile-up thickness

between 5 and 11 nm, the total quantity of Ge in the 15 nm of SiGe nearest to the oxide should

be the same for all of the samples. Put another way, since all of the samples had the same dose

of Si removed from the surface of the initial SiGe layer (i.e. similar oxide thicknesses) and have

pile-up layers that are smaller than 15 nm, all of the samples will have the same dose of Ge re-

maining in the upper 15 nm of the SiGe after oxidation (regardless of oxidation temperature). So,

although the profiles presented in figure 7 of Article II do not accurately indicate the influence

of oxidation temperature on zpu, they do support the notion that Ge is rejected from the oxide to

form a pile-up region wherein the Ge is distributed according to equation 4.5 (i.e. Qpu = Qox).

XRD is better suited to measuring both zpu and Xpu than RBS because zpu appears in the

XRD spectrum as peak intensity and Kiessig fringes, while Xpu appears as the 2θ position of the

pile-up layer peak in an XRD scan. That is, zpu and Xpu are manifest in different and independent

aspects of the XRD spectrum. Examples showing pile-up layer peaks in XRD 2θ-ω scans may
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be seen in figure 4 of Article IV [18] and figure 1 of Article III [19]. The intensity of the pile-up

layer’s XRD peak will be determined by the thickness of the pile-up layer, and so, the uncertainty

in the measurement of Xpu increases as the thickness of the pile-up layer approaches zero. This is

made clear in figure 4.5(a), which shows the standard error (as reported by the Leptos software)

in Xpu increasing drastically for pile-up layers thinner than about 3 nm. The standard errors

in figure 4.5(a) that are greater than 1 simply indicate that Xpu can not be measured, which is

sensible given that these values are for pile-up layers that are thin enough to be considered non-

existent. For pile-up layers thicker than 10 nm, the standard error in the Xpu measurement is

less than ∼1%. The standard error in the XRD measurement of zpu (shown in figure 4.5(b)) is

independent of the pile-up thickness, consistently less than 10 Å, and is on average 5 Å.

Although XRD can not measure zox directly, XRD measurements of zpu, Xpu, and X can be

used with equation 4.5 to generate an estimate of the oxide thickness. Figure 4.6(a) compares

the oxide thickness as measured by VASE to that determined by equation 4.5 with XRD mea-

surements of zpu, Xpu, and X . Similarly, figure 4.6(c) compares the pile-up layer thickness as

measured by XRD to zpu determined by equation 4.5. The calculated values of zpu use values of

zox from VASE, while Xpu and X are measured by XRD. The data in figure 4.6 would ideally lie

along the straight diagonal, indicating that equation 4.5 produces a robust prediction of the mea-

sured values, but a non-unity slope is clearly present. This slope amounts to a systematic error

in the values presented in figure 4.6. The accuracy of the calculated values can be significantly

improved either by using the linear regression to adjust the calculated values or by identifying a

correction to the model used for the calculations.

The calculated values in figure 4.6 use Nox = 2.21× 1022 Si atoms/cm3 which is consistent

with the density of thermally grown silicon oxide as is commonly reported in the literature [9, 14,

20–22]. An oxide density of ∼ 2.2 g/cm3 was used to interpret the RBS results which gave good

correlation to results from VASE. Furthermore, although there are multiple polymorphs of silica

with densities as high as ∼ 2.9 g/cm3, it is expected that a higher density will coincide with

a higher index of refraction [23]. However, the ellipsometry analyses done in the present study

show a very good agreement between the index of refraction for the thermal oxides grown on

SiGe and the values reported in literature [24]. So, even though the mismatch between measured

and calculated values in figure 4.6 can be reduced by altering Nox to 2.95× 1022 Si atoms/cm3,

it is unlikely that the oxide density can account for the deviation of the slope from unity.

The atomic density of the pile-up layer, Npu, follows data presented by Dismukes et al [16]

which is based on relaxed material, while the samples in the present study are pseudomorphically

strained SiGe on Si substrates. Using the density of relaxed SiGe, instead of the density of

pseudomorphically strained SiGe, can underestimate Npu by a maximum of ∼ 8%, but this

underestimation would only exacerbate the deviation between the calculated and measured data.

The most likely source of the deviant slope is the measurement of X . For practical reasons,

the values of X used to generate the calculated data in figure 4.6 were taken from measurements

done after the sample was oxidized. Equation 4.5 does not account for the diffusion of silicon
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.6: Oxide and pile-up layer thicknesses; comparison of calculated and measured values.

(a) & (b) Oxide thickness, zox, calculated with equation 4.5 versus VASE measurements. The calcu-

lated values use zpu, Xpu, and X as measured by XRD.

(c) & (d) Pile-up layer thickness, zpu, calculated with equation 4.5 versus XRD measurements. The

calculated values use zox measured by VASE while Xpu and X are measured by XRD. The atomic

density of the pile-up layer, Npu, follows data presented by Dismukes et al [16].

(a) & (c) The solid line is a visual guide showing where x = y. The dashed lines represent ±σ.

(b) & (d) The solid line is the linear regression to the data and the dashed lines represent ±σSE.

(a) & (b) σ = 148 Å, bR = −145 Å, mR = 1.53, rR = 0.96, σSE = 85 Å

(c) & (d) σ = 44 Å, bR = 20 Å, mR = 0.62, rR = 0.98, σSE = 8 Å
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from the substrate into the initial SiGe layer that is inevitable during oxidation. Although the

diffusion of Si from the substrate should have a nominal effect on X , underestimation of X will

have a profound influence on the calculated values of zpu and zox. The deviation between X mea-

sured post oxidation and the actual pre-oxidation value will be aggravated by longer oxidations

(i.e. thicker oxides) and variation in X between samples. The same deviation will be minimized

by lower values of X due to the steep drop in Si diffusivity in SiGe as the Ge content is reduced.

Critical thickness is of fundamental importance to nanostructure design for opto-electronic

applications. So, it is useful to have an appreciation for the relative magnitudes of the pile-up

thickness and critical thickness. Figure 4.7(a) shows the same plots of critical thickness as shown

in chapter 2. Calculated values of zpu (Xpu) for several values of X and assuming a 50 nm thick

oxide are also plotted in figure 4.7(a). The supplemental axis showing oxidation temperature is

directly correlated to the Ge content axis and reflects the temperature dependence of Xpu that

is apparent in equation 4.2. The data for zpu in the figure is limited to temperatures above 700
◦C because all of the oxidations in the present study were done at temperatures above this and

because lower temperatures may lead to oxidation of Ge as well as Si. It is clear that zpu can

be manipulated by changing a variety of variables, however, lower initial Ge contents produce

generally thinner pile-up layers. Also, for any given X , a decrease in temperature (and thus an

increase in Xpu) will result in zpu decreasing in roughly the same way as the critical thickness.

The similar shape of the zpu (Xpu) and critical thickness curves is an indication that oxidation

temperature manipulation may function well in nanostructuring without high defectivities.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: Critical layer thickness for epitaxial Si1−XGeX on a Si substrate as a function of X .

Curves shown follow predictions by Matthews and Blakeslee [25] and People and Bean [26]. Pile-up

thicknesses (calculated with equation 4.5) as a function of Ge content in the pile-up layer for (a) a 50

nm oxide and different initial layer Ge contents, and (b) for a Si0.99Ge0.01 initial layer and different

oxide thicknesses. The axis showing Ge content in the pile-up corresponds directly to the oxidation

temperature axis (Xpu = 1.361−(
1.087 × 10−3 × T

)
/◦C). Data shown is for the (100) orientation.
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Figure 4.7(b) presents a similar analysis comparing critical thickness to zpu for a 1% initial Ge

content and a variety of oxide thicknesses. By starting with a sufficiently low initial Ge content,

thin pile-up layers may be grown without adverse effects from variations in the oxidation rate.

This is particularly important when oxidizing SiGe, where the oxidation rate is relatively poorly

characterized and strongly dependent on the oxidizing ambient.

4.5 Ge content in the pile-up: measurement and calculation

In order to understand the diffusivity of Si in SiGe, values of Em and D0 were determined using

a mean squared error analysis to compare values of Xpu from XRD to those calculated with

equation 4.4. The resulting correlation between calculated and measured values of Xpu is shown

in figure 6 of Article IV [18]. The values for Em and D0 for (100), (110), and (111) oriented

material are shown in table 4.1.

As shown in figure 4.8, the activation energies and diffusivities for diffusion of Si in SiGe

calculated from the data in table 4.1 generally agree with data presented by Kube et al [15].

It is obvious from equation 4.4 that Xpu is a function of oxidation temperature, T . This is

illustrated by figure 4.9, wherein the calculated values of Xpu are plotted against T . Figure 4.9

also shows linear fits to the data for each orientation. The linearity of Xpu(T ) becomes clear if

one considers equation 4.2. Qualitative confirmation of the relationship between temperature and

Ge content at the oxidation interface is presented in figure 4.10, which shows Ge concentrations

from Energy Filtered Transmission Electron Microscopy (EFTEM). The sample oxidized at 900
◦C (figure 4.10(a)) shows a brighter band than the sample oxidized at 1000 ◦C (figure 4.10(b)),

indicating a higher Ge content in the 900 ◦C sample than in the 1000 ◦C sample.

It is important to note the negative slope of Xpu(T ); the fact that the melting point of SiGe

decreases as Ge content increases might seem to suggest that conducting high temperature oxi-

dations to increase the Ge content at the oxidation interface might result in melting of the pile-up

layer. However, as is shown in figure 4.11, Xpu happens to decrease as the oxidation temperature

increases, which will have the effect of keeping the Ge content low enough to avoid melting.

Melting of the pile-up layer might occur if the slope and intercept of Xpu(T ) are altered substan-

tially by changing either the diffusivity of Si in SiGe or the oxidation rate.

Table 4.1: Coefficients for the diffusivity of Si in SiGe for different orientations. The activation

energy is Ea = EmXpu + ESi, where ESi = 4.76 eV, and D0 is the pre-exponential constant.

orientation Em (eV) D0 (cm2/s)

111 -1.81 199

110 -1.89 219

100 -1.70 239
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: (a) Activation energies, Ea, for diffusion of Si in SiGe for the (100), (110), and (111)

orientations. (b) Diffusivities, D = D0exp [−Ea/(kT )], for Si diffusion in SiGe for three different

temperatures. Results from the present work are calculated using Ea = EmXpu + ESi, where ESi =
4.76 eV, and Em and D0 from table 4.1. Results tabulated by Kube et al [15] are also shown.

Figure 4.9: The Ge content in the pile-up layer, Xpu, versus oxidation temperature, T . Values of Xpu

were calculated by equation 4.4 using values of zox measured by VASE and values for Em and D0

from table 4.1. Samples include (111), (110), and (100) oriented, MBE grown Si0.8Ge0.2 that have

been oxidized at various times, targeting oxide thicknesses of 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 nm. The data

is labeled according to the sample orientation. The lines are linear fits to the data and have intercepts

of 1.418, 1.318, 1.361 and slopes of -0.001124, -0.001051, and -0.001087 /◦C for the orientations

(111), (110), and (100), respectively.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: Energy Filtered Transmission Electron Microscopy (EFTEM) mapping of the Ge con-

tent in samples subjected to multiple oxidations. (a) Si0.8Ge0.2 oxidized at 1000 ◦C and then at 900
◦C. (b) Si0.8Ge0.2 oxidized at 1000 ◦C and then again at 1000 ◦C. Discussion and analysis of the

XRD data for these samples is presented in chapter 6.4.

Figure 4.11: Phase diagram for Si1−XGeX as a function of X [27]. The Ge content in the pile-up

as a function of oxidation temperature for the (111), (110), and (100) orientations is also shown. For

any given oxidation temperature the Ge content in the pile-up will be limited such that the pile-up

layer remains solid (i.e. the SiGe will not melt during oxidation).
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4.6 Manipulating the Ge content in the pile-up region

The factors that contribute to establishing Xpu(T ) become apparent by considering equation 4.2.

The logarithmic dependence on time is consistent with the observation that, for any given temper-

ature and orientation, the values of Xpu remain nearly constant for a variety of oxide thicknesses;

this is shown in figure 4.12. The Ge content in the as-grown layer, as reflected by N0, also has a

very small influence on Xpu, particularly given the limited range for this variable. Aside from T ,

the variables that have the largest potential for modifying Xpu, by manipulation of the oxidation

conditions, are A0 and Eox. Their values are primarily a function of factors that are determined

by the oxidant partial pressure, oxidant chemistry, crystalline orientation, and the presence of Ge

at the oxidation front.

The oxidation rate is defined as being directly proportional to the oxidant partial pressure

in the region where oxidation is limited by the concentration of oxidant at the oxidizing inter-

face [9], as well as in models that do not distinguish between linear and parabolic oxidation

regimes [2–4]. This direct proportionality is reflected by the magnitude of A0. The possibility to

increase or decrease oxidant partial pressure by orders of magnitude should ensure that, for any

given temperature, it may be used to make substantial changes to Xpu. Lower oxidant pressures

should lead to lower values of Xpu, as well as reducing the temperature at which formation of

mixed oxides transitions to formation of an oxide composed exclusively of SiO2. (A mixed ox-

ide is composed of both SiOx and GeOx). This is consistent with experimental observations and

Figure 4.12: The Ge content in the pile-up layer, Xpu, versus oxide thickness, zox. Values of Xpu

were calculated by equation 4.4 using values of zox measured by VASE and values for Em and D0

from table 4.1. Samples include (111), (110), and (100) oriented, MBE grown Si0.8Ge0.2 that have

been oxidized at 900, 950, and 1000 ◦C. The data is labeled according to the sample orientation and

oxidation temperature. The lines connecting data points are for visual guidance only.
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associated modeling showing the tendency of high pressures to incite formation of mixed ox-

ides [28–30]. Use of low oxidant pressures should also reduce the temperature required to avoid

formation of a pile-up layer by steepening the slope of Xpu(T ). The manipulation of oxidant

pressure as a means of controlling Xpu is only applicable for those oxidations that are substan-

tially controlled by the oxidant pressure, an exception being oxides with zox less than about 20

nm (where oxidation is faster than the linear oxidation rate model would predict).

Modifications to the chemistry of the oxidizing ambient can be used to increase or decrease

the oxidation rate; an obvious example being dry versus wet oxidations. Any such chemically

enhanced oxidation rate that does not also result in a concomitant increase in the diffusivity of

Si in SiGe should result in higher values of Xpu. Remembering that low temperatures equate to

high values of Xpu and that low enough temperatures will result in such high values of Xpu that

a mixed oxide will form, the tendency of chemically enhanced oxidation rates to induce mixed

oxides is evident in reports of wet and fluorinated oxidations [30] and of oxidations in ozone [31]

which showed formation of mixed oxides at higher than expected temperatures.

Other modifications of the oxidation environment will alter both the oxidation rate and the

diffusivity of Si in SiGe. Temperature is the obvious example of such an environmental control,

but ultra-violet (UV) illumination will have a similar effect. Low temperature (<600 ◦C) dry

oxidations wherein both the sample and oxidant are directly exposed to vacuum ultraviolet (V-

UV) radiation show growth rate enhancement in both Si and SiGe [32–34]. A value of 0.27 eV is

reported for Eox for Si under V-UV irradiation, and it is argued that the enhanced oxidation rates

of Si are due, not only to introduction of atomic oxygen and ozone to the ambient, but also to

ionization of oxidants and injection of electrons into the oxide. Similarly grown oxides on SiGe

samples are shown to be primarily or entirely SiO2 despite the low oxidation temperatures and

high oxidation rates, which gives a strong indication that direct illumination of the sample with

V-UV radiation will increase the diffusivity of Si in SiGe. As no relaxation is observed in the

samples, the increased diffusivity is attributed to point defect generation [32–34].

These observations are consistent with equation 4.2, where a drastic reduction in Eox would

lead to Xpu values greater than one, and thus formation of GeO2, unless it is accompanied by

a commensurate reduction in ESi. This is important because it indicates that nanostructuring

of SiGe by oxidation may be done without the high temperatures that are typically associated

with relaxation and extended defects, and without the excessively long oxidation times of low

temperature and low pressure oxidations.

4.7 Oxidation rate ratios

Figure 4.13 shows the oxide thickness versus time for both Si and SiGe samples of three differ-

ent crystalline orientations that were oxidized at different temperatures. It is evident that both

crystalline orientation and Ge have the potential to influence the oxidation rate; considering these
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(a) 900 ◦C (b) 950 ◦C

(c) 1000 ◦C

Figure 4.13: Oxide thickness versus oxidation time for samples oxidized at (a) 900, (b) 950, and (c)

1000 ◦C. Data is presented for (111), (110), and (100) oriented, MBE grown Si0.8Ge0.2 and Si control

samples. The data is labeled according to the sample type and orientation.

factors separately will be useful in identifying the physical mechanisms involved in the oxidation

of SiGe. The oxidation rate ratio, ρ, is a convenient measure for evaluating the degree to which

the oxidation rate, ν, is enhanced or retarded due to variation in one aspect of a sample, i.e. the

Ge content or orientation. The oxidation rate ratio is defined here as ρa/b = νa/νb, where νa and

νb are the oxidation rates for two samples with identical oxidation conditions and a single differ-

entiating characteristic that is indicated by the subscript. The average values of the oxidation rate

ratios comparing (111), (110), and (100) material are listed in table 4.2, while those comparing

SiGe to Si are listed in table 4.3.

As the oxidations conducted in this study are in the linear or linear-parabolic regime, the oxi-

dation rate can reasonably be described by an Arrhenius relation, A0exp[−Eox/(kT )]. The vari-
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Table 4.2: Values for ρ110/100, ρ111/100 and ρ111/110, where ρ is the ratio of oxidation rates for the

given orientations. The values shown are the average values for Si or SiGe (as indicated) for the five

oxidation times used at each oxidation temperature.

ρ110/100 ρ110/100 ρ111/100 ρ111/100 ρ111/110 ρ111/110

T (◦C) Si SiGe Si SiGe Si SiGe

900 1.37 1.23 1.43 1.38 1.05 1.13

950 1.17 1.21 1.26 1.33 1.08 1.10

1000 1.30 1.14 1.28 1.23 0.99 1.09

Table 4.3: Values for ρSiGe/Si, where ρ is the ratio of oxidation rates of SiGe and Si samples. The

values shown are the averages of values for all oxidation times for any given temperature (in ◦C) and

orientation used in the present work.

orientation
T (◦C) 111 110 100

775 1.02

821 1.18

868 1.07

900 1.40 1.29 1.47

915 1.17

950 0.98 0.96 0.93

962 1.19

1000 1.46 1.33 1.55
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ous influences of point defects, strain, steric hindrance, and Ge induced growth rate enhancement

will be absorbed into the values of A0 and Eox and can be eliminated by considering the ratio

of the oxidation rates of similar samples. By way of example, consider that the pre-exponential

constant for Si(100) is A0 while the pre-exponential for SiGe(111) is A0 ∗ AGe ∗ A111, where

AGe and A111 are factors to accommodate for the influence of Ge and orientation on the oxida-

tion rate. If SiGe(111) is compared directly to Si(111), ρSiGe/Si = ν111
SiGe/ν

111
Si , the influence of

orientation is eliminated, leaving only the influence of Ge. Similarly, comparing SiGe(111) to

SiGe(100), ρ111/100 = ν111
SiGe/ν

100
SiGe, will leave only the influence of orientation. If the influence

of Ge and orientation on Eox is presumed to be additive (i.e. Eox + EGe + E111), the activation

energy may be treated in the same way as the pre-exponential constant. It follows that the ratio of

oxidation rates for both Si and SiGe samples of two orientations, P = (ν111
Si ν100

SiGe)/(ν100
Si ν111

SiGe),

should be precisely equal to one. Using such oxidation rate ratios to compare oxidation rates is

far more effective than making qualitative judgments based on viewing plots of oxide thickness

versus oxidation time, as it is done in figure 4.13.

4.8 Ambient chemistry

The oxidation kinetics for Si and SiGe are similar in the sense that, the ambient chemistry will

have an integral role in determining the oxidation rate. Comparison of dry and wet oxidations

is perhaps the most obvious demonstration of the role of the oxidation ambient chemistry in

determining the oxidation rate. It has been established that “dry” oxidations are typically not

completely free of H2O due to contamination from the room ambient by diffusion through the

wall of a single walled furnace or by back-flow from the end of the furnace [9, 11, 35]. In a study

of the influence of trace concentrations of H2O on the oxidation rates of (111), (110), and (100)

oriented Si at temperatures between 800 and 1000 ◦C, Irene [11] showed an increase of between

16% and 42% in the parabolic rate constant when 25 ppm of H2O is added to an O2 ambient. This

is in contrast to the demonstration by Raider et al [35], showing that high temperature anneals in

N2 can slow the oxidation of (111) and (100) Si.

The introduction of H2O to an oxidizing ambient will also accelerate the oxidation rate of

SiGe (i.e. ρwet/dry > 1 for both SiGe and Si). However, the introduction of H2O to an oxidizing

ambient may induce more growth rate enhancement in SiGe than in Si (i.e. ρSiGe
wet/dry > ρSi

wet/dry).

It is common that the growth rate enhancement or reduction observed in dry, wet, or steam

oxidations of SiGe is simply attributed to the influence of Ge [36–47], however, it may be more

apt to attribute the growth rate enhancement or reduction that is observed in oxidation of SiGe to

the combination of the presence of Ge and the chemistry of the oxidizing ambient.

In fact, LeGoues et al [48] demonstrated explicitly that, while steam oxidation induces

growth rate enhancement in SiGe as compared to Si (ρSiGe/Si > 1), a wet oxidation conducted

with H2O diluted by N2 can result in SiGe oxidizing at the same rate as Si (ρSiGe/Si ≈ 1). Re-
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ports of dry oxidation of SiGe have shown a wide variety of values for ρSiGe/Si [49], including

reports of reduced oxidation rates in SiGe as compared to Si (ρSiGe/Si < 1) [36, 50, 51]. While

wet ambients induce growth rate enhancement (ρSiGe/Si > 1), both wet ambients diluted with

N2 and dry ambients result in equivalent oxidation rates for SiGe and Si (ρSiGe/Si ≈ 1) [48].

Comparison of fluorinated and non-fluorinated dry oxidation to wet oxidations shows that fluo-

rine induces higher values of ρSiGe/Si than seen with standard dry oxidation, but lower than in a

wet oxidant [30]. Ambients composed of plasma generated atomic oxygen have also resulted in

ρSiGe/Si > 1 [52].

The oxidation ambient chemistry is only important insomuch as it will tend to control the

various elements and molecules present at the interface between the oxide and the underlying Si

or SiGe. Modifying the elements at the oxidation front by doping or alloying the Si or SiGe with

other elements, or by depositing materials onto the surface of the Si or SiGe prior to oxidation

will have a similar effect to modifying the oxidizing ambient. A common example of this is the

addition of dopants like boron, phosphorus, arsenic, or antimony to the Si or SiGe [9, 53]. Jaquez

et al [54] showed, for oxidations at 40 ◦C and up to 33 days long, that the catalytic effect of Cu

on oxidation of Si is substantially larger than it is for SiGe, and that alloying SiGe with carbon

eliminates oxidation. Other studies have also shown that inclusion of carbon has an influence on

the oxidation rate of SiGe [51, 55].

Results from the present study show notable variation in the value of ρSiGe/Si for dry oxida-

tions. The values of ρSiGe/Si listed in table 4.3 indicate growth rate enhancement (ρSiGe/Si > 1)

for 900 and 1000 ◦C, while 950 ◦C indicates growth rate reduction (ρSiGe/Si < 1). Growth rate

reduction (ρSiGe/Si < 1) also appears at 900 ◦C and 21750 s in figure 4.13(a), while the (111)

and (110) oriented samples oxidized at 950 ◦C for 1350 s, in figure 4.13(b), show ρSiGe/Si > 1.

Each oxidation run in the present study consisted of a single time and temperature and involved

oxidizing SiGe and Si samples of each of the three orientations simultaneously and side by side

in the oven to ensure identical oxidation conditions for all samples in a given oxidation run. Al-

though the same dry O2 source and flow rate was used for all of the oxidation runs, the flow rate

may not have been high enough or stable enough to eliminate contamination by H2O or N2 from

the room air.

It is also significant to note that (in table 4.3) the growth rate reduction (ρSiGe/Si < 1) observed

at 950 ◦C coincides with smaller than expected values of ρ110/100 and ρ111/100 for Si at 950 ◦C (in

table 4.2) and a value of ρ111/110 for Si that is larger than expected. If a change in the ambient

caused the value of ρSiGe/Si to change from greater than one at 1000 and 900 ◦C to less than one

at 950 ◦C, then the changes in ρ110/100, ρ111/100, and ρ111/110 for Si may also have been caused

by the same change in ambient. It is possible that this is associated with a difference in the

effect of various ambient molecules (O2 versus H2O, for example) on steric hindrance or on the

bond strength of Si in Si and in SiGe. So, even if the evidence is circumstantial, the most likely

explanation for the aberrations in the relative oxidation rates of SiGe and Si shown in table 4.3

and figure 4.13 is contamination of the oxidizing ambient by some combination of H2O and N2.
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This is a serendipitous observation in so much as it helps explain how the catalytic or inhibitive

behaviour of Ge during the oxidation of SiGe is closely tied to the oxidizing ambient, and not

due to the presence of Ge alone.

4.9 Bond energies and electronegativity

One of the more popular explanations for how Ge acts as a catalyst in oxidizing SiGe is that the

dissociation energy for a Si-Ge bond is lower than for a Si-Si bond [36, 45, 56–58]. Some studies

have either partially or entirely rejected this explanation based on the observation that if such a

difference in bond energies were responsible for growth rate enhancement in SiGe, then growth

rate enhancement would manifest itself in both dry and wet oxidations, which is not necessarily

the case [37, 48, 59, 60].

The Ge-Ge and Si-Si binding energies are reported as being between about 1.6 and 2 eV

[9, 45, 58, 61, 62], though, other studies report the dissociation energies for Ge-Ge, Si-Ge, and

Si-Si bonds as approximately 2.7, 3.0, and 3.2 eV, respectively [63–66]. It might be tempting

to cite that the activation energies for Si oxidation, being in the range between 1 and 2 eV

[2–4, 6, 9, 11], are similar to the bonding energies of Si in SiGe, and so conclude that Si-Si

and Si-Ge dissociation energies are a direct reflection of Eox. However, if the oxidation rate is

modified to take the difference in dissociation energies between Si-Ge and Si-Si into account

by simply reducing Eox by the difference in energies, then the oxidation rate could change by

an order of magnitude or more. Such a simplistic explanation for the observed growth rate

enhancement is clearly insufficient.

Given the random distribution of Ge in SiGe, the ratio of Si-Si to Si-Ge bonds will be

determined by Xpu, independent of orientation. So, scaling Eox by a factor, Γ, which rep-

resents the relative density of Si-Si and Si-Ge bonds, would help account for the fact that

both Si-Ge and Si-Si bonds will be broken during oxidation. Defining this factor as, Γ =

[(1 − Xpu) HSi−Si + XpuHSi−Ge] /HSi−Si, where HSi−Si and HSi−Ge are the dissociation energies

for Si-Si and Si-Ge bonds, respectively, will increase the oxidation rate by a factor of about one

to three which is approximately what has been observed empirically. A similar approach is taken

by Rabie et al [60], who construct a model based on a two step oxidation process that includes

oxidation of Ge and a compensating conversion of oxidized Ge to SiO2. However, the idea that

Eox is a function of Xpu by virtue of its dependence on dissociation energies does not allow

for a linear relationship between Xpu and T as is observed in the present study. Furthermore,

dissociation energies for Si-Ge bonds versus those of Si-Si bonds fail to explain the growth rate

reduction that appears in figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) and in table 4.3.

It is likely that growth rate enhancement and reduction in SiGe would be better explained by

the concept of electronegativity. It is known that, despite it’s position on the periodic table, Ge

has a higher electronegativity than Si [67], and it follows from Pauling’s definition of electroneg-
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ativity [61] that an atom’s tendency to attract electrons depends on which other atoms it is bound

to. So, although the dissociation energy of Si-Ge may tend to be lower than for Si-Si, these bond

energies, and the difference between them, will vary due to tertiary bonds with elements like

hydrogen, fluorine, or chlorine. This may help explain how ρSiGe/Si can be both larger than and

smaller than one, depending on the mix of atoms and bonds present at the oxidation interface.

4.10 Electric potential

The conclusion by Boyd et al [32] that V-UV induced ions in the oxide make a substantial

contribution to the enhancement of the oxidation rate is important in light of the claim that ions

diffuse faster in GeO2 than in SiO2 [68] and that the crystallinity of SiO2 on SiGe is the same

as that on Si [56]. These observations indicate that oxidations that involve ionized oxidants and

that have fast enough oxidation rates (relative to the diffusivity of Si in SiGe) to form a mixed

oxide may show higher ρSiGe/Si values than would be expected were the oxide to be composed

entirely of SiO2. That is, ρSiGe/Si would be larger for mixed oxides than for SiO2 because of the

higher diffusivity of ionic oxidants in mixed oxides. It has been suggested that ionized oxidants

play a critical role in thermal oxidations that do not involve UV illumination. Jorgensen showed

electric field assisted and retarded thermal oxidation for relatively thick oxides (where growth

would be diffusion limited) and concluded that this must have been due to diffusion of ionized

oxygen [69]. There is, however, some debate about how these results should be interpreted, and

thus about the role of ions in dry thermal oxidations [9].

A widely cited model by Cabrera and Mott [1] claims that oxygen ions and built in fields can

explain oxidation in the earliest stages of oxidation of metals. However, considering the small

and changing SiGe layer thicknesses being oxidized here, the quickly changing Ge content in

the pile-up layer at the earliest stages of oxidation, the dependence of the band structure on Ge

content and strain [70–72], as well as the complex nature of surface states on Si or Ge with very

thin oxide layers [73, 74], it would be exceptionally difficult to make any definitive conclusions

about the applicability of the Cabrera and Mott model to growth rate enhancement or reduction

in SiGe oxidation based on the empirical results presented here.

On the other hand, if one accepts that increasing values of Xpu will lead to weakened Si

bonds, increased ion diffusion, or higher electron injection rates, then the qualitative observation

that lower oxidation temperatures lead to higher values of Xpu (as shown in figure 4.9) should

lead to the conclusion that lower oxidation temperatures also lead to larger values of ρSiGe/Si.

However, this is not supported by the data in table 4.3. Figure 4.14(a) is a plot of the data in

table 4.3 and shows that ρSiGe/Si tends to decrease as temperature decreases. Contrary to what is

commonly reported, the data in figure 4.14(a) and table 4.3 and the tendency of lower oxidation

temperatures to induce higher values of Xpu (see figure 4.9) indicate that higher levels of Ge at

the oxidation front are associated with smaller degrees of oxidation rate enhancement. If ρSiGe/Si
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.14: (a) Average values of ρSiGe/Si from table 4.3 versus oxidation temperature. The data is

separated by crystallographic orientation. (b) Values of ρSiGe/Si versus Xpu as measured by XRD.

is compared directly to Xpu, as is done in figure 4.14(b), it becomes apparent that there is little

or no correlation between the Ge content at the oxidation interface and the degree to which the

oxidation rate is enhanced or reduced by the presence of Ge. This may lend credence to the

notion that tertiary elements play an important role in determining the magnitude of ρSiGe/Si.

4.11 Point defects

A number of studies have speculated that the generation of vacancies and interstitials in the SiGe

layers plays a critical role in explaining Ge’s role as a catalyst for oxidation [30, 37, 38, 48,

59, 60, 75]. This theory was nicely summarized by LeGoues et al [38] when they wrote, “A

significant effect of Ge appears to be the elimination of the injection of interstitials. We propose

that this mechanism is reversed and replaced by injection of vacancies which enhances rapid

diffusion of Si through the Ge enriched layer.” Furthermore, studies of Si and Ge self-diffusion

suggest an interstitial mechanism for Si and a vacancy mechanism for Ge [76, 77].

If the presence of Ge does enhance oxidation by changing the diffusivity of Si in SiGe by

point defect generation, then it will be reflected in Xpu, as described by equation 4.2. So, if the

chemistry of the oxidizing ambient alters the extent of point defect generation, as suggested by

Kilpatrick et al [30], then the Xpu to T correlation will shift in order to maintain a balance in the

fluxes of Si, Jox/Jpu = 1. The only condition in which no shift will occur is where the additional

Si at the oxidation interface due to increased Si diffusion is exactly offset by an increase in the

flux of Si into the oxide due to an increase in the oxidation rate.

The notion that point defects play an important role in the oxidation kinetics of SiGe is evi-
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Figure 4.15: Oxidation rate ratio, ρSiGe/Si, versus the oxide thickness, zox, of the SiGe sample. The

oxidation rate ratio is calculated as ρSiGe/Si = νhkl
SiGe/νhkl

Si , where ν is the oxidation rate and hkl is

one of the three crystallographic orientations in the the present work, (111), (110), or (100). The data

is labeled according to the oxidation temperature.

dent in the data from the present study. It has been established that oxidation enhanced diffusion

of dopants in Si is tied to both point defects and crystallographic orientation [78–80]. So, if

point defects play a role in Si diffusion in SiGe, as argued by LeGoues et al [38, 75], then it is

likely that any oxidation enhanced diffusion of Si in SiGe due to point defects is also orienta-

tion dependent. This is consistent with the orientation dependent shifts in Xpu in figure 4.9 and

with the variation in the values for the diffusivity of Si in SiGe for various orientations listed in

table 4.1. On the other hand, if point defects that are generated due to Ge play a dominant role

in determining the diffusivity of Si in SiGe, and hence the growth rate enhancement, then the Ge

induced growth rate enhancement will be reduced for thick oxides where the oxidation is limited

by diffusion of oxidant in the oxide, that is, where the oxidation is not rate limited by point de-

fect generation. This would suggest that, as the oxidation moves from the linear to the parabolic

regime, growth rate enhancement, and thus Xpu, should decrease due to an abundance of Si at

the oxidation interface resulting from enhanced Si diffusion without a commensurate removal of

Si by oxidation.

As seen in figure 4.15, the data in this study does indicate that ρSiGe/Si is reduced as oxide

thickness increases towards the parabolic regime, but, this effect is small and it is not clear if

this is related to point defects or some other effect. Also, figure 4.12 shows that Xpu is nearly

constant or slightly increasing as zox increases; a slight increase in Xpu with increasing zox is

also supported by simulations [17].
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4.12 Strain and crystallographic orientation

Both crystallographic orientation and strain between the oxide and the underlying SiGe have

the potential to influence the oxidation of SiGe. These are particularly important considera-

tions when oxidizing structures with multiple physical dimensions, not only because they are

anisotropic effects, but also because, the way in which a structure oxidizes will depend on the

structure’s shape. Variation in the shape and aspect ratios of SiGe nanowires formed by thermal

oxidation has been demonstrated and highlights the importance of both structure shape and the

anisotropic nature of SiGe oxidation [81, 82]. The link between structure shape, orientation,

and strain becomes clear if one considers that the strain induced in the oxide on planar surfaces

is reported as being compressive [83–88] and due to the large volume of the SiO2 molecule as

compared to that of the Si atom [87].

Given that strain in the oxide is due to the change in volume between Si and SiO2, the in-

fluence of strain on the oxidation of multi-dimensional structures will vary for purely geomet-

ric reasons; planar, cylindrical, spherical, and fin shaped structures all show different volume

changes due to an increase in oxide thickness. Kao et al [86, 87] investigated the oxidation of

concave and convex surfaces while using the radius of curvature of the rounded surfaces to ex-

amine the strain in the oxide. They found that the degree of strain increased as the radius of

curvature decreased, and that the growth rate reduction associated with a decrease in the radius

of curvature was more severe for concave surfaces (compressively strained) than for convex sur-

faces (tensilely strained). They also found that, for both tensile and compressive strain, the strain

induced growth rate reduction increases as oxidation temperature is decreased. For any given

temperature, higher degrees of strain in the oxide have been shown to induce lower oxidation

rates [10, 84–87, 89, 90], which has been explained by the notion that strain in the oxide tends to

hinder the diffusion of oxidant through the oxide [84–87, 89, 90]. Also, observations have shown

that dry oxidation induces higher degrees of strain than wet oxidations [84, 86, 87].

Strain in the oxide is temperature dependent, with the degree of strain decreasing as temper-

ature is increased, and with the oxide being fully relaxed after oxidations or anneals above about

965 ◦C. Explanations of this temperature dependence rely on the notion that there is a viscous

flow in the oxide at high temperatures [83–87, 89]. More precisely, modeling has shown that the

viscosity of the oxide has an Arrhenius like behaviour [85].

In addition to strain, the concept of steric hindrance is integral to explaining the orienta-

tion dependence of oxidation. The concept of steric hindrance evaluates the size of the oxidant

molecule and the surface density of atoms in the crystal to calculate the number of surface bonds

available for reaction with an oxidant molecule. While the number of surface bonds on differ-

ently oriented Si or SiGe follows the order (110) > (111) > (100), the number of bonds available

for an oxidation reaction due to steric hindrance, N , follows the order (111) > (110) > (100)

[2, 90].

Interestingly, while determining the Si-Si and Ge-Ge bond strength, Jaccodine [62] found
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that the values for the surface energy of Si and Ge are ordered as (111) < (110) < (100).

The values for the surface energies, ε, are not the same for Si and Ge, but the ratio between

Si and Ge is the same for the three orientations considered. It is also significant to point out

that the ratios of ε between orientations, as determined by Jaccodine, are the same as the ratios

of available surface bonds, N , as determined by Ligenza [2]: ε100/ε111 ≈ N111/N100 ≈ 1.73,

ε100/ε110 ≈ N110/N100 ≈ 1.41, ε100/ε111 ≈ N111/N100 ≈ 1.23.

On its own, the steric hindrance model predicts that the oxidation rates will be ordered as

(110) > (111) > (100) [2, 84, 90, 91], but, the magnitude of strain due to oxidation has also

been shown to be a function of orientation, following the order (111) < (100) < (110) [84].

Taken together, the influence of steric hindrance and oxide strain result in orientation dependent

oxidation rates being ordered as (110) > (111) > (100) or (111) > (110) > (100), depending

on the oxide thickness and oxidation conditions [2, 10, 86, 87, 89–91]. So, oxidation rates for

(110) oriented material may be either faster or slower than for (111) oriented material. For oxi-

dations where the surface reaction rate is dominant, as with very thin oxides, the effects of steric

hindrance prevail and (110) material oxidizes faster than (111). However, as the oxide thickens

and more strain is introduced to the oxide, the oxidation rate of (110) material is hindered more

substantially than that of (111) material, allowing faster oxidation for (111) than for (110). The

oxide thickness where the coupling of the effects of steric hindrance and oxide strain result in

the oxidation rate order switching from (110) > (111) to (111) > (110) (referred to herein as

the crossover point) has been reported as being between 5 and 50 nm, while no crossover occurs

for very high temperatures [84, 89, 90].

The data from the present study, as shown in table 4.2 and figures 4.13 and 4.16, show

that the oxidation rates of the various orientations tend towards being ordered by orientation as

(111) > (110) > (100). This is the case for both Si and SiGe and the magnitudes of ρ111/100

and ρ110/100 reported here are comparable to what is reported in the literature [89, 90] for dry O2

oxidations at temperatures between 900 and 1000 ◦C.

Nicollian and Brews [9] made an observation relating Eox to the temperature dependence of

the relative oxidation rates of various orientations. Putting their observation into the context of

the present study: considering the values for ρ in table 4.2, the tendency of ρa/b to decrease as

temperature increases is an indication that Eox is larger for the orientation given by b than it is

for the orientation given by a. This relation becomes clearer if one considers ρa/b as,

ρa/b =
Aa

0exp
(

−Ea
ox

kT

)
Ab

0exp
(

−Eb
ox

kT

) =
Aa

0

Ab
0

exp

(
Eb

ox − Ea
ox

kT

)
. (4.6)

As such, for the oxidation conditions in this study and for both Si and SiGe, the magnitudes of

Eox are ordered (111) < (110) < (100), which is consistent with the oxidation rates for the

different orientations. However, figure 4.16 shows data that supports the notion that a coupling
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Figure 4.16: Oxidation rate ratio, ρ111/110, versus the oxide thickness, zox, of the (111) oriented

sample. The oxidation rate ratio is calculated as ρ111/110 = ν111/ν110, where νhkl is the oxidation

rate. The data is labeled according to the sample type, SiGe or Si.

between oxide strain and steric hindrance creates a crossover point. The value of ρ111/110 de-

creases towards one as zox decreases and is below one for the two points with zox < 23 nm.

A crossover point around 20 to 25 nm and a positive slope is an indication that the oxidation

proceeds from being controlled by the surface reaction rate at very small values of zox to being

increasingly influenced by strain and the diffusivity of oxidant in the oxide as zox increases. The

strain due to the epitaxial growth of the SiGe layer for the samples in this study should add to

the strain in the oxide. The additional strain due to the SiGe layer should shift the data to the

left and result in a smaller crossover thickness for SiGe in figure 4.16. It is conceivable that, if

electronegativities and bond energies only allow for the oxidation rate of SiGe to be greater than

or the same as that of Si, the additional strain in the SiGe layers act to retard the oxidation of the

SiGe samples enough to cause ρSiGe/Si < 1, which would help to explain the data in figure 4.15.

Though, the difference in the data for Si and SiGe in figure 4.16 is not profound, which would

seem to indicate that the influence of the strain in the SiGe layer has a limited influence on the

oxidation rate.

Due to the similarity in the influence of steric hindrance on Si and on fully strained SiGe,

as well as the similarity between the oxides on the two materials, some portion of the influence

of oxide strain on the oxidation rate will be divided out of the value of ρSiGe/Si. However, rec-

ognizing that strain is a function of oxide thickness, and that, for a given oxidation time and

temperature, zox for SiGe may be larger or smaller than for Si, oxide strain will have some

influence on ρSiGe/Si. Furthermore, the same difference in oxidizing ambient that was likely re-

sponsible for the variations in ρSiGe/Si, shown in figure 4.15, is also likely to cause variations in

the development of strain in the oxide and its effect on the oxidation rate. This is a critical point
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in that, even though the strain in a fully strained SiGe layer may not have a profound influence on

the oxidation rate, and that the influence of oxide strain on the oxidation rates of Si and SiGe are

similar, the influence of oxide strain will, by virtue of its dependence on zox, obscure the degree

to which Ge increases or decreases the oxidation rate of SiGe. That is, the tendency of strain to

slow the oxidation rate for thicker oxides more than for thinner oxides will tend to reduce the

difference between the oxide thicknesses on SiGe and Si from what they would be in the absence

of oxide strain. The tendency of oxide strain to obscure the catalytic effect of Ge on oxidation, as

measured by ρSiGe/Si, will be aggravated by the fact that oxide strain is a function of the oxidizing

ambient and the orientation of the material being oxidized.

The difference between the orientation dependence of the oxidation rate for Si and that of

fully relaxed or tensilely strained SiGe layers may be more pronounced than the difference be-

tween the orientation dependence of the oxidation rate of Si as compared to fully compressively

strained SiGe layers. The strain in the oxide is attributed to the difference in volume between an

SiO2 molecule and a Si atom, which, when translated to the distance between Si atoms, represents

a 31% difference between the separation of Si atoms in SiO2 compared to a Si crystal [87, 92].

Given that Ge has a lattice constant that is about 4% larger than Si [16], the distance between Si

atoms is only 26% larger in SiO2 than in a crystal with the lattice constant of Ge. The reduction

in strain in the oxide due to the larger lattice constant in relaxed or tensilely strained SiGe, as

compared to Si, would contribute to smaller values of ρ111/110 and a larger crossover thickness.

The reduction in strain should also lead to larger values of ρSiGe/Si.

Uematsu et al [92] made clear that the oxidation rate of Si is dependent on the oxide strain

induced generation of Si interstitials as well as viscous flow of the oxide. They also claim that

the oxidation rate in dry oxidation of Si is dominated by the concentration of Si interstitials at

the interface between the oxide and Si substrate, insinuating that the oxidant ambient also has

a role in point defect generation. Furthermore, by inducing strain in Si substrates using stripes

of oxide and measuring the oxidation rate adjacent to these stripes, Pliskin [10] showed that

the influence of strain on the oxidation rate is not strictly due to changes in the diffusivity of

oxidant in the oxide. LeGoues et al [38] recognized the possibility that variation in the lattice

constant of relaxed SiGe could influence the oxidation rate of SiGe and suggested that Ge may

induce vacancies in favor of the interstitials that would be expected in the case of Si oxidation;

a surplus of vacancies should create misfit dislocations which would act to relieve oxide strain.

The importance of interstitials and vacancies in determining the oxidation rate of SiGe has been

repeated in several studies [37, 48, 59, 60]. Furthermore, the theory that vacancies are more

readily created in the presence of Ge is supported by ab initio studies showing that the energy of

formation of a vacancy is a function of the Ge content in SiGe, and is 1.5 eV lower in Ge than it

is in Si [93].

The fact that point defect generation, oxide strain, SiGe layer strain, oxidant ambient, dif-

fusivity of Si in SiGe, and other factors are so closely tied to one another makes it difficult to

quantitatively differentiate between the various effects and their influence on Ge induced growth
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rate enhancement or reduction. However, if Ge has a catalytic or inhibitive influence on the ox-

idation rate, it is certain that it is the Ge content at the oxidation front, and not the Ge content

in the as-grown layer, that is the critical value. It is the Ge content in the pile-up region that

will determine the degree to which strain, oxidant and impurity chemistry, et cetera, interact to

increase or decrease the oxidation rate. Furthermore, the combination of temperature, oxidant

partial pressure, oxidant and impurity chemistry, and UV illumination should provide a large de-

gree of flexibility in determining both the Ge content at the oxidation interface and the oxidation

rate.

4.13 Summary of results

It has been recognized that oxidizing crystalline SiGe will have the effect of leaching Si from the

surface of the SiGe to form an oxide composed of SiO2 and concentrating the remaining Ge at

the interface between the oxide and the underlying SiGe. The present work provides a detailed

analysis of the way in which Ge is redistributed during dry thermal oxidation. This analysis

includes modeling based on balancing the diffusion of Si in SiGe with consumption of Si by

oxidation. The modeling leads to equations describing the thickness of the pile-up region, zpu,

and the Ge concentration in the pile-up region, Xpu. Data from a series of experiments using

XRD, VASE, and RBS are used to observe the redistribution of Ge and to support modeling

predictions.

Both measurement and modeling results show that Xpu is controlled primarily by the oxida-

tion temperature, T , while the Ge content in the initial SiGe layer plays a relatively minor role; a

linear relationship between T and Xpu is demonstrated. As the formation of the pile-up layer is

a consequence of the balance between the oxidation rate and the diffusivity of Si in SiGe, modi-

fications of either the oxidation rate or the diffusivity of Si will alter Xpu(T ). Both the oxidation

rate and the diffusivity of Si in SiGe vary with crystallographic orientation, however, they vary

in such a way that Xpu(T ) is similar for the three orientations studied, (111), (110), and (100).

The measurements and modeling in the present work are used to determine the diffusivity of Si

in SiGe for the three basic crystallographic orientations.

The presence of Ge at the oxidation interface may have either a catalytic or inhibitive effect

on the oxidation rate of SiGe, but, any such Ge induced oxidation rate enhancement or retarda-

tion will be subject to a variety of tertiary factors. The potential influence of crystallographic

orientation, Ge content, oxide and epitaxial layer strain, epitaxial layer doping, oxidation am-

bient, bond energies, electronegativity, electrical potential, and point defect generation on the

oxidation rate of SiGe are discussed with the help of oxidation rate ratios.

The analysis, modeling, and measurements presented herein provide the framework for de-

signing thermal oxidation processes for fabrication of nanostructures for nano- and opto-electronic

applications, as well as, further studies into the oxidation of SiGe.
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Chapter 5

Future work and potential applications

5.1 Benefits of using low Ge contents in as-grown layers

The present work used thin films of Si0.80Ge0.20 and Si0.85Ge0.15 as a raw material. However,

over the course of the research presented here, it has become evident that there are a number

of advantages to using Si1−XGeX with a small X as a starting material for experimenting with

oxidation induced Ge condensation. The most trivial of these is that many of the physical prop-

erties of SiGe vary between those of Si and those of Ge (see chapter 2), and after more than half

a century of intense research and industrial use, Si is much better understood than Ge. Using

smaller values of X will likely lead to less uncertainty in the results obtained by the empiricist

and will minimize the temptation to explain away various phenomena by attributing them to the

poorly characterized properties of Ge or high values of X in the starting material. There are also

a number of more concrete (and less philosophical) reasons why it is beneficial to use SiGe with

low Ge contents as a starting material. These include:

• Starting with a small value of X allows more room to increase Xpu for one or more pile-up

layers (i.e. bigger differences between X and Xpu).

• Low strain levels between Si substrates and epitaxial SiGe layers.

• Relatively thick initial SiGe layers can be grown epitaxially without reaching the critical

thickness.

• Thick initial SiGe layers allows for thicker pile-up layers which may be used for growing

multiple pile-up layers with multiple oxidations.

• Due to the relatively low diffusivity of Si in Si (as compared to the diffusivity of Si in

Ge), starting with low Ge contents will result in more abrupt barriers between layers of

increasing Ge content.
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• The same low diffusivity of Si in Si1−XGeX where X is small will minimize the diffusion

of Si from the substrate, into, and through the initial SiGe layer.

• Less ambiguity about the oxidation rates and less potential for the initial Ge content to

alter the oxidation kinetics.

• Any variations in the oxidation rate due to initial Ge contents will have a minimal influence

on the thickness of the pile-up region due to very small tpu/tox ratios. This will make it

easier to achieve accurate and small values of tpu, despite any extant uncertainties in the

oxidation rate (i.e. thin pile-up layers can be formed by growing thick oxide layers).

• Reduced strain levels between the substrate and the SiGe layers will minimize the risk of

defects developing during high temperature oxidations.

5.2 Variable temperature, vacuum-UV, pressure, and ambi-
ent chemistry

The relationship between the Ge content in the pile-up and the oxidation temperature has been

explored in some depth in the present work and is expressed by equation 4.2. Still, the oxidation

conditions may be manipulated in a number of ways in order to change the oxidation rate, and

hence the Ge content in the pile-up layer.

All of the experiments done for the publications in the present work were done with one

or more oxidations at a variety of fixed temperatures. It should be clear that multiple pile-up

layers can be grown one upon the other by conducting multiple oxidations at progressively lower

fixed temperatures. The logical extention of this would be to conduct a single oxidation with a

temperature that varies with time in such a way as to control the gradient of the Ge content in the

pile-up layer. The way in which temperature should be modified as a function of time in order to

achieve any given Ge profile is not trivial and could be the subject of further investigations.

Ambient chemistry, oxidant partial pressure, and illumination by vacuum-ultra-violet (V-

UV) radiation are all oxidation conditions that could be used to manipulate the Ge content at

the oxidation interface, but which haven’t been investigated. Investigation of ambient chemistry

would be most useful in illuminating the mechanisms behind the enhanced oxidation rates that

have been observed in so many publications on oxidation of SiGe. A study of the influence

of trace amounts of H2O, similar to what was done by Irene [1], would be of particular utility.

A study of the influence of oxidant partial pressures on Ge redistribution would be useful in

determining whether pressure, instead of temperature, could be used to control the Ge content at

the oxidation interface. It would be advantageous to limit the thermal budget for processing by

using pressure as a process control, but, pressure will only alter the oxidation rate, and may result

in unacceptably long processing times. Illumination of the sample with UV light may allow for
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much lower process temperatures to be used, while still resulting in fast oxidation times. This

is a result of the potential for UV illumination to alter the activation energies for both oxidation

and the diffusivity of Si in SiGe.

5.3 SiSn and SiGeSn oxidation

The Gibbs free energies for formation of SiO2, GeO2, and SnO2 from their constituent elements

are shown in figure 5.1. Considering the similarity between the Gibbs free energies for formation

of GeO2 and SnO2 and the exclusive formation of SiO2 during SiGe oxidations, it is likely that

oxidation of SiSn and SiGeSn will also result in an oxide of composed exclusively of SiO2, while

Ge and Sn accumulate at the interface between the oxide and the underlying SiSn or SiGeSn

crystal. This is supported by XPS measurements in multiple studies indicating a thermodynamic

preference for SiO2 over SnO2 [2, 3]. This will be important for application of tin oxide or

indium tin oxide as transparent contacts for solar cells, as well as applications in photonics and

opto-electronics that take advantage of the direct bandgap of SiGeSn alloys [4]. A proposal

for tin based confinement modulated gap transistors (CMGT) relies on using the orientation

and diameter of a nanowire to manipulate the bandgap of the transistor channel material (Sn)

between ∼2.7 and 0 eV [5]. Such CMGT’s, as well as other multi-gate transistor architectures,

could be constructed using Sn or GeSn condensation by thermal oxidation of SiSn or SiGeSn.

It is possible that ohmic contacts to source and drain regions of transistors could be improved

and that contact implants could be eliminated by using Sn condensation. If the source and drain

regions are composed of SiSn with a low Sn content, selective oxidation could be used to create

a metallic contact by condensing a thin layer of Sn at surface of the source and drain regions.

Figure 5.1: Gibbs energies for oxidation of Si, Ge, and Sn [6].
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5.4 Dopant and alloy gradients by differential diffusion

Grove et al [7] described the redistribution of dopants in oxidizing Si. They demonstrated that

the n-type dopants (phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony) tend to become depleted at the oxidation

interface, while the p-type dopants (boron, gallium, and indium) tend to pile-up at the oxidation

interface. LeGoues et al [8] showed that diffusion of boron in oxidizing SiGe is retarded with

respect to Si. Dopant diffusion in SiGe has been shown to be a function of Ge content in non-

oxidizing conditions as well. Phosphorus [9], arsenic [10], and antimony [11] have been shown

to diffuse faster as the Ge content is increased, while results for boron and gallium diffusion

are mixed; boron and gallium diffusion are reported either to be independent of Ge content,

or to decrease as Ge content increases [12–15]. Indications that Sn increases the diffusivity of

antimony in Si [16] might suggest that SiSn and SiGe behave similarly.

The tendency of Ge to pile up at the oxidation interface during thermal oxidation should

exaggerate the accumulation or depletion of dopants at the same interface, and could be used to

build opto-electronic devices. For example, if a layer of SiGe is uniformly doped with both n and

p-type dopants, oxidizing the material may cause the p-type dopants to pile-up at the oxidation

interface, while the n-type dopants are depleted, creating a p-n diode. This might be done to

form shallow junctions in photovoltaic cells.

Another application could be in formation of ohmic contacts for the source and drain of

transistors. Contact implants have been used in integrated circuit fabrication to create a highly

doped region where the metal contacts meet the source and drain of a transistor in order to

minimize the contact resistance. Differential diffusion could be used to form ohmic source and

drain contacts in PMOS transistors by piling up the p-type dopant at the surface of the source

and drain regions. This might be particularly convenient in transistors that use Ge in the source

and drain to manipulate channel strain and reduce drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL). If the

source and drain use a SiSn alloy, it might be possible to grade the Sn content such that both the

dopant and Sn content increase towards the contact interface such that a metal to metal (rather

than semiconductor to metal) contact is made.
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Chapter 6

Overview of articles

6.1 Article I

New data for the dry O2 oxidation of MBE grown thin films of Si0.80Ge0.20 and Si0.85Ge0.15 is

presented along with data for Si control samples. The new data is compared to data for dry O2

oxidation of SiGe from the literature as well as common models for oxidation of Si. The article

addresses the fact that there are a variety of claims about the role of the Ge content in the as-grown

SiGe layer in determining the oxidation rate. This is coupled with the observation that there is

wide variation in the oxidation rates for SiGe between studies and in the models for Si oxidation.

The point is made that since Ge piles up in the region where oxidation occurs, discussion of the

oxidation rate’s dependence on the Ge content in the as-grown layer is inherently flawed. Both

VASE and XRD are used to characterized the oxide thicknesses and pile-up Ge concentrations

for the samples from the present study.

6.2 Article II

XPS is used to characterize the chemical composition of oxides formed on SiGe by thermal

oxidation and to confirm the preferential formation of SiO2. XPS and RBS are used to confirm

that Ge piles up at the oxidation interface. The theoretical foundation for the modeling that

lead to the equations describing the thickness of the pile-up region (equation 4.5) and the Ge

content in the pile-up region (equation 4.4) is established and explained. This includes a detailed

discussion of the requirement that the flux of Si into the oxide be balanced by the flux of Si

through the pile-up layer. The modeling is also used to evaluate the influences of oxide thickness

and oxidation temperature on the Ge content in the pile-up layer.
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6.3 Article III

XRD and VASE are used to fully characterize the Ge content in the pile-up region for a variety

of oxidation times and temperatures. Both simulation and empiric results are used to show that

the Ge content in the pile-up is linearly dependent on oxidation temperature and to support equa-

tion 4.4. Measurements are presented that help confirm that Ge content in the pile-up is largely

independent of oxide thickness but highly dependent on oxidation temperature; this includes

measurements showing the correlation between oxide thickness and pile-up layer thickness. The

relative influence of oxidation temperature and the Ge content in the as-grown SiGe layer on the

oxidation rate is addressed and oxidation rates of SiGe samples are compared to results from an

established model for the oxidation of Si.

6.4 Article IV

The diffusivity of Si in (111), (110), and (100) oriented oxidizing SiGe is determined by com-

bining VASE measurements of oxide thickness, XRD measurements of the Ge content in the

pile-up region, and equation 4.4. The Ge content in the pile-up region is shown to be dependent

on orientation, though, the temperature dependence is nearly identical for the three orientations.

The linear relationship between oxidation temperature and the Ge content in the pile-up layer

is explained by assumption of Arrhenius relations to describe both diffusion of Si in the pile-up

layer and the oxidation rate of SiGe, resulting in equation 4.2. Oxidation rate ratios between

SiGe and Si samples and between samples of different orientations are used to evaluate the rel-

ative importance of orientation and Ge content on the oxidation rate of SiGe. Oxidation rate

ratios are also used to discuss various physical mechanisms for oxidation of SiGe. The integrity

of equations 4.2 and 4.4 are verified by demonstrating the predictability of the Ge content in the

pile-up layer for samples subjected to multiple oxidations at progressively higher temperatures.

It is also demonstrated that, by choosing an appropriate oxidation temperature, the Ge content at

the oxidation interface can be kept static or reduced. The ability to reduce the Ge content at the

oxidation interface is consistent with the predictions made by equations 4.2 and 4.4.
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Several fundamental aspects of the oxidation-induced redistribution of Ge in thin films of SiGe are

studied. This includes the incorporation of Ge into the oxide and the formation of what is

alternatively referred to as pile-up, snow-plow, or a germanium-rich layer. Experimental data from

the present work shows longer oxidation times leading to an increase of Ge content in the pile-up

region and eventually creating a single high Ge content pile-up layer by entirely consuming the

initial SiGe layer. The pile-up effect was shown to occur at the oxidation interface, with the highest

Ge content occurring at the same interface. For a given oxide thickness, the redistribution of Ge

and the formation of a pile-up region was shown experimentally to be independent of temperature

in the range between 800 �C and 1000 �C. Simulations using common models for the oxidation of

Si and diffusion of Si in SiGe indicate that temperature does have an influence on the composition

of the pile-up layer, though the range of achievable compositions is limited. The flux of Si due to

diffusion of Si in SiGe relative to the oxidation-induced flux of Si out of the SiGe is integral to the

formation and dimensions of a pile-up region. Two predictive relations were derived for describing

the dynamics of oxidation of SiGe. The first relation is given for determining the pile-up layer

thickness as a function of oxide thickness and the composition of the pile-up layer. The second

relation assumes a limited supply of Si and is for determination of the minimum initial thickness of

a SiGe layer to avoid oxidation of Ge. The validity of these equations was confirmed

experimentally by RBS and XPS data from the present work. The proposed models may be used in

nanostructuring of thin films of SiGe by oxidation and in the design of core-shell structures and

transistors. This is all done with a focus on oxidation of epitaxial thin films (< 100 nm) of

Si1-XGeX in dry O2 at 1 atm between 800 �C and 1000 �C. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3677987]

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of SiGe in IC design and fabrication is

increasing due to demand for higher speed and lower power

electronics, recent commercialization of FINFETs, advances

in the fabrication of SiGe-on-insulator1–3 (sapphire or SiO2),

and the proliferation of RF applications in the marketplace.

Incorporation of Ge into Si CMOS processing has been moti-

vated by SiGe’s utility in creating high mobility channels,4

reduction of parasitic effects, like drain-induced barrier low-

ering,5 and creation of other novel gate architectures and

nanowire transistors.6,7 Yet another promising application of

SiGe is its use in core-shell structures for photovoltaics.8

Nanostructuring of SiGe by oxidation is an effective method

for construction of a wide variety of SiGe-based electronic

devices, a fact which highlights the importance of research

into the dynamics of oxidation of SiGe and the subsequent

redistribution of Ge in the SiGe.

The use of dry O2 oxidation to create SiGe core-shell

structures relies on the selective oxidation of Si, which acts

to separate Si from Ge and creates a graded Ge concentration

in the SiGe. Such concentration gradients are typically char-

acterized by a Ge-rich region adjacent to the SiO2 growth

front and are variously referred to as a pile-up region, snow

plow effect, or germanium-rich layer (GRL). The pile-up

effect, resulting from dry oxidation of SiGe, has been

reported to occur in numerous publications,9–23 but these

observations are frequently limited to the acknowledgment

of the existence of a pile-up layer. Furthermore, the reports

do not provide sufficient information to understand how

modification of the oxidation conditions may lead to varia-

tions in the profile of Ge concentration in the SiGe.

The present work addresses the dynamics of oxidation

of thin films of SiGe by considering dry O2 oxidation with

various times and temperatures. The focus on sub-100-nm

films ensures that the discussion is pertinent to modern tech-

nological applications.

The driving factors in the formation of a pile-up layer are,

first, the susceptibility for incorporation of Ge into the oxide

and, second, the relative diffusion of O, Si, and Ge in the oxi-

dizing material. The Ge content of the oxide is evaluated here

using analysis of x ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data.
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The role of Gibbs energies in the formation of oxides is

reviewed to provide a better understanding of the influence of

temperature on the incorporation of Ge into the oxide. The rela-

tive diffusion of oxidant in SiO2 and that of Si in SiGe or Ge

forms the basis of several models that have been proposed to

describe the oxidation processes in SiGe.23–26 The present work

uses Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) data to

evaluate the role of oxidation time and temperature in the for-

mation of a pile-up region and to provide experimental support

for two descriptive relations. The proposed relations describe

the pile-up layer thickness as a function of oxide thickness and

allow prediction of the initial SiGe layer thickness required to

avoid oxidation of Ge. These models may be useful in making

first order estimates in the design of core-shell structures and

transistors using oxidized SiGe.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Epitaxial layers of Si1�XGeX on a 100-nm Si buffer

layer were grown on (100)-oriented Si substrates. The

Si1�XGeX layer thicknesses for the two wafers used were

80 nm and 70 nm for X¼ 0.15 and X¼ 0.20, respectively.

The thermal oxidation was done using a tube furnace at am-

bient pressure flushed with dry O2 at 800
�C, 850 �C, 900 �C,

950 �C, and 1000 �C. The native oxides were not removed

prior to oxidation.

X ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed

with a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD system using Al Ka x ray ex-

citation (hv¼ 1486.6 eV). Compositional profiles were

acquired by combining XPS measurements with Arþ cation

etching. The XPS compositional profiles were correlated to

physical depths using profilometer measurements of the

milled craters. The resolution of XPS measurements is given

by the detection depth, d¼ 3kcosh, where k is the inelastic

mean free path of photoelectrons and h is the angle of emis-

sion. In this case, h is 0�, so the detection depth is 3.5 nm for

the Ge2p photoelectrons, which is significantly less than the

detection depth of 11.7 nm for Ge3d photoelectrons. These

detection depth values were derived assuming that the photo-

electrons are traveling through an SiO2 layer and by using

data from the Tanuma, Powell, and Penn algorithm.27,28

Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) measure-

ments were done with 2 MeV 4Heþ ions backscattered into

the detector at 100� relative to the incident beam direction.

This glancing-angle detector geometry was used to provide

enhanced depth resolution for accurate analysis of films near

the surface region. Oxide and pile-up layer thicknesses were

determined by fitting simulated curves to the experimentally

determined RBS spectra.

Oxide thicknesses were also measured by ellipsometry

at 632.8 nm and 830.0 nm wavelengths and 70� angle of inci-
dence, with each sample repeatedly measured at each wave-

length in order to account for random error in the

measurements. The analysis used a three-layer model and

treated the oxide, pile-up, and SiGe layer thicknesses as well

as the index of refraction for the pile-up layer as unknowns.

For the purpose of comparing the oxide thicknesses deter-

mined by ellipsometry to those determined by RBS, the cer-

tainty in the ellipsometry measurements may be calculated

while presuming the RBS values to be the actual values.

With such a presumption, the sample standard deviation in

the ellipsometry measurements was calculated to be 3.8 nm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Oxide composition

A critical factor in the manipulation of Ge concentrations

in SiGe thin films by oxidation is the degree to which Ge is

incorporated into the oxide. Considering this, Fig. 1 shows an

XPS depth profile of the oxide of a Si0.85Ge0.15 sample oxi-

dized at 950 �C for 25min. Arþ cation etching was used to

expose progressively deeper levels of the sample to create the

depth profile of the sample composition shown. A short etch

time was used for this sample to highlight the composition of

the oxide. In the XPS profiles, metallic and oxidized Si appear

at binding energies of �97 eV and �102 eV, while metallic

and oxidized Ge appear at �1215 eV and �1219 eV, respec-

tively. Noting that Ge2p photoelectrons have low kinetic

energy and arise from shallow depths, the surface sensitive

Ge2p peak indicates that the native oxide contains some oxi-

dized Ge, which is consistent with other reports in the litera-

ture.29 The remainder of the oxide is devoid of any form of

Ge until the SiO2 to SiGe interface is reached.

XPS data in Fig. 2 illustrates very similar behavior for a

sample with a comparable oxide thickness, but oxidized at

850 �C. A long etch time was used for this sample, so the

XPS profile shows the sample composition from the surface

FIG. 1. (Color online) XPS depth profile of a

Si0.85Ge0.15 thin film oxidized at 950 �C for

25min. The oxide thickness as measured by

ellipsometry is 392 Å. The topmost profile is for

the surface of the unetched sample. The bottom-

most profile is at the SiGe layer, as indicated by

the presence of metallic Si and Ge.
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all the way to the substrate. It can be seen that GeO2 appears

in the region of the native oxide, while only SiO2 occurs in

the bulk of the oxide. Metallic Ge can be seen in the SiGe

layer, and no Ge is present in the substrate. However, when

compared to the sample in Fig. 1, the longer etching times

used between XPS measurements for the sample in Fig. 2

result in less detailed probing of the interface between the

oxide and pile-up layers.

Figure 3 presents a depth profile showing the relative

concentrations of O, Si, and Ge constructed from the same

XPS data as was used for Fig. 2; the lines connecting data

points in Fig. 3 are for illustrative purposes only. The depth

profile uses the Ge3d signal, which is less surface sensitive

than the Ge2p signal, but allows better comparison to the O

and Si data due to the fact that the signals arise from similar

depths.

Figure 3 does indicate the presence of Ge in the region

of the native oxide, but considering the limited resolution of

the Ge3d peak, the concentration of Ge in this region is neg-

ligibly small. Both Figs. 1 and 2 also indicate that the GeO2

is limited to the native oxide. This is consistent with experi-

mental evidence presented in the literature showing GeO2 in

very thin or low temperature oxides, including native

oxides.30–32 Also, there is a point of high Ge concentration at

the interface between the oxide and SiGe layers, which is in-

dicative of a Ge pile-up layer with a Ge concentration that is

roughly double that of the intrinsic SiGe.

The preferential oxidation of Si over that of Ge is a criti-

cal characteristic of SiGe oxidation and can be explained

using the Gibbs energies, G, of the constituent reactants.32

Thus, an understanding of the Gibbs energies involved will

help explain whether Ge will be incorporated into the oxide

during thermal oxidation.

The change in Gibbs energy due to a reaction between

several reactants is given by DGP¼GP�(GR1 þ GR2), where

GP, GR1, and GR2 are the Gibbs energies of the reaction prod-

uct and two separate reactants, respectively.33 A negative

value for DGP indicates that the reaction will occur sponta-

neously. The values of DGSiO2 and DGGeO2 for the formation

of oxide from Si, Ge, and O2 for temperatures between 27 �C
and 1127 �C are in the range of �856 kJ/mol to �661 kJ/mol

and �521 kJ/mol to �310 kJ/mol,33 respectively. It is clear

that, although both SiO2 and GeO2 formation are exergonic,

the SiO2 reaction is more so than that of GeO2, leading to the

preferential formation of SiO2. This point may be empha-

sized by the data in Fig. 4, showing DGSiO2 for the formation

of SiO2 from GeO2 and Si, which is equivalent to the differ-

ence between DGSiO2 and DGGeO2. The data in Fig. 4 shows

that SiO2 is preferred over GeO2, at least for temperatures

between 27 �C and 1127 �C, and that any occurrence of

GeO2 may be converted to SiO2, given elemental Si.34 This

preference is exaggerated at higher temperatures, but DG is

consistently and substantially negative between temperatures

where native oxides might occur and the upper end of com-

mon oxidation temperatures. This and other published analy-

ses32 indicate that Ge will not be oxidized if elemental Si is

present.

FIG. 2. (Color online) XPS depth profile of

Si0.85Ge0.15 thin film oxidized at 850 �C for 75min.

The oxide thickness as measured by ellipsometry is

356 Å. The topmost profile is for the unetched sam-

ple surface. The bottommost profile is at the sub-

strate, as indicated by the presence of metallic Si

and the absence of either O or Ge.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Profile of Si0.85Ge0.15 oxidized at 850 �C for 75min

showing relative atomic composition vs depth from XPS measurements. The

oxide thickness as measured by ellipsometry is 356 Å.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Gibbs energies for the formation of SiO2 from GeO2

and Si (Ref. 33).
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The analysis of the thermodynamics of Si and Ge oxida-

tion is useful in determining whether Ge will be oxidized in

such a tertiary system, but it does not address the question of

whether there is a tertiary system, that is, whether Si is pres-

ent at the oxidation interface. The supply of Si to the oxidiz-

ing interface, and thus the exclusive oxidation of Si versus

oxidation of both Si and Ge, depends on the diffusion of the

constituent species in the thin films. This has been examined

by modeling the flows of oxidant through the oxide and of Si

through a Ge-rich region adjacent to the oxidizing inter-

face.22,23,32 Low relative Si flows induced by low tempera-

tures or high oxidant pressures have been recognized as

leading to formation of GeO2.
30,32 Kilpatrick et al.23 have

determined a so-called crossover temperature for various ox-

ide thicknesses and oxidation conditions, below which GeO2

is formed and above which the oxide is exclusively SiO2.

For dry oxidation at 1 atm, this crossover temperature is

listed as �380 �C for very thin oxides and not exceeding

�650 �C for oxides of a few micrometers or more.23

The presence of oxidized Ge in the native oxide, as dem-

onstrated in Figs. 1 and 2, may be due to the low diffusion

rates of Si and Ge as compared to O at such low tempera-

tures. If Si is fixed due to low diffusion rates at low tempera-

tures during the formation of the native oxide, the surface of

the SiGe film would be denuded of metallic Si, allowing for

the oxidation of Ge. The very fast oxidation rates for ultra-

thin oxides during subsequent thermal oxidation may prevent

diffusion of enough Si to the outermost surface of the oxide

to convert the oxidized Ge to SiO2 according to the thermo-

dynamics presented in Fig. 4. The Si2p line at the sample

surface in both Figs. 1 and 2 confirm the absence of metallic

Si in this layer. This may be contrasted to the interface

region between the thermal oxide and the SiGe layer. In this

interface region, the Si2p and O1s lines indicate the coexis-

tence of Si and SiO2, while the Ge2p line indicates the ab-

sence of any oxidized Ge, which lends further credence to

the conclusions presented in Fig. 4 and the accompanying

discussion.

The oxidation temperatures used in this study and those

that appear most commonly in the literature are between

800 �C and 1000 �C. This is motivated in part by the fact that

lower temperatures increase the probability of Ge incorpora-

tion into the oxide, which will reduce the pile-up effect and

potentially compromise the electrical integrity of the oxide.

On the other hand, higher temperatures could lead to melting

of the pile-up region, which may have an adverse effect on

the oxidation process;21–23 the melting temperature for Ge is

�940 �C, with the solidus curve passing Si0.25Ge0.75 at

�1000 �C.35

B. Ge redistribution and the pile-up layer

Given that Ge incorporation into the oxide is not signifi-

cant under the oxidation conditions considered here, our focus

on evaluation of the Ge concentration profile shifts to the SiGe

layer, from which Si is leached during oxidation. Figure 3 has

shown that a region of elevated Ge concentration occurs at the

oxidation front. This pile-up effect has been reported at temper-

atures as low as 600 �C23 and as high as 1125 �C.13 Li et al.20

examined the Ge concentration at the oxidation interface for

different oxidation temperatures and times and qualitatively

compared the influence of temperature on the oxidation rate to

the diffusion of Ge. However, the authors did not examine the

Ge concentration away from the interface to give a better

description of the overall Ge distribution. A few reports present

profiles of Ge distributions for various oxidation times at indi-

vidual temperatures;18–21 an approach which is useful for

understanding the progression of the pile-up effect over time.

Figure 5 takes this approach by presenting data from the present

study, showing RBS profiles from Si0.80Ge0.20 samples oxidized

for various times at 900 �C with an emphasis on the Ge signal.

The RBS profiles represent samples with oxide thicknesses

between the native oxide for the un-oxidized sample and 575 Å

for a sample oxidized for 150min at 900 �C. The inset shows a
wide view of two RBS spectra, including the O, Si, and Ge sig-

nals for the un-oxidized and most oxidized samples. In the case

of oxidation for 25min resulting in a 196 Å oxide, there is a dis-

tinct pile-up region that is clearly differentiated from the bulk

of the SiGe layer. At 67min (356 Å oxide), the pile-up contin-

ues to enhance the Ge concentration and, although there is a Ge

gradient, there are not two distinct regions of Ge concentration.

At 150min (575 Å oxide), there is only a single region of high

Ge concentration. In the latter sample, there is clearly a pile-up

effect, but the resulting stoichiometry is fundamentally different

from the dual concentration regions frequently associated with

the terms pile-up, snow plow, and germanium-rich layer (GRL)

and that are required by core-shell structures.

Figure 6 shows the RBS profiles for Si0.85Ge0.15,

wherein the channel number has been normalized in such a

way as to align the oxide to SiGe interface for all of the sam-

ples. This is done in order to illustrate more clearly the de-

velopment of the pile-up region. The tendency for longer

oxidation times to induce higher Ge concentrations is clearly

visible. Furthermore, whereas in the non-oxidized sample,

the Ge concentration near the oxidation front gradually

increases to a plateau value, the longer the sample is oxi-

dized, the steeper the RBS profile becomes at the oxide to

SiGe interface. This indicates that the RBS resolution is not

FIG. 5. (Color online) RBS profiles of Ge concentration for Si0.80Ge0.20 oxi-

dized at 900 �C for various times, including an un-oxidized sample. The

inset shows two spectra with a broader range, including signals for O, Si,

and Ge for two samples with very thin and thick oxides. The spectra are la-

beled by oxidation time and oxide thickness (from ellipsometry.)
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the sole cause for the gradual increase in Ge for the intrinsic

samples and that oxidation serves to maximize the Ge con-

centration at the oxidation front. In contrast, the slope of the

RBS profile for the Ge at the interface with the substrate

remains reasonably constant with oxidation time. This along

with the fact that the depth of the Ge profile decreases with

time indicates that there is little or no diffusion of Ge into

the substrate. It is possible that oxidation of thicker intrinsic

SiGe layers would demonstrate this more clearly by ensuring

a longer plateau and distance between the pile-up region and

the substrate.

Another approach is presented by Jang et al.,14 who

look at pile-up effects at multiple temperatures for a single

oxidation time. Although most authors conclude that temper-

ature does influence the Ge profile, they do not effectively

compare one temperature to another, because the use of one

oxidation time for multiple temperatures results in different

amounts of Si having been removed from the SiGe layer by

oxidation. To fully appreciate the influence of temperature

on the Ge distribution, samples with similar oxide thick-

nesses should be compared such that the Si removed from

the SiGe layer by oxidation is similar for all samples and

temperatures. Figure 7 shows such data from Si0.85Ge0.15
samples with similar oxide thicknesses which were oxidized

at temperatures between 800 �C and 1000 �C. There is no

clearly discernible influence of temperature on the Ge con-

centration profile for a given oxide thickness.

C. Empirical relations for layer thicknesses

The thicknesses of the pile-up and oxide layers that

result from thermal oxidation may be determined using

ellipsometry, RBS, or TEM. However, it is useful for the

experimentalist or technologist to have a simple predictive

tool for determining these values before an oxidation is

done. To that end, the following discussion presents two

relations that may be used in designing nanostructures in oxi-

dized thin films of SiGe.

The term “pile-up” is in fact poorly defined in the litera-

ture and can only be described reliably as the tendency to

increase the Ge concentration in a region adjacent to the oxi-

dation front. This does not define the Ge profile other than to

state that it is higher than it was prior to oxidation. The mag-

nitude and profile of the germanium concentration in the

pile-up region will depend on a balance between the oxida-

tion rate and the rate of diffusion of Si through the pile-up

region toward the oxidation front. If, however, this system is

simplified by removing the effect of the diffusion of Si and

also assuming that the pile-up region is 100% Ge, then the

thickness of the pile-up region can be calculated directly.

Considering the oxidation of Si; the depth of Si con-

sumed, tSi-consumed, in order to provide enough Si for the for-

mation of an oxide with thickness tox, is described as

tSi�consumed ¼ toxNox=NSi; (1)

where Nox and NSi are the molecular and atomic densities of

the oxide and Si, respectively. Similarly, for the oxidation of

SiGe, the depth of SiGe from which Si is extracted to form

the oxide layer, tSiGe-consumed, is

tSiGe�consumed ¼ toxNox=NSi�SiGe; (2)

where NSi-SiGe is the atomic density of Si in the SiGe layer;

this assumes exclusive oxidation of Si. If the composition of

the initial SiGe layer is described by X, the number of Ge

atoms in the SiGe as a fraction of the total, while the total

atomic density of the SiGe is NSiGe, then the atomic densities

of Si and Ge in the SiGe are

NSi�SiGe ¼ NSiGeð1� XÞ and NGe�SiGe ¼ NSiGeX (3)

or

NGe�SiGe ¼ NSi�SiGeXð1� XÞ�1: (4)

If all of the Si atoms are removed from the SiGe layer to a

depth of tSiGe-consumed, leaving a layer of pure Ge (i.e., no Si),

then

NGe�SiGetSiGe�consumed ¼ NGetpileup; (5)

where NGe is the atomic density of Ge and tpileup is the thick-
ness of the pile-up region. The pile-up thickness may then be

found by substitution as

tpileup ¼ XtoxNox½ð1� XÞNGe��1: (6)

Here, the pile-up layer is composed only of Ge, and so tpileup
is at its minimum possible value. As the pile-up layer will

inevitably contain some Si, Eq. (6) may be rewritten as

tpileup ¼ XtoxNox½ð1� XÞNGe�pileup��1

¼ XtoxNox½ð1� XÞXpileupNSiGe�pileup��1; (7)

where NGe-pileup is the atomic density of Ge in the pile-up layer,

NSiGe-pileup is the atomic density of the pile-up layer, and Xpileup
is the fraction of Ge in the pile-up layer. Equation (7) is a more

FIG. 6. (Color online) Ge content vs depth from RBS measurements for

Si0.85Ge0.15 samples with various oxide thicknesses. Excepting the un-

oxidized sample, the oxidation temperature was 900 �C. The profiles are

aligned with the oxidation front at depth zero. The spectra are labeled by ox-

idation temperature, time, and oxide thickness (from ellipsometry.)
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general expression and is equivalent to Eq. (6) when

Xpileup¼ 1.

Equation (6), wherein the pile-up layer is composed

entirely of Ge, may serve as a limiting condition, particularly

when considering oxidation of SiGe-on-insulator or when

oxidizing nanorods. These are situations in which there will

be no diffusion of Si from the substrate and, thus, a limited

supply of Si for oxidation. Oxidation of such structures

beyond a given oxide thickness will lead to the oxidation of

Ge due to the absence of Si for oxidation. Three cases can be

defined for SiGe-on-insulator systems (with the pre-

oxidation SiGe layer thickness written as tSiGe-initial):

i. tox> [tSiGe-initial(1�X)NSiGe/Nox]; formation of GeO2;

ii. tox¼ [tSiGe-initial(1�X)NSiGe/Nox]; maximum pile-up

before GeO2 formation;

iii. tox< [tSiGe-initial(1�X)NSiGe/Nox]; Ge pile-up and only

SiO2.

The minimum initial SiGe thickness required to avoid

formation of GeO2 in SiGe-on-insulator systems is then

tSiGe�initial ¼ tSiGe�consumed ¼ toxNox½ð1� XÞNSiGe��1; (8)

where NSiGe may be determined through a quadratic fit to the

data presented in Dismukes et al.,36 NSiGe¼ (5.0214 � 0.5286X
� 0.0517X2)1022 atoms/cm3. The assumptions made in arriving

at Eq. (8) mandate that absolutely all of the Si in the SiGe layer

is oxidized prior to oxidation of Ge. However, Kilpatrick

et al.23 point out that Ge and Si will oxidize simultaneously

when the flow of O to the oxidation interface outweighs the

flow of Si to the same interface. So, in practice, the minimum

initial SiGe layer thickness to avoid formation of GeO2 will be

somewhat larger than is predicted by Eq. (8), but it will not be

any smaller. For the fabrication of nanowires, consideration of

the dimensions of the nanowire must take into account the fact

that oxidation will occur from multiple dimensions as well as

the likelihood that oxidation will occur at different rates for

different crystal facets. This is a similar problem for FINFETS,

but, in this case, an oxidation barrier like a SiN cap may be

placed on top of the fin in order to limit oxidation to two sides.

The discussion so far has not incorporated diffusion of

Si from the substrate. In the event that Si does diffuse toward

the oxide from the substrate, some of the Si from the SiGe

layer that has been incorporated into the oxide during oxida-

tion will effectively be replaced by Si diffusing from the sub-

strate into the SiGe layer. This effect can be expressed by

rearranging Eq. (7) to show the dose of Si in the oxide and

that removed from the SiGe layer with the addition of the

dose of Si from the substrate, Qsub,

Qsub þ tpileupNSiGe�pileupXpileupð1� XÞ=X ¼ toxNox: (9)

The present work and other studies15–17,37 have used samples

with SiGe on Si and provide enough data to give a cursory

validation of Eq. (9). Figure 8 uses data from this study as

well as data extracted from published work to plot the dose

of Si in the oxide, toxNox, versus the dose of Si removed from

the SiGe, tpileupNSiGe-pileupXpileup (1 � X)/X. The value used

for Nox in Fig. 8 is 2.21� 1022 Si atoms/cm3, and the data

therein is separated and labeled by the Ge content of the pre-

oxidation SiGe layer and the data source.

In the event that Qsub is 0, the dose in the oxide should

exactly equal the dose from the pile-up region, and the corre-

lation between the two should have a slope of 1. The data in

Fig. 8 shows that this is the case for the small oxide thick-

nesses, but that the data for larger oxide thicknesses indicate

a non-zero value for Qsub. This is quite sensible for the case

of small oxide thicknesses, as very little if any of the Si from

the substrate will have reached the pile-up or oxide due to

the relatively thick SiGe layer it must pass through and the

short oxidation time associated with the thin oxide. Regard-

ing the thicker oxides; if all other values are correct, then the

value of Qsub indicated would have to be negative, which is

not easily explicable, given that Si from the substrate should

diffuse into and not out of the SiGe. However, the accuracy

with which the variables in Eq. (9) are determined is not per-

fect, and the results are particularly susceptible to variation

in the value used for X. Furthermore, what constitutes the

FIG. 7. (Color online) Ge content vs depth from RBS measurements for oxi-

dized Si0.85Ge0.15 samples with similar oxide thicknesses but varying oxida-

tion temperatures. The profiles are aligned with the oxidation front at depth

zero and labeled according to oxidation temperature, time, and oxide thick-

ness (from ellipsometry.)

FIG. 8. (Color online) Si dose extracted from the pile-up region, tpileupNSiGe-

pileupXpileup (1 � X)/X, vs that in the oxide, toxNox, from Eq. (9) with data

from this study and other works (Refs. 15–17 and 37). All data points are la-

beled by the initial Ge content. The oxide and pile-up thickness data from

this study are extracted from RBS measurements. The black diagonal in the

plot indicates where the x-values equal the y-values.
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thickness of the pile-up region is not well defined in the liter-

ature. Smaller values of the pile-up thickness, concentration,

or density would help to account for the apparent negative

value of Qsub in Fig. 8. The same is true of larger values of

the oxide thickness or density or of the initial SiGe concen-

tration. It is clear though that there is no evidence of diffu-

sion of Si from the substrate making any substantial

contribution to the dimensions of the oxide or pile-up layer.

D. Determination of the pile-up Ge concentration

The system being discussed can be described by three

fundamental fluxes of Si. The first is the flux of Si being con-

sumed by the oxide, Jox, the second is the flux of Si from the

SiGe region through the pile-up toward the oxidation front,

Jpileup, while the third is the flux of Si from the substrate into

the SiGe region, Jsubstrate.
The relationship between Jox and Jpileup is integral to the

formation of the pile-up region. Where Jox> Jpileup, a pile-up
region will form, and if this condition remains true for long

enough, both Si and Ge will be oxidized and Xpileup will be

1, whereas Jox < Jpileup will lower the Ge concentration at

the oxidation front. The case in which Jox¼ Jpileup will affect
a constant Ge concentration at the oxidation front.

The diffusivity of Si in Ge is reported as being five to

six orders of magnitude higher than the diffusivity of Si in

Si.38 This will tend to create an abrupt transition between the

SiGe region and the pile-up region with nearly constant Ge

concentration in the pile-up region. If at first a pile-up region

composed entirely of Ge is formed and Jox is both independ-

ent of Xpileup and less than Jpileup, the Ge concentration in the

pile-up region will decrease, thereby decreasing Jpileup until

either Jpileup¼ Jox or until the pile-up concentration equals

the concentration of the infinite source (the initial SiGe con-

centration in this case.) In this way, Xpileup is determined by

balancing the flux of silicon to the oxidation front and the

flux of silicon consumed by oxidation and can be considered

a single value because of the assumption of an abrupt transi-

tion between the SiGe layer and the pile-up layer. This

makes the oxidation rate a determining factor in the forma-

tion of the pile-up region.

The relationship between Jsubstrate and Jpileup are synony-
mous to that between Jpileup and Jox. Given that the diffusiv-

ity of Si in Ge is orders of magnitude higher than it is in Si

and that a pile-up region exists with a Ge concentration that

is higher than the initial SiGe concentration, the condition

where Jsubstrate > Jpileup should never occur. It would then

also be true that lower initial Ge concentrations will mini-

mize the contribution of Jsubstrate to the formation of the pile-

up region. More precisely, the contribution of Jsubstrate to the

formation of the pile-up will decrease as the ratio X/Xpileup

goes from 1 to 0. In the extreme case where X¼ 1 and

Jsubstrate¼ 0, there is no Si to be oxidized and no pile-up

region. This situation may be extended to any condition in

which X/Xpileup > 1, whether X¼ 1 or Xpileup < X < 1. The

implication of this is that, if Jox acts to limit the value of Xpi-

leup to less than 1, then there will exist a maximum value of

X, below which a pile-up region may form and above which

no pile-up will occur. The case where X is very close to 0

will minimize the influence of Jsubstrate and will maximize

the pile-up effect by maximizing the contrast between the Ge

concentration in the initial SiGe layer and the pile-up region

(i.e., minimizing the X/Xpileup ratio). Thicker initial layers of

SiGe will also minimize the influence of Jsubstrate.
If the Ge concentration is constant throughout the pile-

up region and the entirety of the Si in the pile-up region and

the oxide is considered to be supplied by diffusion of Si,

then the post oxidation Ge content may be written as the sum

of doses from diffusion and the doses in the resulting oxide

and pile-up region,

Qdiffusion ¼ Qox �Qsub þQpileup

¼ ðQox �QsubÞf1þ ð1� XpileupÞX=½Xpileupð1� XÞ�g;
(10)

where Qdiffusion is the dose of Si supplied to the pile-up from

Jpileup (i.e., from the initial SiGe layer), Qox¼ toxNox is the

dose of Si in the oxide, and Qpileup¼ tpileupNSiGe-pileup

(1 � Xpileup) is the dose of Si remaining in the pile-up region

after oxidation. Substitution of tpileup from Eq. (9) allows the

simplification of Eq. (10).

Figure 9 shows the values of Xpileup that satisfy Eq. (10)

versus the oxide thickness; the data presented is for five temper-

atures and is labeled accordingly. The value of tox, and thus

Qox, for various oxidation times and temperatures is found by

modeling the oxide thickness with the Massoud39 model while

using oxidation rate constants for Si published therein. The

value of Qdiffusion is determined using a pre-deposition diffusion

model while defining the initial SiGe layer as the infinite source

and the pile-up layer as the medium into which Si is diffusing.

The diffusivity of Si in the said medium is defined by Xpileup

and is estimated from published values.38 The initial SiGe

region is thick (e.g., �100nm) and has a low value of X (0.05),

such that the contribution of Jsubstrate to the formation of the ox-

ide and pile-up layer may be neglected. Use of a Ge concentra-

tion, X, of 5% for the initial SiGe layer also ensures that the

assumptions of an infinite source associated with a pre-

deposition model and Si oxidation constants are appropriate

approximations. The flatness of the curves in Fig. 9 reflect a

close correlation between Jox and Jpileup, except for oxide thick-
nesses very close to 0.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Ge concentration in the pile-up layer, Xpileup, that sat-

isfies Eq. (10) vs the oxide thickness.
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The influence of Xpileup on the relationship between Jox
and Jpileup may be seen by considering the ratio between the

left- and right-hand sides of Eq. (10). Figure 10 shows this

ratio as a function of oxide thickness (analogous to oxidation

time), as determined by the Massoud39 model. The data pre-

sented is for five values of Xpileup and is labeled accordingly,

while X is fixed at 0.05 and the temperature is fixed at

1000 �C. A value of 1 indicates the Ge concentration for

which Eq. (10) is satisfied. Small changes in Xpileup cause a

drastic deviation from the equilibrium condition, where the

scaled ratio of doses is 1. The value of Xpileup that satisfies

Eq. (10) remains quite stable over a range of oxide

thicknesses.

Figure 11 shows the same scaled ratio of doses for the

same five values of Xpileup as in Fig. 10, but plotted against tem-

perature and for a fixed oxide thickness of 50 nm. Figure 11

suggests that Xpileup has a limited dependence on temperature,

though the data in Fig. 7 suggest that this dependence is sub-

stantially smaller. The stability of the value of Xpileup over a

range of oxidation thicknesses suggested by Figs. 9 and 10 and

the results in Fig. 11 suggest that there is a limited range of

pile-up concentrations that may be achieved by oxidation in the

sub-100-nm region and particularly in the linear oxidation re-

gime, which is dominated by a nearly constant oxidation rate.

This analysis suggests that variation of the oxidation

temperature during the oxidation could be a realistic means

to control the pile-up concentration, but that the range of

achievable pile-up concentrations is limited. In discussion of

their own modeling results, Kilpatrick et al.23 also mention

the limited dependence of Xpileup on temperature, but they do

not demonstrate the point. If temperature variation is used to

control the pile-up concentration, the pile-up thickness could

be controlled by modification of the oxidation time and the

initial SiGe concentration. However, wet oxidation or con-

trolled oxidant pressure would be more effective methods of

controlling Xpileup, as they act to modify the oxidation rate

without simultaneously altering the diffusion of Si in SiGe,

as happens with temperature changes.

E. Oxidation rate dependence on pile-up
concentration

The discussion, so far, has assumed that the oxidation

rate of SiGe alloys is the same as or close to that of Ge-free

Si and may be described by the Massoud39 or Deal and

Grove40 models. If the oxidation rate of SiGe is enhanced or

slowed as a function of Ge concentration, then the pile-up

layer concentration will be integral to determining the oxida-

tion rate. Recognizing that higher Ge concentrations act as a

catalyst for diffusion of Si in SiGe alloys, if variation in Ge

concentrations influence the oxidation rate of SiGe, then

the two effects will create a feedback loop between Jox and
Jpileup. With the starting assumption that Jox¼ Jpileup and

since higher Ge concentrations lead to higher fluxes of Si in

SiGe, there are five cases to consider for comparison of the

rate of change of flux with respect to Ge concentration in the

pile-up:

i. dJpileup/dXpileup< dJox/dXpileup; the thermodynamic

preference for oxidation of Si will initiate an increase

in Xpileup, leading to Jox> Jpileup and then to

Xpileup¼ 1 and the oxidation of Ge

ii. dJpileup/dXpileup¼ dJox/dXpileup; published values38 for

diffusivity of Si in SiGe and a common model, like

the pre-deposition model, would lead to orders of

magnitude difference in the oxidation rate of SiGe

between X¼ 0 and X¼ 1. The data from this study

does not support this case.

iii. dJpileup/dXpileup > dJox/dXpileup > 0; an increase in Xpi-

leup causes a smaller value of Jox/Jpileup, which leads

to a disproportionately large drop in Xpileup

iv. dJpileup/dXpileup> dJox/dXpileup¼ 0; although an increase

in Xpileup will increase Jpileup, no feedback occurs and

Jox is unaffected
v. �dJpileup/dXpileup< dJox/dXpileup< 0; an increase in

Xpileup causes a larger value of Jox/Jpileup, which leads

to a disproportionately large increase in Xpileup

vi. �dJpileup/dXpileup > dJox/dXpileup; an initial increase in

Xpileup leads to a lower oxidation rate, Jox/Jpileup, and
Xpileup. The associated drop in Jpileup is not sufficient

to compensate for the drop in Jox, and Xpileup is forced

toward X, making the pile-up layer disappear.

If Ge acts as either a catalyst or inhibitor for the oxida-

tion of Si in SiGe alloys, then the oxidation rate will vary as

a function of Xpileup. Holland et al.26 recognize this point and
FIG. 10. (Color online) A plot of the scaled ratio of doses from Eq. (10) vs

oxide thickness. Here, B¼ {1 þ (1 � Xpileup)X/[Xpileup(1 � X)]}.

FIG. 11. (Color online) A plot of the scaled ratio of doses from Eq. (10) vs

temperature. Here, B¼ {1 þ (1 � Xpileup)X/[Xpileup(1 � X)]}.
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suggest that a difference in binding energy of Si to Si and Si

to Ge at the oxidation front is responsible for Ge acting as a

catalyst. However, their analysis relies on correlation of Ge

implant doses (i.e., X) to oxide thickness rather than explic-

itly correlating oxidation rate to Xpileup. The influence of X,
temperature, time, pressure, and the oxidation ambient on

oxidation rate must be decoupled from their influence on Xpi-

leup in order to determine how and whether Ge acts as a cata-

lyst or inhibitor for oxidation of Si.

IV. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

This study addresses several fundamental aspects of the

oxidation-induced redistribution of Ge in thin films of SiGe,

including the incorporation of Ge into the oxide and the for-

mation of what is alternatively referred to as pile-up, snow-

plow, or a germanium-rich layer. The dynamics of the for-

mation of a pile-up layer are explored, with attention given

to the influence of oxidation temperature on Ge redistribu-

tion and formation of a pile-up region. This is done with

novel observations and is motivated by the use of thermal

oxidation for nanostructuring and device fabrication with

SiGe. The analysis is supported by experimental evidence

from RBS, XPS, and ellipsometry measurements, as well as

simulations. The focus of the study is on oxidation of epitax-

ial thin films (< 100 nm) of Si1�XGeX in dry O2 at 1 atm and

800 �C, 850 �C, 900 �C, 950 �C, and 1000 �C.
The oxidization of SiGe in the temperature range

between 800 �C and 1000 �C at ambient pressures has been

demonstrated to avoid the incorporation of Ge into the SiO2

layer. As predicted by an analysis of the Gibbs free energies,

the preferential oxidation of Si is supported by observations

made by XPS. The XPS profiles show limited oxidized Ge in

the native oxide, while no oxidized Ge is present in the ther-

mal oxide or the Si-rich region of the SiGe to SiO2 interface.

RBS data shows longer oxidation times, leading to an

increase of Ge content in the pile-up region and eventually

creating a single high Ge content pile-up layer by entirely

consuming the initial SiGe layer. The pile-up effect was

shown to occur at the oxidation interface, with the highest

Ge content occurring at the same interface. For a given oxide

thickness, the redistribution of Ge and the formation of a

pile-up region was shown by RBS data to be independent of

temperature in the range between 800 �C and 1000 �C. Simu-

lations using common models for the oxidation of Si and dif-

fusion of Si in SiGe indicate that temperature does have an

influence on the composition of the pile-up layer, though the

range of achievable compositions is limited. The flux of Si

due to diffusion of Si in SiGe relative to the oxidation-

induced flux of Si out of the SiGe is integral to the formation

and dimensions of a pile-up region.

Two predictive relations were derived for describing the

dynamics of oxidation of SiGe. The first relation is given for

determining the pile-up layer thickness as a function of oxide

thickness and the composition of the pile-up layer. The sec-

ond relation assumes a limited supply of Si and is for deter-

mination of the minimum initial thickness of a SiGe layer to

avoid oxidation of Ge. The validity of these equations was

confirmed by RBS and XPS data from this study as well as

values from TEM and XRD from other studies. The pro-

posed models may be used in nanostructuring thin films of

SiGe by oxidation and in the design of core-shell structures

and transistors.
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The data and analysis presented herein aims to facilitate the design and manufacture of SiGe based

nanostructures and devices by describing the enhancement of Ge concentration in sub-100-nm thin

films of SiGe by dry thermal oxidation. Thin films of SiGe were restructured by using thermal

oxidation induced self-organization of Si and Ge atoms to create a layer of enhanced Ge

concentration. The dry thermal oxidations were carried out at temperatures between 800 �C and

1000 �C. The influence of temperature on the Ge content at the oxidation front, as measured by

x-ray diffraction, is examined and supported by simulation results. A model for determination of the

Ge content in the pile-up layer is presented along with appropriate values for the activation energy

and pre-exponential constant for diffusion of Si in Si1-XGeX. This model may also be used for

determination of the diffusivity of Si in Si1-XGeX by fitting the model results to the measured Ge

concentration in the pile-up layer. It is observed that the Ge content at the oxidation front is a

function of temperature and varies linearly between 64% at 800 �C and 36% at 1000 �C. However,
the Ge content is largely independent of oxide thickness and the Ge content in the initial SiGe layer.

When the Ge concentration at the oxidation front is considered, the experimental results presented

here indicate that the oxidation rates of SiGe closely match those of Si and provide evidence that

the presence of Ge in very thin films of SiGe does not lead to enhanced or retarded oxidation rates

as compared to Si.VC 2012 American Vacuum Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4736982]

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been substantial interest in the oxidation of sili-

con germanium (SiGe) as it pertains to transistor and nano-

wire design and fabrication. Commercialization of multiple

gate field effect transistors and incorporation of Ge into Si

CMOS processing has been motivated by SiGe’s utility in cre-

ating high mobility channels,1 reduction of parasitic effects like

drain induced barrier lowering in deep sub-micron devices,2

and creation of other novel gate architectures and nanowire

transistors.3,4 The potential of SiGe core-shell constructions in

photovoltaics is also a new and promising application.5

An integral aspect of the thermal oxidation of SiGe is the

tendency towards self-organization of Si and Ge atoms

within the SiGe and oxide structure. The selective oxidation

of Si tends to separate Si from Ge and creates a region of

enhanced Ge concentration in the SiGe. This Ge rich region

occurs adjacent to the SiO2 growth front and is alternately

referred to as a pile-up region, snow plow effect, or germa-

nium rich layer. Such manipulation of the Ge content in

SiGe is concomitant with manipulation of the bandgap. Fur-

thermore, by taking advantage of the variable dependencies

of the diffusivities of common dopants (e.g., B, P, As, and

Sb) on Ge concentration, creation of Ge concentration

gradients by thermal oxidation could allow for creation of

dopant profiles, and thus electronic or opto-electronic devi-

ces. However, this sort of nanostructure design and fabrica-

tion requires a thorough understanding of the mechanisms

and dependencies governing the formation of the pile-up

region.

Understanding the redistribution of Ge due to thermal ox-

idation requires knowledge of the dependence of the oxida-

tion rate on the Ge concentration at the oxidation front.

Although the oxidation of Si is described by the well estab-

lished Deal–Grove6 and Massoud7 models, the oxidation of

SiGe is not as well characterized. A variety of oxidation con-

ditions have been investigated including dry,8 wet,9 ozone,10

fluorine11 ambients, oxygen plasma,12 UV assisted

oxidation,13 a variety of pressures,14 initial germanium

concentrations,15 and oxide thicknesses, as well as SiGe-on-

insulator.15 Several models have been proposed to describe

the oxidation processes in SiGe,11,16–19 all of which consider

the relative diffusion of O in SiO2 and that of Si in SiGe and

Ge. There have been several publications which discuss

oxidation rates for SiGe in dry O2, though, each of them

focuses on a limited range of conditions and oxide

thicknesses.8,15,20–33 Despite the work that has been done to

study oxidation of SiGe, a lack of consensus remains regard-

ing oxidation rates for SiGe as compared to that of Si. This

lack of consensus becomes clear if one considers reports of

the oxidation rate of SiGe in dry O2 being the same as,8,23,24

faster than,20–22,28,29 and slower than15,32,33 that of Si. It is

obvious that there is substantial variation in the data between

published works which is aggravated by the limited range of

temperatures and oxide thicknesses as well as the sometimes

exotic oxidation conditions in individual studies. More

importantly, those studies that have investigated the influ-

ence of Ge concentration on the oxidation rate of SiGe have

only considered the Ge concentration in the initial SiGe layer
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and not the concentration at the oxidation interface. If the Ge

concentration influences the oxidation rate of SiGe, then the

critical concentration will be that at the oxidation front,

rather than that in the initial SiGe layer. This serves as a fun-

damental motivation for the present work’s effort to charac-

terize the Ge concentration in the pile-up region.

The present study focuses on description of the Ge con-

tent in the pile-up layer of sub-100-nm films of SiGe that

have been subjected to dry thermal oxidation. A linear de-

pendence of the Ge content in the pile-up layer on the oxida-

tion temperature is shown using data measured by x-ray

diffraction and supported by simulation. A model for deter-

mination of the Ge content in the pile-up layer, based on the

diffusivity of Si in SiGe, oxidation time and temperature,

and oxide thickness, is presented and compared to measured

data. The model and measured data for the Ge concentration

in the pile-up layer are used to determine the activation

energy and pre-exponential constant for diffusion of Si in

SiGe. The present work in combination with previous

work19 provides the empiric relations, theory, and analysis

necessary to design and construct nanostructured thin films

of SiGe by dry thermal oxidation.

II. EXPERIMENT

Fully strained epitaxial layers of Si1-XGeX on a 100 nm Si

buffer layer were grown on (100) oriented Si substrates by

molecular beam epitaxy. The Si1-XGeX layer thicknesses for

the two wafers used were 80 nm and 70 nm for X¼ 0.15 and

X¼ 0.20, respectively. A third Si (100) wafer was used as a

control sample. The thermal oxidation was done using a tube

furnace at ambient pressure and flushed with dry O2. For a

given oxidation time and temperature, three samples, Si,

Si0.85Ge0.15, and Si0.80Ge0.20, were oxidized simultaneously

in order to ensure identical oxidation conditions for the three

stoichiometries. Oxidation was carried out at 800 �C, 850 �C,
900 �C, 950 �C, and 1000 �C with the oxidation times

adjusted to provide a series of oxide thicknesses between the

native oxide and 60 nm for each temperature. The native

oxides were not removed prior to oxidation but their thick-

nesses have been taken into account when calculating oxida-

tion rates.

Oxide thicknesses were measured by ellipsometry at

632.8 nm and 830.0 nm wavelengths and 70� angle of inci-

dence with each sample being measured five times at each

wavelength in order to account for random error in the meas-

urements. The ellipsometry analysis was carried out using a

three layer model and treating the oxide, pile-up layer, and

SiGe layer thicknesses as well as the index of refraction for

the pile-up layer as unknowns. The modeled and measured

delta and psi data were analyzed by calculating the minimum

mean squared error for the stated unknowns.

A subset of 16 samples was used to check the ellipsome-

try results against those found using Rutherford backscatter-

ing spectrometry (RBS). RBS measurements were done with

2MeV 4Heþ ions backscattered into the detector at 100� rel-
ative to the incident beam direction. This glancing-angle de-

tector geometry was used to provide enhanced depth

resolution for accurate analysis of films near the surface

region. The oxide thicknesses were determined by fitting

simulated curves to the experimentally determined RBS

spectra. For the purpose of comparing the oxide thicknesses

determined by ellipsometry to those determined by RBS, the

uncertainty in the ellipsometry measurements may be calcu-

lated while presuming the RBS values to be the actual val-

ues. With such a presumption the sample standard deviation

in the ellipsometry measurements was calculated to be

3.8 nm.

The thickness and Ge concentration of the SiGe layers

were measured using x-ray diffraction (XRD). A Bruker

AXS x-ray diffractometer in double axis configuration and

CuKa1 radiation was used to conduct 2h-x scans of the

(004) peak for each sample. The incident beam was condi-

tioned to remove CuKa2 radiation using a Göbel mirror and

Ge monochromator. A point source detector in “1 D” mode

was used on the secondary side to maximize the count rates.

The profiles from the 2h-x scans were fit using a three layer

model and the Leptos simulation software with data for lat-

tice constants from Dismukes et al.34 Reciprocal space maps

focusing on the 6(113) and 6(224) peaks from a limited

number of samples were used to confirm that the SiGe layers

were fully strained before and after oxidation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to design and construct nanostructures in SiGe

by using thermal oxidation to create a layer of enhanced Ge

concentration, or to evaluate the influence of Ge on the oxi-

dation rate of SiGe, it is first necessary to estimate the degree

to which Ge is concentrated at the oxidation front. To this

end, XRD is used to provide a measure of the Ge concentra-

tion in the pile-up layer by measuring the lattice constant in

the various layers of the oxidized SiGe samples. As an

example of the XRD measurements used, Fig. 1 shows the

2h-x scans of the (004) peak of several samples of

Si0.80Ge0.20 oxidized at five temperatures between 800 �C
and 1000 �C as well as the scan for an unoxidized sample

(labeled pre-oxidation in the graph). The three peaks for

each sample correspond to three distinct layers in the sam-

ple, those three layers being the substrate, the primary SiGe

layer, and the pile-up layer. The primary SiGe layer is syn-

onymous with the initial SiGe layer except that the initial

SiGe layer is specific to the layer prior to any oxidation. Re-

ciprocal space mapping of selected samples showed layer

peaks that indicate no relaxation in the layers, and as such,

the positions of the peaks along the 2h axis in Fig. 1 correlate
to the lattice spacing, and hence the Ge concentration, in the

respective layer. The peak from the Si substrate, visible on

the right hand side at about 69.129�, was used to align the

samples to one another. The peak from the pile-up layer

occurs on the far left, the lower angles indicating higher Ge

concentrations. There are two critical aspects of the pile-up

layer peaks. First, the peak for the pile-up layer is shifted

substantially and consistently to the left of the peak for the

primary SiGe layer, confirming the presence of a distinct

pile-up layer. Second, as the oxidation temperature is
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lowered, the Ge concentration in the pile-up layer increases,

as is indicated by the pile-up peak shifting to lower 2h
angles. The sample that was not oxidized does not show a

peak for the pile-up layer and has a more intense peak for

the primary SiGe layer than is present for the oxidized sam-

ples, indicating the absence of a pile-up layer and a relatively

thick primary SiGe layer.

The data for the Ge concentration in the pile-up layers

that was extracted from the XRD measurements and the ox-

ide thicknesses, as measured by ellipsometry, are presented

in Fig. 2. With regard to the Ge content in the pile-up layer,

since there was no discernible difference between the sam-

ples with an initial layer Ge content of 15% and those with

20%, this distinction is not made in Fig. 2. This leaves oxida-

tion temperature and time as the two oxidation parameters

that may influence the Ge content in the pile-up layer. For

any given temperature, oxide thickness is a reflection of the

oxidation time, and so, comparing Ge concentration in the

pile-up layer to the oxide thickness will highlight the role of

oxidation time in determining the Ge content in the pile-up

layer. If the data in Fig. 2 is viewed without regard to tem-

perature, the scattering of data makes it clear that any corre-

lation between the Ge concentration in the pile-up layer and

the oxide thickness is negligible for the range of oxide thick-

nesses considered here. The lack of correlation between Ge

content in the pile-up and the oxide thickness remains true

when the oxidation temperature is considered. Furthermore,

consideration of the oxidation temperature highlights that

the influence of temperature on Ge content is substantially

more important than that of oxidation time. For any given

temperature, the data in Fig. 2 appears at a roughly constant

value of Ge concentration in the pile-up. As the oxidation

temperature decreases, the value of Ge concentration in the

pile-up increases. The importance of temperature in deter-

mining the Ge content in the pile-up layer is related to the

role of temperature in determining the diffusivity of oxidant

in the oxide relative to that of Si in SiGe.

The Si that composes the oxide is drawn from the pile-up

region and must translate into either a higher Ge content in

the pile-up or an increased pile-up layer thickness. So, it is

logically correct that, whereas the Ge content in the pile-up

is essentially independent of the oxide thickness, the thick-

ness of the pile-up layer is well correlated to the oxide thick-

ness. The empirical data in Fig. 3 supports this conclusion

and provides perspective on the magnitude of the pile-up

layer thicknesses being discussed. Figure 3 shows the pile-

up thickness as measured by XRD versus the oxide thickness

FIG. 1. (Color) XRD intensity profiles of the (004) peaks of Si0.8Ge0.2 sam-

ples oxidized at various temperatures and times as well as an unoxidized

sample. Intensity peaks for the Si substrate, primary SiGe layer, and the

pile-up layer are shown. The samples are labeled by oxidation temperature,

time, and oxide thickness, while the unoxidized sample is labeled “pre-

oxidation.”

FIG. 2. (Color online) Ge concentration in the pile-up layer plotted against

oxide thickness for samples oxidized at various temperatures and labeled

accordingly. Ge concentrations are determined by XRD; oxide thicknesses

are determined by ellipsometry. The lines connecting the measured data

points are for visual guidance only.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Pile-up layer thicknesses of Si0.85Ge0.15 and Si0.8Ge0.2
samples plotted against oxide thickness. The pile-up layer thicknesses are

determined by XRD; oxide thicknesses are determined by ellipsometry. Lin-

ear fits to the measured data are included to aid in visual interpretation of

the data.
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from ellipsometry. The pile-up thicknesses tend to be lower

for the 15% Ge initial layers than for the 20% Ge initial

layers which is sensible considering the dynamics of forma-

tion of the pile-up layer. In both cases, longer oxidation

times, represented by larger oxide thicknesses, lead to

thicker pile-up layers.

Measuring the Ge content in ultra thin layers of SiGe

using XRD does involve some degree of uncertainty. As the

thickness of a layer of SiGe approaches zero, the signal from

the layer in an XRD scan becomes vanishingly small and

confounded by noise. As such, the instrumental setup used in

this study was designed to maximize the signal and minimize

the noise in order to highlight even thin layers of SiGe. Even

so, there remains some uncertainty in the measurements, and

noting that oxide thickness correlates to the thickness of the

pile-up layer, this uncertainty is evident in the increased

scattering of Ge concentration data at very small oxide thick-

nesses in Fig. 2.

A direct comparison between oxidation temperature and

Ge content in the pile-up layer is warranted here. Figure 4

shows the Ge concentration in the pile-up layer from XRD

for samples oxidized at various temperatures and with a vari-

ety of oxide thicknesses. The measured data is presented

alongside values determined by simulation. The simulations

were conducted by using a predeposition model to calculate

the dose of Si diffusing through the pile-up layer toward the

oxidation front and comparing this to separately calculated

doses of Si being consumed by oxidation as calculated by

the Massoud7 model. Values for the diffusivity of Si in SiGe

were taken from a previous work.35 A more detailed descrip-

tion of the simulation method and its results is presented in

an earlier work.19 Both the data and the simulations show

that the Ge concentration in the pile-up layer varies between

about 64% at 800 �C and 36% at 1000 �C. For all of the tem-

peratures considered here, the Ge concentration in the pile-

up layer is substantially higher than that in the initial SiGe

layer. The simulations indicate that lower Ge concentrations

in the initial SiGe layer will result in lower concentrations in

the pile-up layer, but this effect is minor in comparison to

the influence of temperature and is not apparent in the meas-

ured data. The simulation results showed a weak correlation

between Ge content in the pile-up layer and oxide thickness;

however, as shown in Fig. 2, no clear correlation was evident

in the data. In fact, any such correlation that may exist is

small enough to be obscured by the experimental error in the

measured data.

A significant feature of Fig. 4 is the linear correlation

between the Ge content in the pile-up layer and the oxidation

temperature. A linear fit to the measured data, shown in

Fig. 5, gives a correlation that may be written as

Xpu ¼ 1:74� ð1:38� 10�3=�CÞT; (1)

where Xpu is the Ge content in the pile-up layer and T is the

oxidation temperature in Celsius. For various initial Ge con-

centrations and oxide thicknesses, although linear fits to the

measured data and simulations give values of Xpu(T¼ 0)

between about 1.5 and 1.8, the slope of the fits is very nearly

constant at about �1.38� 10�3/ �C. This would infer that,

for any given initial Ge concentration and target oxide thick-

ness, if the range of oxidation temperatures is limited by

practical concerns, then the range of values of Xpu will also

be limited to a nearly constant range. Inducing high Ge

concentrations in the pile-up layer by using low oxidation

temperatures is limited by the onset of formation of GeO2

(Ref. 11) and long oxidation times. Inducing low Ge concen-

trations in the pile-up layer using high oxidation tempera-

tures is limited by difficulty controlling the temperature and

oxide thickness due to high oxidation rates; this is particu-

larly true for thin oxides. An additional limiting factor,

which is not explored here, is the potential for defects or

relaxation in the films due to oxidation temperature and large

FIG. 4. (Color online) Ge concentration in the pile-up layer of SiGe samples

plotted against oxidation temperature. Data measured by XRD is presented

alongside simulation results. The measured data is for samples with initial

layers of both 15% and 20% Ge (presented as a single series) while the

simulated points are for initial SiGe layers of 20% and 5% Ge and labeled

accordingly. Simulated results are presented for three oxide thicknesses and

labeled accordingly. The lines connecting the simulated points are for visual

guidance only.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Ge concentration in the pile-up layer of SiGe samples

plotted against oxidation temperature. Data measured by XRD is presented

alongside modeled data determined by Eq. (3), using oxide thicknesses

determined by ellipsometry. The linear fit to the measured data was used to

determine Eq. (1). The coefficients of the activation energy and pre-

exponential for the diffusivity of Si in SiGe were determined by matching

the linear regressions for the modeled and measured data. The measured and

modeled data is for samples with initial layers of both 15% and 20% Ge

(presented as a single series.)
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Ge concentration gradients between the primary SiGe layer

and the pile-up layer.

The melting point of SiGe is not a major factor when

manipulating the Ge concentration in the pile-up region with

dry thermal oxidation. Following Eq. (1), the oxidation tem-

peratures that will induce values of 1 and 0 for Xpu are

533 �C and 1258 �C, respectively. Given that the melting

point of SiGe varies between �940 �C for Ge and �1400 �C
for Si,36 and that the Ge concentration in the pile-up layer is

reduced as oxidation temperature is increased, melting of the

pile-up layer is unlikely for dry thermal oxidations at 1 atm.

Melting of the pile-up layer may be a concern when high Ge

concentrations in the pile-up are induced by accelerating the

oxidation using, for example, high oxidant pressures and wet

oxidation while also using high oxidation temperatures, but

then Eq. (1) would need to be redetermined with regard to

the appropriate oxidation conditions.

The linear relationship between Ge concentration in the

pile-up layer and the oxidation temperature is an observation

of measured data and is supported by values determined by

simulation. It is useful, however, to have a predictive model

that will allow for explicit determination of the Ge concen-

tration in the pile-up. To derive such a model, we start with

the assumption that the dose of Si arriving at the oxidation

front through diffusion of Si in SiGe, QSi-SiGe, is equal to the

dose of Si consumed by oxidation, Qox. If a predeposition

model is used to model the diffusion, the doses may be writ-

ten as

QSi-SiGe ¼ 2C0

ffiffiffiffiffi
Dt

p

r
¼ Qox ¼ Noxtox; (2)

where C0 is the density of Si in the initial layer of SiGe, D is

the diffusivity of Si in the pile-up layer, t is the oxidation

time, Nox is the density of Si in the oxide, and tox is the oxide
thickness. If an Arrhenius relation wherein the activation

energy is a linear function of the Ge concentration in the

pile-up is used, the diffusivity of Si in the pile-up layer may

be written as D¼D0exp[�(EmXpuþESi)/kT]. Here, D0 is the

pre-exponential factor, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the

temperature in Kelvin, Xpu is the Ge concentration in the

pile-up layer, and the activation energy is Ea¼EmXpuþESi.

[Although the Arrhenius relation includes an activation

energy that is typically treated as a constant value, this is not

possible for evaluating the diffusion of Si in SiGe where the

Ge concentration is unknown. The value of the activation

energy for the diffusion of Si in Si1-XGeX is a function of X
(in this case Xpu) and a linear relationship is supported by

published data.35 The physical phenomena responsible for

the nearly linear relationship between Ea and X is not

obvious, but, it is perhaps not surprising given the nearly lin-

ear relationship between the lattice constant of Si1-XGeX and

X as described by Vegard’s law. Both Em and ESi are in units

of eV.]

The use of a linear relation to describe Ea as a function of

Xpu is significant here, in that it allows for a direct solution

for Xpu as shown in

Xpu ¼
ln

N2
oxt

2
oxp

4C2
0
t

� �
� lnðD0Þ

h i
kT þ ESi

�Em
: (3)

Equation (3) can be used either to determine the value of Xpu

using known values for the diffusivity of Si in SiGe, or to

determine the values of D0, Em, and ESi using known values

of Xpu.

For the former case, Eq. (3) may be used in process

design and simulations for the construction of electronic or

photovoltaic devices using thermal oxidation to manipulate

the Ge concentration in thin films or nanorods of SiGe.

For the latter case, measured values of tox, t, T, and C0

from this study were used along with starting estimates for

the values of D0, Em, and ESi to solve for Xpu. These modeled

values for Xpu were compared to the values measured by

XRD, and the values of D0, Em, and ESi were subsequently

adjusted in order to optimize the agreement between the

modeled and measured values and to arrive at final values

for D0, Em, and ESi. This resulted in values for D0, Em, ESi of

1339 cm2/s, �1.8 eV, and 5.12 eV, respectively. These val-

ues are in close agreement with data for the diffusivity of Si

in SiGe determined by measuring diffusion of Si isotopes

using TOF-SIMS35 as well as previous observations regard-

ing the binding energy of Si to Si being higher than that of

Si to Ge.18 Figure 5 presents the data from this work as

measured by XRD, values modeled using Eq. (3), and the

linear fits to both measured and modeled data. The linear fit

to the measured data is described by Eq. (1). The agreement

between the linear fits in Fig. 5 shows that the empiric rela-

tion given by Eq. (1) and the model in Eq. (3) are accurate

representations of the relationship between the Ge concen-

tration in the pile-up and the oxidation temperature. Further-

more, this analysis is a demonstration of the feasibility of

measuring the diffusivity of Si in SiGe by dry thermal oxida-

tion of SiGe and subsequent measurement of the oxide thick-

ness and Ge concentration in the pile-up layer.

Use of dry thermal oxidation in device and nanostructure

construction still requires a reliable estimate of the rate at

which SiGe will oxidize. As stated in the introduction, the

role of the Ge concentration at the oxidation front in deter-

mining the oxidation rate has not been adequately addressed.

Comparison of the oxidation rate to the oxide thickness

for multiple temperatures was used to great affect by Mas-

soud7 to demonstrate and model oxidation rates in Si for

very thin oxides. A similar approach is taken in Fig. 6 in

order to evaluate the influence of Ge on the oxidation rate of

SiGe. Although the samples in the present study have 15%

or 20% Ge in the initial SiGe layers, the Ge content in the

pile-up region is substantially higher and primarily depend-

ent on the oxidation temperature. So, it is appropriate to treat

all of the data from SiGe that is oxidized at a given tempera-

ture as having the same Ge content at the oxidation interface

and comparing that data to the Si data points for the same

temperature. Figure 6 shows data for SiGe and Si alongside

predictions for Si using the Massoud7 model and assuming

the presence of a native oxide layer. The model constants

used are as previously published,6,7 except for the linear rate
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coefficient (B/A), which was estimated from the data in this

study. The values for B/A used here were 0.00487 nm/s,

0.00933 nm/s, 0.01512 nm/s, 0.02991 nm/s, and 0.03363 nm/

s for 800 �C, 850 �C, 900 �C, 950 �C, and 1000 �C, respec-
tively. The most important aspect of the data presented in

Fig. 6 is that the oxidation rates for SiGe do not differ in any

meaningful way from those of Si. Despite Ge contents at the

oxidation front between about 64% and 36% for 800 �C and

1000 �C, respectively, the oxidation rate of the SiGe samples

is the same as that of the Si control samples. Furthermore,

both the SiGe and Si oxidation rates are in close agreement

with what is predicted by the Massoud7 model for Si.

IV. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

The present work adds to the general understanding of

SiGe oxidation by measuring the Ge content in the pile-up

region and the oxide thickness that result from simple and

nonexotic oxidation conditions (dry O2 at 1 atm.) Data is pre-

sented, showing that the Ge content in the pile-up layer is

primarily determined by the oxidation temperature, while it

is largely independent of oxide thickness and the Ge content

in the initial SiGe layer. The Ge content in the pile-up layer

is determined to vary linearly as a function of temperature

and is measured to be about 64% at 800 �C and 36% at

1000 �C. Despite elevated Ge content at the oxidation front

where oxidation occurs, the weight of the evidence indicates

that Ge content does not influence the oxidation rate of SiGe

for sub-100-nm thin films. Use of the established models and

parameters for Si give very reasonable and practical estima-

tions for the oxidation of thin films of SiGe. A model that

allows for the explicit determination of the Ge concentration

in the pile-up layer based on other known or measured val-

ues is presented. This model may be used either as a predic-

tive tool in the design and manufacture of nanostructures

and devices or as a tool for determination of the diffusivity

of Si in SiGe. The model has been supported by data from

the present work as well as data from the literature.
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The present study examines the kinetics of dry thermal oxidation of (111), (110), and (100)

silicon-germanium (SiGe) thin epitaxial films and the redistribution of Ge near the oxidation interface

with the aim of facilitating construction of single and multi-layered nano-structures. By employing a

series of multiple and single step oxidations, it is shown that the paramount parameter controlling the

Ge content at the oxidation interface is the oxidation temperature. The oxidation temperature may

be set such that the Ge content at the oxidation interface is increased, kept static, or decreased. The Ge

content at the oxidation interface is modeled by considering the balance between Si diffusion in SiGe

and the flux of Si into the oxide by formation of SiO2. The diffusivity of Si in SiGe under oxidation is

determined for the three principal crystal orientations by combining the proposed empirical model with

data from X-ray diffraction and variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry. The orientation dependence

of the oxidation rate of SiGe was found to follow the order: ð111Þ > ð110Þ > ð100Þ. The role of

crystal orientation, Ge content, and other factors in the oxidation kinetics of SiGe versus Si are

analyzed and discussed in terms of relative oxidation rates. VC 2013 American Institute of Physics.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4794991]

I. INTRODUCTION

There is significant research and industrial interest in

silicon-germanium (SiGe) based nano-structures and devi-

ces.1 Among numerous examples of how SiGe, in general,

and Ge condensation by thermal oxidation of SiGe, in partic-

ular, may be used for fabrication of nano-scale devices are:

monolithically integrated optical interconnects and wave-

guides,2 nano-antennas,3 bolometers for uncooled infrared

photodetectors,4,5 nano-crystals for use in high density non-

volatile memories,6,7 multiple gate field effect transistors

(including FinFETs),8–11 and nano-wires.12,13 Achieving a

direct bandgap in SiGe core-shell nanowires depends on,

among other things, the nanowire’s orientation and shell

thickness.14–16 Local oxidation of SiGe has long been pro-

posed as a method to manipulate the Ge content in the chan-

nel or source/drain regions of transistors, which, in addition

to the performance benefits, may help reduce manufacturing

costs and cycle times by eliminating steps from SiGe CMOS

processes.17 SiGe-on-insulator (SGOI) is a viable replace-

ment for bulk Si in deep sub-micron CMOS applications,18

and the fabrication of SGOI wafers using Ge condensation

by thermal oxidation19 as well as by thermally induced Ge

dilution20 has been suggested. Use of thermal oxidation for

SGOI fabrication may also allow for endotaxial growth of

high Ge content layers and Ge nano-crystals at the interface

between a buried oxide and a SiGe layer.21 A sound under-

standing of the oxidation of SiGe in multiple crystallo-

graphic orientations will be required to develop processes for

using SiGe in such applications.

The two phenomena commonly discussed in the litera-

ture about oxidation of SiGe are the potential for Ge to act as

a catalyst or inhibitor for oxidation, and the formation of a

Ge-rich layer between the oxide and the underlying SiGe,

referred to as Ge condensation, pile-up, or snow plowing.22–30

A common explanation for the presumed catalytic effect of

Ge relies on the dissociation energy for a Si-Ge bond being

lower than that of a Si-Si bond,31–35 while others explain

Ge’s role as a catalyst in terms of the generation of vacancies

and interstitials in the SiGe layers.22–25,36–38 However, con-

clusions about the role of Ge in determining the oxidation

rate vary widely, and the Ge content at the oxidation interface

is rarely characterized in a systematic way.39 Furthermore,

except for an early study using (111) oriented material,40 oxi-

dation of SiGe has been studied with an exclusive focus on

(100) material. The orientation dependence of oxidation of

Si41–43 may be an indication that SiGe will exhibit similar

behaviour, but it is not obvious that SiGe and Si are perfectly

synonymous in this respect. It has been established that oxida-

tion enhanced diffusion of dopants in Si is tied to both point

defects and crystallographic orientation.44,45 If point defects

play a role in Si diffusion in SiGe,22,38,46 then it is likely that

any oxidation enhanced diffusion of Si in SiGe due to point

defects is also orientation dependent. By virtue of the depend-

ence of the Ge condensation on the diffusivity of Si in

SiGe,26,27 any orientation dependence in the latter will have

a direct consequence on the Ge content at the oxidation

interface.

The present study evaluates the kinetics of oxidation of

SiGe with (111), (110), and (100) oriented thin epitaxial films

of SiGe. The possibility to increase, keep stable, or decrease the

Ge content at the oxidation interface is demonstrated by usinga)Electronic mail: ethanl@smn.uio.no.
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) characterization of SiGe samples after

multiple oxidations. Characterization of samples with a range

of oxide thicknesses and oxidation temperatures shows that the

Ge content in the pile-up region is strongly dependent on oxida-

tion temperature and only weakly dependent on the Ge content

in the underlying SiGe. Lower oxidation temperatures are

shown to be linearly correlated to higher Ge contents, though

the linear temperature dependence of Ge content varies with

crystallographic orientation. The Ge content at the oxidation

interface is modeled by an empirical relationship which consid-

ers the balance between Si diffusion in SiGe and Si flux into

the oxide by formation of SiO2. The diffusivity parameters of

Si in SiGe under oxidation are determined for the principal

crystal orientations. The oxidation rates of both Si and SiGe are

found to be dependent on the crystallographic orientation as

well as the presence of Ge at the oxidation interface. The degree

of growth rate enhancement or reduction is discussed in terms

of oxidation rate ratios.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Epitaxial layers of Si1�XGeX were grown on (111),

(110), and (100) oriented Si substrates by molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE). The as-grown SiGe layers were composed of

20% Ge, while a supplementary set of (100) oriented sam-

ples contained 15% Ge. Additionally, a set of (100) oriented

samples with Si0:8Ge0:2 layers were grown by chemical

vapor deposition (CVD). The CVD grown samples were

used exclusively for experiments involving repeated oxida-

tions. Those samples which were subjected to repeated oxi-

dations had their oxides removed by a timed buffered

hydrofluoric acid etch between each oxidation. All as-grown

Si1�XGeX layers had thicknesses of �80 nm. Bare Si sub-

strates were used as reference samples for all oxidation runs.

The thermal oxidations were carried out at ambient pres-

sure (1 atm) in a tube furnace flushed with dry O2. For any

given oxidation time and temperature, all samples were proc-

essed simultaneously in order to ensure identical oxidation con-

ditions between samples with various characteristics (i.e., SiGe,

Si, crystal orientation). Oxidations for (111), (110), and (100)

oriented samples were carried out at 900, 950, and 1000 �C
with oxidation times chosen to target 20, 40, 60, 80, and

100 nm thick oxides. Supplementary (100) oriented Si0:85Ge0:15
and Si0:80Ge0:20 samples were oxidized at 780, 820, 870, 920,

or 960 �C to grow oxides between 0 and 60nm thick.

XRD measurements were made with a diffractometer in

double axis configuration. The incident beam was composed

of Cu-Ka1 radiation, while Cu-Ka2 and Cu-Kb radiation was

removed with a G€obel mirror and Ge monochromator. The

peaks for the 2h-x scans were chosen according to sample ori-

entation, i.e., the (004) peak for (100), the (333) peak for

(111), and both (022) and (044) peaks for (110) oriented mate-

rial. The profiles from the 2h-x scans were fit using a 3-layer

model, lattice constants from Dismukes et al.47 and the LEPTOS

simulation software. Reciprocal space maps of a limited num-

ber of samples confirmed that the SiGe layers were pseudo-

morphically strained before and after oxidation.

Oxide thicknesses were measured by variable angle

spectroscopic ellipsometry. Measurements were recorded at

65 �; 70 �, and 75 � with photon energies varied between 1.39

and 3.25 eV in increments of 0.01 eV. Oxide thicknesses were

determined using a multi-layer model, optical constants for

SiO2, Si, and SiGe from literature,48,49 and the COMPLETEEASE

software.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ge content in the pile-up

A series of multi-step oxidations was performed to high-

light the relative influence of temperature and initial Ge con-

tent on the pile-up of Ge at the oxidation interface. Figure 1

shows XRD scans for Si0:8Ge0:2 samples subjected to one,

two, and three separate oxidations at progressively lower

temperatures. The XRD scans are aligned to the Si substrate

peak at 69:13�. The peak at 68:10� arises from the as-grown

SiGe layer and reflects the 20% Ge content of the layer. The

left most peaks correspond to the Ge pile-up layers that form

as a result of the oxidations. After oxidation, the intensity of

the XRD peak for the as-grown layer will be reduced as a

result of the thinning of the layer. For the oxidized samples

in Fig. 1, the oxide and pile-up layers were thick enough so

that any extant signal from the as-grown layer is obscured.

The shift in the 2h position of the pile-up peaks from high to

low angles indicates an increase in the Ge content of the

pile-up layer, Xpu. The first sample was subjected to a single-

step oxidation at 1000 �C, which resulted in Xpu ¼ 0:310.
The second sample was subjected to a two-step oxidation:

the same oxidation at 1000 �C and a subsequent second oxi-

dation at 900 �C, resulting in Xpu ¼ 0:466. The third sample

underwent a three-step oxidation at 1000, 900, and then

800 �C, resulting in Xpu ¼ 0:572. Despite the Ge content at

the oxidation interface increasing with multiple oxidations at

progressively lower temperatures, T, these results are con-

sistent with what is predicted by empirical relations for

XpuðTÞ that are based on single oxidations of Si0:80Ge0:20 and

FIG. 1. XRD scans of the (004) peaks of (100) oriented SiGe samples after

multi-step oxidations with decreasing temperatures. The 2h position for the

as-grown sample is marked for reference.
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Si0:85Ge0:15 alloys.27 That is, the value of Xpu depends crit-

ically on the oxidation temperature, and is largely independ-

ent of the Ge content in the underlying SiGe. In the case of

multiple oxidations at progressively lower temperatures, the

Ge content at the oxidation interface, Xpu, is primarily deter-

mined by the temperature of the last oxidation performed,

despite the progressively increasing Xpu.

Figure 2 shows XRD scans of Si0:8Ge0:2 samples sub-

jected to a similar scheme of multi-step oxidations. A set of

four samples was first oxidized at 1000 �C in order to create

a thick pile-up layer with Xpu ¼ 0:310. Three samples were

subsequently subjected to an additional oxidation step at

1120, 1000, or 900 �C. These temperatures were chosen to

induce a decrease, no change, and an increase in Xpu by

following the previously published analysis for single

oxidations of SiGe(100).27 Indeed, the XRD scans in Fig. 2

reveal that the secondary oxidations at 1120, 1000, and

900 �C have caused Xpu to shift from 0.310 to 0.217, 0.331,

and 0.466, respectively. As stated above, Xpu is determined

primarily by the temperature of the last oxidation conducted.

However, the Ge content at the oxidation interface is

increased from 0.20 to 0.31 after the first oxidation at

1000 �C. The higher Ge content at the oxidation interface at

the start of the second oxidation had the consequence of

increasing Xpu by �2% after the second oxidation at

1000 �C. This effect is evident in the empirical relation for

XpuðT;NSiGeÞ27 (also in Eq. (1)), where NSiGe is the Si density

in the primary SiGe layer.

An additional series of oxidations was conducted on

SiGe and Si samples to investigate the influence of crystallo-

graphic orientation on the formation of the pile-up region

and on the oxidation kinetics of SiGe. These oxidation runs

involved a single oxidation of as-grown Si0:8Ge0:2 and Si

samples, though a variety of oxidation temperatures and

times were used for different oxidation runs. Figure 3 shows

the oxide thickness versus oxidation time for 900, 950, and

1000 �C. The oxidation rates are ordered as ð111Þ > ð110Þ >
ð100Þ for both Si and SiGe. Most of the oxidation runs per-

formed at 900 and 1000 �C result in SiGe oxidizing faster

than Si, but the longer oxidations at 950 �C and the 360min

oxidation at 900 �C show Si oxidizing faster than SiGe.

Figure 4 shows typical results of XRD measurements

performed to quantify Xpu for the samples described in Fig.

3. There are three distinct peak positions: the substrate peak

at �95 �, the peaks at �93:8
�
from the primary SiGe layers,

and the leftmost peaks corresponding to the pile-up layers.

The pile-up layer peaks are distinguished by their separation

according to oxidation temperature, while oxide thickness

does not have a profound influence on Xpu.

The dependence of Xpu on crystallographic orientation

and temperature is illustrated in Fig. 5. Even though XpuðTÞ
is orientation dependent, linear fits to the measured values

reveal nearly identical slopes for all three orientations.

FIG. 2. XRD scans of the (004) peaks of (100) oriented SiGe samples after

various multi-step oxidation schemes. The 2h positions of the peaks indicate

an increase, no change, and a decrease in Xpu. The scan for the as-grown

sample is omitted for clarity, but its 2h position is marked for reference.

FIG. 3. Oxide thickness versus oxidation time at (a) 900, (b) 950, and (c) 1000 �C. The data are for (111), (110), and (100) oriented Si0:8Ge0:2 and Si.
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B. Diffusivity of Si in SiGe and the oxidation rate

As detailed in earlier publications,26,27 the magnitude of

Xpu results from the diffusion induced flux of Si towards the

oxidation front, Jpu, and the flux of Si into the oxide due to

formation of SiO2, Jox, being balanced such that Jox=Jpu ¼ 1.

Thus, changes to the oxidation rate must be matched by

changes to the diffusion of Si in SiGe, which appears as a

change in Xpu. It is well established in the literature that the

oxidation rate of Si depends on its crystallographic

orientation,41,50–53 and the data in Fig. 3 confirm that this is

also true for SiGe. Furthermore, the orientation dependent

diffusivity of dopants observed in Si under oxidation44,45

may indicate that the diffusivity of Si in SiGe is also orienta-

tion dependent. Consequently, the orientation dependence of

both the oxidation rate of SiGe and the diffusivity of Si in

SiGe will alter the flux balance, Jox=Jpu ¼ 1, and thus, mod-

ify XpuðTÞ.

The diffusivities of Si in (111), (110), and (100) oriented

SiGe are determined by comparing values for Xpu as meas-

ured by XRD to values calculated with the empirical

relation27

Xpu ¼
kBTln

4N2
SiGeD0t

pN2
oxz

2
ox

� �
� ESi

Em

; (1)

where zox is the oxide thickness from ellipsometry, T is

the oxidation temperature, t is the oxidation time, Nox

¼ 2:21� 1022 cm�3 is the atomic density of Si in SiO2,

NSiGe is the Si density in the primary SiGe layer, and kB is

the Boltzmann constant. The diffusivity of Si in SiGe is

described by an Arrhenius relation, D ¼ D0exp½�ðEmXpu

þESiÞ=ðkBTÞ�, where the same activation energy for Si self-

diffusion, ESi ¼ 4:76 eV,54 is used for all three crystallo-

graphic orientations. The diffusion parameters D0 and Em

were determined independently for the (111), (110), and

(100) orientations by fitting the calculated and measured val-

ues of Xpu using the method of least squares; the results are

summarized in Table I. The correlation between measured

and calculated results for Xpu is shown in Fig. 6.

The apparent linearity of XpuðTÞ in Fig. 5 can be under-

stood if one models both the diffusivity of Si in SiGe and the

oxidation rate by Arrhenius relations. Although more refined

oxidation models exist, for the range of oxide thicknesses

considered here, a simple Arrhenius relation is consistent

with the literature41,51–53 and appears as an obvious choice

when evaluating the balance of Si fluxes, Jox=Jpu ¼ 1. Thus,

FIG. 4. XRD 2h-x scans of the (333) peaks of (111) oriented Si0:8Ge0:2 oxi-

dized at various temperatures and times. Five samples with oxide thick-

nesses between 20 and 100 nm are shown for each temperature.

FIG. 5. XRD measurements of the Ge content in the pile-up layer, Xpu, ver-

sus oxidation temperature, T, along with linear fits to the data.

TABLE I. Parameters for diffusivity of Si in SiGe for different orientations.

Orientation Em (eV) D0ðcm2=sÞ

111 �1.81 199

110 �1.89 219

100 �1.70 239

FIG. 6. Correlation between Xpu values measured by XRD and those calcu-

lated by Eq. (1). The diagonal line indicates where the measured and calcu-

lated values are exactly equal and is drawn for visual guidance only.
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by defining the oxidation rate as � ¼ �0exp½�Eox=ðkBTÞ�,
Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

Xpu ¼
kBTln

4N2
SiGeD0

pN2
ox�

2
0t

� �
� ESi þ 2Eox

Em

: (2)

The logarithmic dependence on time is consistent with the

observation that, for any given temperature and orientation,

Xpu remains nearly constant for a variety of oxide thick-

nesses, as is clearly shown in Fig. 7.

C. Oxidation rate ratios

A number of factors, including crystalline orientation,

Ge at the oxidation front, oxidant partial pressure, and oxi-

dant chemistry, will have varying influences on the oxidation

rate, and their influences are reflected by �0 and Eox.

Considering the ratio of two Arrhenius functions (i.e., two

oxidation rates) will highlight a single factor’s contribution

to �0 and Eox. So, in order to facilitate analysis of the data in

Fig. 3, oxidation rate ratios are used to compare the influence

of Ge content and crystal orientation on the oxidation rate.

These ratios are defined here as qa=b ¼ �a=�b, where �a and

�b are the oxidation rates for two samples with identical oxi-

dation conditions, and a single differentiating parameter indi-

cated by the subscripts. The average values of qSiGe=Si are
listed in Table II, while the average oxidation rate ratios

comparing (111), (110), and (100) material are reported in

Table III.

The values of qSiGe=Si listed in Table II indicate Ge

induced oxidation rate enhancement (qSiGe=Si > 1) for 900

and 1000 �C, while 950 �C indicates Ge induced oxidation

rate reduction (qSiGe=Si < 1). The samples oxidized for

360min at 900 �C (see Fig. 3) also show qSiGe=Si < 1, while

the (111) and (110) oriented samples oxidized at 950 �C for

22.5 minutes show qSiGe=Si > 1. Dry oxidations are typically

not completely free of H2O or N2 due to contamination from

the room ambient by diffusion through the wall of the fur-

nace or by back-flow from the end of the furnace.51,53,55 So,

the most likely explanation for the aberrations in the relative

oxidation rates of SiGe and Si shown in Table II and Fig. 3

is contamination of the oxidizing ambient by some combina-

tion of H2O and N2. Furthermore, a variation in ambient

chemistry seems to be the only plausible explanation for the

relatively small values of q110=100 and q111=100 and the rela-

tively large value of q111=110 for Si at 950
�C in Table III.

The notion that oxidant chemistry is a determining fac-

tor in the magnitude of qSiGe=Si is supported by studies of

SiGe oxidation in dry, wet, N2 diluted, fluorinated, ozone,

and atomic oxygen ambients.25,36,56,57 LeGoues et al.36 dem-

onstrated explicitly that qSiGe=Si > 1 for steam oxidation,

whereas an ambient with H2O diluted by N2 can result in

qSiGe=Si � 1. In fact, modification of the oxidation ambient

chemistry may simply be viewed as a way to control the var-

ious elements and molecules present at the interface between

the oxide and the underlying Si or SiGe. Introduction of

impurities by doping with boron, phosphorus, arsenic, or an-

timony,53,58 alloying with carbon,59,60 or directly depositing

copper61 also have a catalytic or inhibitive effect on the oxi-

dation of Si or SiGe, and may influence the magnitude of

qSiGe=Si.
The data plotted in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table III

indicate that the oxidation rates of the three orientations tend

to be ordered as ð111Þ > ð110Þ > ð100Þ. Also, a decrease in

qa=b as temperature increases is an indication that Eox is

larger for the orientation given by b than it is for the orienta-

tion given by a.53 It may be observed that qa=b in Table III

tends to decrease as temperature increases, which would

indicate that the magnitudes of Eox are ordered ð111Þ <
ð110Þ < ð100Þ for both Si and SiGe. This is consistent with

the observed ordering of the oxidation rates, however, the

FIG. 7. The Ge content in the pile-up layer, Xpu, versus oxide thickness, zox.
The lines are for visual guidance only.

TABLE II. Oxidation rate ratios, qSiGe=Si, comparing SiGe to Si. The values

are averages for all oxidation times for each combination of temperature and

orientation.

qSiGe=Si

Tð�CÞ 111 110 100

780 … … 1.02

820 … … 1.18

870 … … 1.07

900 1.40 1.29 1.47

920 … … 1.17

950 0.98 0.96 0.93

960 … … 1.19

1000 1.46 1.33 1.55

TABLE III. Oxidation rate ratios, q110=100; q111=100, and q111=110, for the

stated orientations. The values are averages for Si or SiGe (as indicated) for

the five oxidation times used at each temperature.

q110=100 q110=100 q111=100 q111=100 q111=110 q111=110
Tð�CÞ Si SiGe Si SiGe Si SiGe

900 1.37 1.23 1.43 1.38 1.05 1.13

950 1.17 1.21 1.26 1.33 1.08 1.10

1000 1.30 1.14 1.28 1.23 0.99 1.09
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difference in oxidation rates between orientations is not con-

stant. This may be seen in Fig. 8, which shows the value of

q111=110 decreasing towards 1 as the oxide thickness

decreases, and dropping below 1 for the two points with

zox < 23 nm. A crossover point around 20 to 25 nm and a

positive slope is an indication that the oxidation proceeds

from being controlled by the surface reaction rate at very

small zox, to being increasingly influenced by strain and the

diffusivity of oxidant in the oxide as zox increases.
It is well established that strain between the oxide and

the underlying crystal reduces the oxidation rate.42,43,50,62–64

In addition to strain, the concept of steric hindrance is inte-

gral to explaining the orientation dependence of oxidation.

While the number of surface bonds on differently oriented Si

or SiGe follows the order ð110Þ > ð111Þ > ð100Þ, the num-

ber of bonds available for an oxidation reaction due to steric

hindrance follows the order ð111Þ > ð110Þ > ð100Þ.41 On its

own, the steric hindrance model predicts that the oxidation

rates for dry O2 ambients will be ordered as ð110Þ
> ð111Þ > ð100Þ,43 but, the magnitude of strain due to oxi-

dation has also been shown to be a function of orientation,

following the order ð111Þ < ð100Þ < ð110Þ.42 Taken to-

gether, the influence of steric hindrance and oxide strain

result in orientation dependent oxidation rates being ordered

as ð110Þ > ð111Þ > ð100Þ or ð111Þ > ð110Þ > ð100Þ,
depending on the oxide thickness and oxidation condi-

tions.41,43,50,63,64 The oxide thickness where the coupling of

steric hindrance and oxide strain result in the oxidation rate

order switching from ð110Þ > ð111Þ to ð111Þ > ð110Þ has

been reported as being between 5 and 50 nm,42,43,64 which is

consistent with the data from the present study.

There are a number physical mechanisms that are

involved in oxidation of Si and SiGe, including point defect

generation,36,65 bond strength,31,34 steric hindrance,41 oxide

strain,50,63 oxidant ambient,25 and diffusivity of Si in

SiGe.25–27 It is difficult to quantitatively differentiate

between various effects and their influence on Ge induced

oxidation rate enhancement or reduction. However, if

Arrhenius like behaviour for � is presumed, their various

influences will be integrated into the values of �0 and Eox

and can be eliminated by considering the ratio of the oxida-

tion rates of similar samples. For example, the influence of

Ge on the oxidation rate can be removed by considering

�111SiGe=�
100
SiGe, while the influence of steric hindrance may be

eliminated by considering �111SiGe=�
111
Si . It follows that the ratio

of oxidation rates for both Si and SiGe samples of two orien-

tations, P ¼ ð�111Si �100SiGeÞ=ð�100Si �111SiGeÞ, should be equal to 1.

Such ratios comparing (111) and (110) to (100) for Si and

SiGe are shown in Fig. 9 where they are plotted against

qSiGe=Si. It should be emphasized that each data point repre-

sents a group of samples that were oxidized simultaneously,

and as such, have identical oxidation times, temperatures,

and oxidant ambients. Those oxidation runs that resulted in

growth rate reduction (qSiGe=Si < 1) show P � 1, while those

oxidation runs that resulted in growth rate enhancement

(qSiGe=Si > 1) show P 	 1. This is an indication that simple

modification of the linear rate constants may not be sufficient

to model the influence of Ge on the oxidation rate.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results of single and multiple oxidations have con-

firmed the strong and predictable temperature dependence of

Ge content in the pile-up layer, and its relatively weak de-

pendence on the Ge content in the underlying SiGe. Lower

oxidation temperatures have been shown to be linearly corre-

lated to higher Ge contents. Furthermore, the possibility to

increase, maintain unaffected, or to decrease Ge content at

the oxidation interface by manipulating the oxidation tem-

perature has been demonstrated. The influence of crystallo-

graphic orientation on the oxidation rate of SiGe and the Ge

content in the pile-up region has been examined. The redis-

tribution of Ge in oxidizing SiGe has been characterized and

explained by the balance of the fluxes of Si due to diffusion

through the pile-up layer and incorporation into the oxide.

X-ray diffraction and variable angle spectroscopic

FIG. 8. Oxidation rate ratio, q111=110, versus the oxide thickness of the (111)
oriented sample, zox.

FIG. 9. The oxidation rate ratio between SiGe and Si samples of two orien-

tations, Phkl ¼ ð�hklSi 
 �100SiGeÞ=ð�100Si 
 �hklSiGeÞ, versus the oxidation rate ratio

between SiGe and Si for the (100) orientation, qSiGe=Si ¼ �100SiGe=�
100
Si . The

data are labeled according to the oxidation temperature and the sample ori-

entation (hkl) used to calculate P.
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ellipsometry measurements have been used along with an

empirical relation for the Ge content in the pile-up region to

determine the diffusivity of Si in SiGe for the three orienta-

tions. The orientation dependence of the oxidation rate of

SiGe was found to follow the order ð111Þ > ð110Þ > ð100Þ,
while the magnitude of the oxidation rate ratios between ori-

entations is a function of the oxide thickness. The presence

of Ge at the oxidation interface may have either a catalytic

or inhibitive effect on the oxidation rate of SiGe; any such

Ge induced oxidation rate enhancement or retardation will

be subject to a number of factors, including point defect gen-

eration, bond strengths, steric hindrance, oxide strain, oxi-

dant ambient, and the diffusivity of Si in SiGe.
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